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ABSTRACT 

Every investigation technique has its specific advantages: this is the reason why, in modern 

research, it is common to combine many investigation techniques – especially the non-destructive 

ones - to achieve deeper structural information about a sample.  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and fluorescence (XRF) techniques are useful non-destructive 

analytical techniques, with application not only in industrial field and mining but also in 

environmental control and cultural heritage monitoring and conservation. 

In the present research, the advantages of a combined approach with XRF and XRD 

techniques are considered, due to their complementarity, and a new method of combining data is 

presented, executing the simultaneous computation of the refinement both for XRF and XRD. In 

this case, instead of the common approach with an iterative refinement, passing from XRF to 

XRD and vice versa, both XRF and XRD data are processed simultaneously with a combined 

Rietveld refinement.  

This innovative approach has been implemented in the program MAUD, combining original 

XRD algorithm with the XRF module implementation from the GimPy and JGIXA programs, 

creating comprehensive radiation–matter interaction model, which takes care of both elastic 

scattering and photoelectric absorption/fluorescence.  

Moreover, through a plugin-based application container, Eagle-X, specifically developed for 

this research project, some easy external wizards have been developed using JAVA language for 

preliminary XRF analysis and model set-up, which will be in the next future integrated into the 

MAUD current interface.  

This new approach has been applied to two case studies. 

The first study was in the cultural heritage field with the analysis of ancient Venetian coins, 

called sesini, which were never investigated before.  

These coins were widely used in the Venetian Republic over a time span ranging from the 

second half of the 16th until the early years of the 17th century. The rationale of the study was to 

establish a multilayer model that once validated could be used for fully non-destructive 

characterization of similar items. The approach, applied to 20 samples from different time periods, 

has given interesting results. First, the actual composition of the copper-based alloy used for these 

specific types of Venetian coin has been measured for the first time, using a three-layer model, 

with also direct measurements on the coin cross-section for validating the data obtained. Second, 

the detailed characterization of the coins provided essential background knowledge for fully non-
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destructive characterization of the same kind of coins. Third, the data obtained were very 

interesting from a historical point of view, because the silver depletion, which this research has 

investigated over the coin series, reflects a political and economic situation in strong evolution for 

the Venetian Republic in the second half of 16th century. Political and economic competitors and 

a continuous effort in military confrontations obliged Venice to revise its coin system and values 

not only for sesini but also for the other silver-based coins, with larger value, in a process called 

debasement. 

The second application of the combined approach regarded an industrial application 

concerning a sintered titanium alloy, Ti6AlV4, that has the widest use (about 45% of the total 

production), because of good machinability and excellent mechanical properties. This is an alloy 

which contains the two allotropic forms of Ti, the Ti-, which has compact hexagonal cell, stable 

at room temperature, and Ti- phase, which has a body-centered cubic lattice, stable over 882°C. 

The presence of the two phases is related to the presence of atomic elements which are - and -

stabilizers. 

In this case study six samples, produced with Selective Laser Melting (SLM) technology, with 

different production parameters, has been considered, and a model based on a surface layer of 

compact oxide and a bulk with the alloy only has been adopted. The model has evidenced the 

presence of the TiO2 oxide on the surface, as attended from existing literature, and confirmed the 

quality of the alloy because for all the samples, the investigated areas report Al e V content inside 

the ranges required by ASTM and ISO specifications. 

The analysis has allowed also to investigate the presence of contaminants like copper due to the 

cutting process by Electrical Discharge Machining (EDM), and to find a correlation between the 

content of Ti- phase inside the samples and the combined presence of iron and silicon, which 

increases as soon as increase also the two elements. Moreover, the increase of Ti- phase is 

boosted by the contemporary increase in energy density during SLM production process. This is 

consistent with the fact that higher energy allows a higher localized temperature in SLM process 

and the equilibrium fraction of  phase rises at high temperatures. This then leads to a higher 

fraction of + phases at room temperature and, because the cooling rate was the same for all 

samples, this means a higher fraction of  phase at room temperature. 

The application of the technique to the two case studies is very productive from the 

informational point of view, but a critical aspect for a successful application of the technique is the 

sample.  
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No preparation is virtually needed for analysis but, of course, this is immediately true for 

industrial components as soon as they are produced, but it is not so true for archaeological 

artefacts, where the condition of production, history and store conditions are unknown. 

Corrosion patinas can alter the read of the data, and some care must be taken for analysis, not 

only because the patinas may not be homogenous, but also because the depth of penetration for 

XRF and XRD are not the same, respect to the same substrate.  

The cleaning of the artefacts is not always possible or desired by the owners, so this can at first 

stage complicate the approach to combined analysis, regarding the model to be adopted in material 

simulation for data interpretation.  

In any case, the combined analysis remains a valid approach provided that the user is conscious 

of the limits in terms of depth of analysis, linked to the analysis tool (X-ray beam, detector, etc…) 

and to the surface conditions of the sample. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Every investigation technique has its specific advantages, but rarely can cover all the aspect 

needed for a comprehensive result about a specimen. Moreover, the information desired or 

needed can change according to the type of the sample. 

This is the reason why, in modern research, it is common to proceed with many investigation 

techniques – especially the non-destructive ones - to achieve a deeper structural information about 

a generic sample.  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and fluorescence (XRF) techniques are useful non-destructive 

analytical techniques, with application not only in industrial field and mining [37,100,154], but also 

in environmental control and cultural heritage monitoring and conservation [42,107].  

In the present research, the advantages of a combined approach with XRF and XRD 

techniques will be considered, due to their complementarity [16,100]: XRD allows structural and 

crystallographic characterization of polycrystalline mixture, including phase identification and 

quantification, microstructure and texture analysis; on the other side, XRF allows accurate 

quantitative chemical characterization of materials. 

1.1 Work plan 

Firstly, some aspects of X-ray fluorescence (Chapter 2) and X-ray diffraction (Chapter 3) will be 

shortly recalled. 

Then, a new method of combining XRF and XRD data (Chapter 4), executing the simultaneous 

computation of the refinement both for XRF and XRD, will be presented. In this case, instead of 

the common approach with an iterative refinement, passing from XRF to XRD and vice versa, 

both XRF and XRD data are processed simultaneously with a combined Rietveld refinement.  

This innovative approach has been implemented in the program MAUD, combining original 

XRD algorithm with the XRF module implementation from the GimPy and JGIXA programs, 

creating a comprehensive radiation–matter interaction model, which takes care of both elastic 

scattering and photoelectric absorption/fluorescence. Moreover, through a plugin-based 

application container, Eagle-X, specifically developed for this research project, some easy external 

wizards have been developed for preliminary XRF analysis and model set-up (Chapter 5), which 

will be in the next future integrated into the MAUD current interface. 
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After, the application of this new approach to two case studies will be presented: the first one 

regarding the cultural heritage field with the analysis of ancient Venetian coins (Chapter 6), the 

second one regarding an industrial application concerning a sintered titanium alloy with different 

production parameters (Chapter 7). 
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2 X-RAY FLUORESCENCE 

X-ray fluorescence (in the following, XRF) analysis is a non-destructive multi-elemental analysis 

technique for the determination of almost all the elements present in a sample [80]. Abbott created 

the first commercial X-ray fluorescence spectrometer in 1948 [6]. 

After a short recall of the basics of XRF, in the remaining part of the present Chapter we will 

concentrate only on the energy dispersive technique, used in the case studies. 

2.1 The basics from theory 

XRF radiation occurs when photons of sufficiently high energy impinge on a sample [81,82]; 

these primary X-rays undergo different processes with the atoms of the sample material, as 

recalled in Figure 2.1 [35,89,118]. 

The principle of XRF analysis is the 

measurement of wavelength or energy and intensity 

of the characteristic photons emitted from the 

sample under analysis, taking care of the fact that 

the energy, E, of this radiation is uniquely 

dependent on the element, which emits the 

characteristic X-rays by Moseley’s law Eq. 2.1: 

Eq. 2.1    = K(Z - )2 

This allows the identification of the atomic 

elements present in the sample and the 

determination of their concentration. XRF is in principle applicable to all elements except the first 

two of the periodic table, hydrogen, H, and helium, He, thus covering an energy region from 

about 50 eV to 100 keV [18,116]. However, many light elements are difficult to measure and 

require advanced instrumentation, which often limits practical lab work to elements with atomic 

numbers above 10, i.e. sodium, Na.  

The data for the analysis are obtained from the measured spectrum, with all characteristic lines 

superimposed above a background, generated not only by the unavoidable electronic noise of the 

detector, but also mainly the elastic and inelastic scattering of the primary radiation on the sample 

[179,187]. 

Figure 2.1 The three main interactions of X-rays with 

matter [18]. 
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Measurement of the emitted characteristic fluorescence radiation is performed using 

wavelength-dispersive (WD) and energy-dispersive (ED) spectrometers.  

Neither the observed photon energies of fluorescent lines, nor their intensities are noticeably 

affected by the chemical state of the sample, so that no preparation or only a minimum 

preparation of the sample is generally required, as is usually the case in optical emission (and 

absorption) methods; moreover, the materials can be in liquid or solid form [18,149]. If required, 

possible sample preparation steps may include simple procedures (cutting, grinding, milling, and 

mixing, or a combination of them) in order to get a homogenous sample. An important issue is 

that the treatment must be practicable for both samples and standards. 

Matrix effects are predictable and correctable through accurate calibration and computation 

[82,158]. Due to small penetration of the X-rays in the sample, typically from 1 to 1000 m, the 

only issue is the homogeneity of the specimen over the depth contributing to the signal. 

The technique can be applied successfully in various field, from mining to geology, from 

archaeology to environmental control, from waste analysis to industrial production quality control. 

2.1.1 Energy dispersive XRF (ED-XRF) 

In ED-XRF, the X-rays emitted by a sample are detected by a solid-state detector (SSD), which 

counts the photons reaching its active window, simultaneously sorting them according to energy 

and storing the result in a multi-channel memory (see Appendix A for an example of SSD 

detector, used in this research project). The result is recorded as an X-ray energy vs. intensity 

spectrum.  

In air, the range of detectable elements ranges from sodium, Na (Z = 11) for the light elements 

and goes up to uranium, U (Z = 92) on the high atomic number Z side [158]. 

Nowadays, many ED-XRF spectrometers exist, with different degrees of sophistication, 

ranging from advanced laboratory instruments to small portable instruments for on-field 

observations (e.g. in mining or archaeological excavations). They can be designed for analysis of 

bulk material or for scanning of small areas. 

2.2 The Sherman equation 

The determination of the elemental concentration in the sample is possible because the 

detected intensity of fluorescence is proportional to the concentration of the respective element  

In 1955, Sherman proposed a mathematical formula to calculate radiation intensity of analyte in 

a specimen of a known composition when this one is irradiated by a polychromatic X-ray beam. 
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Later, Shiraiwa and Fujino corrected the enhancement part of this formula by introducing a 

missing factor of 0.5 [145,158].  

The incoming X-rays, to reach position at depth 

x of a sample, must pass the atoms above them, and 

the fluorescence must also pass the atoms above to 

exit and reach the detector (Figure 2.2).  

This means that the layer of atoms over the 

considered one will absorb part of the imping 

energy and part of the fluorescent radiation, and the 

absorption will be related to the atomic number of the elements involved. If for simplicity we 

assume a point x-ray source and detector, the number of x-ray photons per second emitted by the 

excitation source in the energy interval E0 to E0+dE0, within the differential solid angle d0, are 

defined as I0(E0)dE0d0.  

 

Figure 2.3 Calculation of the intensity characteristic radiation from a homogeneous sample. 

These photons imping on the surface of an homogeneous specimen of thickness T at an 

incidence angle 0, therefore before the radiation reach the atom at deepness x (see Figure 2.3), we 

have absorption according to the Beer-Lambert law: 

Eq. 2.2   𝐼1 = 𝐼0(𝐸0)𝑑𝐸0𝑑𝛺0𝑒
−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0  

where (/)s is the total mass absorption coefficient (in cm2/g) of the specimen for energy E0 

[82,158]. If now we consider the differential element dx, the number of photoelectric interactions 

will be described by the following: 

Eq. 2.3   𝐼2 = 𝐼1 (1 − 𝑒
−(

𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑑𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0) 

Figure 2.2 Matrix absorption effect [18] 
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where (/)s is the photoelectric mass absorption coefficient (in cm2/g) of the specimen for 

energy E0. Being dx infinitely small, we can write: 

Eq. 2.4   𝐼2 = 𝐼1 (
𝜏

𝜌
)

𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑑𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0
 

Because we are interested only in the excitation of the ith element of interest, the number of 

photoelectric interactions to be considered is the following [82]: 

Eq. 2.5   𝐼3 = 𝐼2

𝑊𝑖(
𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑖

(
𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑠

 

I3 represents the number of ionisation processes occurring in all the shells of the atom of interest 

(K, L1, L2, L3, M1, etc.).  

The processes occurring in one only shell can be evaluated considering the various components 

of the photoelectric coefficients. Therefore, if we define j as the index of the shell where the 

vacancy was produced by an excitation energy E0 greater than the edge energy Eedge, i,j, we have the 

following: 

Eq. 2.6   𝐼4 = 𝐼3

(
𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑖,𝑗

(
𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑠

 

Combining this equation with the absorption jump ratio JK defined as [171]: 

Eq. 2.7   𝐽𝐾 = (𝑟𝐾 − 1)/𝑟𝐾 

we obtain the following relation [182]: 

Eq. 2.8   𝐼4 = 𝐼3 (
𝑟𝑖,𝑗−1

𝑟𝑖,𝑗

) 

which defines the rate of ionization of the j-shell of the ith element. A fraction of such processes, 

given by the fluorescent yield for the j-shell of element ith, i,j, will result in the emission of a 

characteristic photon and the remaining part will generate Auger electrons. 

Moreover, the vacancies in the j-shell can be filled by electrons from the upper levels with 

different probabilities pi,j,k, where the index k is the upper level taking part in the transition. 

Therefore, the rate of emission of characteristic photons becomes: 

Eq. 2.9   𝐼5 = 𝐼4𝜔𝑖,𝑗𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
 

Because the emission of radiation is isotropic, distributed on the whole solid angle of 4 

steradians, if the extension of detector covers a solid angle d1, as shown in Figure 2.3, and the 
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emission has an angle of 1, the radiation reaching the surface of the sample towards the detector 

will be the following [83,158]: 

Eq. 2.10   𝐼6 = 𝐼5

𝑑𝛺1

4𝜋
𝑒

−(
𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜌𝑠
𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1  

where (/)s, Ei,j,k is the specimen total mass attenuation coefficient for the energy Ei,j,k, which is 

the energy of the transition k→j for the ith atomic element.  

If we define with εEi,j,k
 the detector efficiency for recording a photon of energy Ei,j,k, then the 

detected photon rate in the detector is the following: 

Eq. 2.11    𝐼7 = 𝐼6𝜀𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
 

If we now recombine all the equations derived until now, we obtain the following intensity: 

Eq. 2.12  𝐼(𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) =
𝑑𝛺0𝑑𝛺1

4𝜋
[𝐼0(𝐸0) ∙ 𝑒

−(
𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0 ∙ 𝑊𝑖

(
𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃0

(
𝑟𝑖,𝑗−1

𝑟𝑖,𝑗

) ∙

𝑒
−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜌𝑠
𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
∙ 𝜔𝑖,𝑗𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜀𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
] 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝐸0 

In the derivation the possible attenuations of the x-rays in the path between the source (the X-

ray tube) and the sample, and between the sample and the detector were ignored. 

Now, Eq. 2.12 has to be integrated with respect to x variable between 0 and the thickness T of 

the sample in order to get the complete contribution from the specimen [82]. Moreover, if the X-

ray source is not monochromatic, we also need an integration with respect to energy between the 

absorption edge of the shell j for ith element and the maximum energy of the source. 

Eq. 2.13  𝐼(𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) =
𝑑𝛺0𝑑𝛺1

4𝜋
∫ ∫ [𝐼0(𝐸0) ∙ 𝑒

−(
𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0 ∙ 𝑊𝑖

(
𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃0

(
𝑟𝑖,𝑗−1

𝑟𝑖,𝑗

) ∙
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐸𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒,𝑖,𝑗

𝑇

0

𝑒
−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜌𝑠
𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
∙ 𝜔𝑖,𝑗𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜀𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
] 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝐸0 

If we assume that the sample is homogeneous, we can perform the integration on the thickness 

for Eq. 2.13 and we obtain the following [118,182]: 
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Eq. 2.14   𝐼(𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) =
𝑑𝛺0𝑑𝛺1

4𝜋
∫

[
 
 
 
 

𝐼0(𝐸0) ∙
1−𝑒

(−(
𝜇
𝜌)

𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑇
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0

−(
𝜇
𝜌)

𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝜌𝑠

𝑇
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1

)

(
𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0
+(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜌𝑠
𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1

∙
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐸𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒,𝑖,𝑗

𝑊𝑖

(
𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃0

(
𝑟𝑖,𝑗−1

𝑟𝑖,𝑗

) 𝜔𝑖,𝑗𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝜀𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

]
 
 
 
 

𝑑𝐸0 

The Eq. 2.14 is valid for the differential solid angles d0 and d1, but often the solid angles 

cannot be considered really infinitesimal: in practical spectrometers, usually large solid angles 0 

and 1 are used, and this means that we need to integrate over finite solid angles [82,171]. 

Furthermore, all the parameters present in Eq. 2.12 cannot often be considered constant over 

the whole solid angles. For example, the source of X-rays has a finite dimension, and this means 

that we need to integrate also over the source dimension, in order to be rigorous. The same 

arguments are valid for the detector size.  

Important for the aims of this research work is that the intensity of the radiation is proportional 

to the concentration of the element in the sample, i.e. his concentration, expressed in the Eq. 2.14 

by the weight fraction Wi.  

As last remark we remember here that the intensity of the fluorescent radiation coming from a 

certain atomic element is also dependent on the concentration of the other elements through the 

total absorption coefficients [145].  

This equation is of fundamental importance in XRF analysis for two main reasons: first, it 

enables to calculate what is measured and second, the Sherman equation can provide the 

theoretical base of all modern methods for the correction of matrix effects [82,115]. 

2.2.1 Infinite thickness approximation 

In the previous paragraph, we have seen the complexity of the Eq. 2.13. If we suppose that 

T→, i.e. the sample has an infinite thickness, the Eq. 2.13 simplifies as in the following [171,182]: 

Eq. 2.15      𝐼(𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) =
𝑑𝛺0𝑑𝛺1

4𝜋
× 

∫

[
 
 
 
 

𝐼0(𝐸0)

(
𝜇
𝜌)

𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑥
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0

+ (
𝜇
𝜌)

𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜌𝑠
𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1

∙ 𝑊𝑖

(
𝜏
𝜌)

𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃0
(
𝑟𝑖,𝑗 − 1

𝑟𝑖,𝑗
) 𝜔𝑖,𝑗𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝜀𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

]
 
 
 
 

𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐸𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒,𝑖,𝑗

𝑑𝐸0 
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To decide how thick a real specimen must be in order to allow this approximation, we can 

calculate the depth x at which the fluoresced intensity reduces to 1% of the intensity produced at 

the surface of the sample. This means that we must compute the following: 

Eq. 2.16  0.01 = 𝑒
(−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0
−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜌𝑠
𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
)

 

This give the desired thickness T1% as the following: 

Eq. 2.17   𝑇1% =
−𝑙𝑛0.01

𝜌𝑠((
𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠

1

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0
+(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

1

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
)

 

If the specimen thickness is greater than T1%, then the approximation is licit. In any case, the 

criterion is related to the X-ray line considered. If we have a sample with various atomic elements, 

the one with the higher atomic number must be considered as reference for evaluation, because its 

characteristic radiation is the least affected by the absorption. 

2.2.2 Thin layer approximation 

Another common approach is the so-called thin layer approximation: in this case, the absorption 

in the specimen is completely ignored, and this means that we take the limit of T→0 of Eq. 2.13. 

The new equation is, therefore: 

Eq. 2.18 𝐼(𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) =
𝑑𝛺0𝑑𝛺1

4𝜋
∫ [∙ 𝐼0(𝐸0)𝑊𝑖

(
𝜏

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃0
(

𝑟𝑖,𝑗−1

𝑟𝑖,𝑗
)𝜔𝑖,𝑗𝑝𝑖,𝑗,𝑘𝜀𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

]𝑇𝑑𝐸0
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐸𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒,𝑖,𝑗
 

To calculate the thickness of the sample to get at least 99% of radiation going through, we need 

to solve the following equation: 

Eq. 2.19   0.99 = 𝑒
(−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠
𝜌𝑠

𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0
−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝜌𝑠
𝑥

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
)

 

This give the desired thickness T99% as reference, solving the following: 

Eq. 2.20    𝑇99% =
−𝑙𝑛0.99

𝜌𝑠((
𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠

1

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0
+(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑠,𝐸𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

1

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1
)

 

As opposed to the infinite thickness approximation, in this approach we must consider the 

element of interest with the lower atomic number in the calculation, because its characteristic 

radiation will be the most strongly absorbed. 
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2.2.3 Enhancement effect 

The enhancements effect is illustrated in Figure 2.4: in this case, the incoming radiation excites 

an atom, but the outgoing (primary) fluorescent radiation can exit from the sample or contributing 

in activating the fluorescence, called secondary 

fluorescence, of other atomic elements, whose 

presence will be then enhanced on the spectrum 

and will appear in greater concentration than real 

[18,115]. 

Moreover, a second level of interaction can be 

observed, when secondary fluorescent photons 

excite again another atom, generating a tertiary 

fluorescent photon. Higher levels of interactions are 

possible but have no practical importance.  

In the range of transition atomic elements, secondary excitation is particularly evident for 

atomic elements with atomic number Z differing by 2. Stainless steel (Cr–Fe–Ni) is a good 

example for demonstrating the secondary effect (Fe → Cr, Ni → Cr, and Ni → Fe) as well as 

tertiary excitation (Ni → Fe → Cr). The actual contributions sum up to 30% from secondary 

excitation and up to 23% from tertiary excitation [82,171], so the last one is usually considered 

negligible. 

Excitation effects in the range of light elements appear to be of considerable importance, when 

direct excitation is inefficient, but their mathematical treatment is complex. All excitation 

processes, which create fluorescence in addition to primary fluorescent photons, are also called 

indirect excitation [158]. 

2.3 XRF detection 

X-ray detectors are devices used to measure the flux, spectrum, and/or other properties of X-

rays. Detectors can be divided into two major categories:  

➢ imaging detectors, e.g. photographic plates and X-ray photographic films now mostly 

replaced by various digitizing devices; 

➢ single channel devices, e.g. Solid-State Detectors (SSD), ionization chambers, Geiger 

counters, and dosimeters, which are used to measure the local radiation exposure, dose, 

and/or dose rate, in order to verify, for example, radiation protection equipment. 

Figure 2.4 Matrix enhancements effect [18] 
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For the scope of this work, we concentrate briefly on single channel. All of them use the 

interaction of X-ray with matter [82] and, in this context, we can distinguish two classes [32]:  

• direct detectors, so-called because they directly convert X-ray photons to electrical 

charge and then in a digital image;  

• indirect detectors, which have intervening steps, for example first converting X-Ray 

photons to visible light, and then an electronic signal. 

In the first class we have semiconductor detectors, among which we cite here the following 

examples: 

➢ Liquid-nitrogen-cooled Si(Li) detectors, one of the most old type yet used, having their 

best performance for X-rays in range 125 keV; 

➢ planar high-purity Ge detectors, preferable for analysis K-lines from heavier elements 

(30–100 keV);  

➢ CdTe and CdZnTe detectors, used and under further development for some application 

(e.g. medical diagnostics); 

➢ Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs), where charges are collected with the sideward drift, 

based on the principle of sideward depletion introduced by Gatti and Rehak in 1984 

[112]. 

In the second class we have: 

➢ gas detectors, where the exchange of energy occurs between the incident photons and 

gas atoms or molecules. These are useful for ionisation chambers, proportional 

counters or Geiger-Mueller counters. These detectors have a low efficiency for high 

energy photons because of the low density of the gas and are used in the region >0.2 

nm. 

➢ scintillation detectors, which exploit thallium-doped sodium iodide [NaI(Tl)]; the higher 

density make them efficient for high energy photons, in the region where <0.2 nm. 

In the next paragraphs, we will deepen a bit more the working principles of Solid-State 

Detectors, which were used in the case studies for XRF analysis, and then we will resume the 

concept of detector efficiency already encountered in Eq. 2.11. 

2.3.1 Silicon Drift Detectors 

Semiconductor detectors are well suited for detection and measurement of the energy of 

ionizing radiation caused by interaction with charged particles and (X-ray) photons. Precise 

position, time and energy measurement can easily be combined [112]. 
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If we consider silicon, having a band gap of 

1.12 eV, an average energy of 3.6 eV is needed for 

creation of a pair [113].  

In the simplest detector, a reversely biased 

diode (see Figure 2.5), electrons and holes will be 

separated by the electric field within the space 

charge region and collected at the electrodes on 

opposite sides of the diode [112,113]. 

The small band gap and the corresponding large signal charge generated in the photon 

absorption process give excellent properties to semiconductor radiation detectors, with very good 

spectroscopic resolution down to low energies. Moreover, we have short charge collection time 

due to high charge carrier mobility combined with small detector volume, and the mechanical 

rigidity allows operation in a vacuum. Consequently, we can have very thin entrance windows and 

high quantum efficiency down to low energies. The high quality reached in the technology of 

semiconductor doping allows construction of detectors with sophisticated electric field 

configurations and intrinsically new properties. This is accompanied by developments in 

electronics coupled to the detector. 

In this context the innovative idea of Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs) was conceived. This 

device, schematically presented in Figure 2.6, is built with a special way of collecting charges with 

the sideward drift, based on the principle of sideward depletion introduced by Gatti and Rehak in 

1984 [26,112]. 

Fully depleting the device by applying a reverse 

bias voltage between p- and n-contacts generates an 

electron potential valley in the middle plane of the 

detector. Thus, electrons generated by an impinging 

photon will collect themselves in this area and 

subsequently move until they reach the n-doped 

anode.  

In order to get a faster and controlled collection, 

a horizontal drift field is added which drives the generated electrons towards the n+ anode, 

connected to detector electronics. This effect is obtained because the diodes are divided into strips 

and raising voltages are applied from strip to strip [93,112,113].  

Figure 2.5 Schematic structure of a reversely biased 

semiconductor diode used as a photon detector [112] 

Figure 2.6 Semiconductor drift chamber structure 

using the sideward depletion method [112]. 
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This device can measure position by calculating the time difference between particle interaction 

and arrival of the signal at the anode, as well as the energy of particle. In most applications the 

latter aspect is the most important one. 

The early SDD used drift rings on both sides to produce the radial field, and a variety of SDD 

have been developed for specific applications. 

In 1987, Kemmer introduced a new design 

using only a planar contact on one side with 

drift rings on the opposite side: in this way, 

only one structured surface provides the drift 

field in the valley which is now at an angle with 

respect to the wafer surface (see Figure 2.7). 

This new type of SDD is much easier to 

fabricate: having only one surface structured brings about the possibility of using the unstructured 

surface of the fully depleted device as radiation entrance window. Moreover, using a circular 

geometry with a very small charge-collecting anode in its centre reduces the capacitive load to the 

amplifier and therefore the noise in the signal [112,113]. The amount of noise depends on the 

detector parameters: to get better resolution, leakage current and output capacitance should be 

minimized [63]. The leakage current of a detector has three components:  

➢ bulk generation current: this is caused by thermal generation; 

➢ diffusion leakage current: this is caused by minority carrier's diffusion from undepleted 

areas to the depletion region; 

➢ surface generation current caused by defects on the surface during processing. 

Surface leakage current increases with detector 

area and can surpass the bulk leakage current by a 

factor of 38.  

In order to lower the surface leakage current 

contribution, fabrication process have been 

optimized: nowadays there are many commercially 

available SDD with and without integrated pre-

amplifier, assembled also with a Peltier cooler in a 

gas-tight housing with thin radiation entrance 

window (see Figure 2.8), usually in beryllium which 

Figure 2.7 Cylindrical silicon drift chamber with an 

integrated amplifier for spectroscopic applications [112]. 

Figure 2.8 Single-sided structured SDD with 

integrated transistor, cooled by a Peltier element 

[112]. 
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conjugates lowest atomic number and mechanical properties. Also, for the present research, a 

Peltier-cooled SDD, produced by Ketek, has been used for XRF detection, and its characteristics 

are summarized in Appendix A.  

Different geometries have been developed in recent times for special application: for example, a 

‘droplet’ geometry, were the collecting anode and transistor are outside the sensitive area, avoids 

the problem of the small centre region, where some electrons may reach the clear contact instead 

of the collecting anode [93]. 

The development of the McDrift (Multichannel Drift detector) gives response to the need of 

larger sensitive area using 5 mm2 SDD [92,112]: it is a gapless arrangement of many SDDs with 

individual readout, but with common voltage supply, entrance window, and guard ring structure. It 

allows to fill any area without losing energy resolution and count rate capability. The 2D shape of 

these detectors can be adapted to the specific experiment. 

2.3.2 Detector efficiency 

A photon impinging on the detector must cross some barriers in order to reach the active part 

of the detector (see Figure 2.9): the vacuum window of the package (Beryllium, silicon nitride, 

graphite); a possible contact layer or optical barrier (gold, aluminium, nickel, …), an inactive 

semiconductor region where the field is not yet strong enough to drive the charge in the wanted 

direction [151].  

Moreover, a high energy photon may not be absorbed by the silicon crystal and leave it without 

being detected. 

These are the main phenomena occurring in a 

detector and on this basis is possible to get a good 

approximation of the efficiency.  

The efficiency of a detector  can be defined as the 

ratio between the number of photons leading to a 

pulse and the number of photons reaching the 

crystal, as in the following: 

Eq. 2.21 𝜀 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔
 

To have a measure of the photons absorbed in 

the interaction with the active volume of the detector, we can again use the Beer-Lambert law 

[94,150,172]: 

Figure 2.9 Physical processes in a semiconductor 

detector [151] 
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Eq. 2.22  𝜀(𝐸) = 𝑅𝑒
−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝑊𝑖

𝜌𝑊𝑖𝑇𝑊𝑖
∙ 𝑒

−(
𝜇

𝜌
)
𝐶𝐿

𝜌𝐶𝐿𝑇𝐶𝐿
∙ 𝑒

−(
𝜇

𝜌
)
𝐷𝐿

𝜌𝐷𝐿𝑇𝐷𝐿
[1 −

𝑒
−(

𝜇

𝜌
)
𝐴𝐿

𝜌𝐴𝐿𝑇𝐴𝐿
] 

where Wi stands for “window”, CL stands for “contact layer”, DL stands for the “dead layer” of 

the detector, AL stands for ‘active layer’, the active part of the detector, Tx are the thicknesses of 

the layers (window, contact, dead layer and active layer) and R is the ratio of actually illuminated 

crystal surface and illuminated area in front of the detector: in fact, apertures in front of the 

detector and the window support grid of the detector lead to R < 1.  

Because the mass absorption coefficient in the Eq. 2.22 are energy dependent, also the 

efficiency depends on the energy of the impinging photon. 

2.3.3 Detector resolution 

In a semiconductor detector, an incident photon generates a number of charge carriers, which 

is proportional to the resulting pulse amplitude. The theoretical limit for the precision of a 

measure depends on the mean energy needed to create an electron-hole pair in the active material 

for detection.  

The value obtained, however, is far from a real estimate of the resolution: the number of charge 

carriers created is subject to statistical oscillations due to the energy-to-charge conversion process, 

which is described by the Fano relations [112]: 

Eq. 2.23    N = Eph /  

Eq. 2.24   𝜎𝐹 = √
𝐹𝐸𝑝ℎ

𝜂
= √𝐹𝑁 

where Eph is the photon energy,  is the average energy needed for electron-hole pair creation 

(which is equal to 3.66 eV for silicon in SDD at room temperature) ad F is the Fano factor, which is 

equal to 0.114 for silicon. The Fano factor F accounts for the deviations from Poisson behaviour 

due to the not strict independence of the individual events in the energy loss processes in the 

detector. 

An additional contribution to this fluctuation of signal charge comes from the unavoidable 

electronic noise. The consequent imprecision in measurement of the energy of the initial photons 

leads to a widening of the electrical pulse height distribution, and the overall noise becomes the 

following [151]: 
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Eq. 2.25  𝛥𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡 = √(𝛥𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑡)
2 + (𝛥𝐸𝑒𝑙)

2 = √8(𝑙𝑛2)𝜂𝐹𝐸𝑝ℎ + (𝛥𝐸𝑒𝑙)
2 

where Eel is the electronic noise and Edet is the detector noise. 

The electronic noise Eel in Eq. 2.25 is a parameter which usually is indicated in the data of the 

detector: some spectrometers provide an electronically generated zero-energy peak which can 

directly be used to determine the electronic noise contribution. 

Because the response function of most semiconductor detectors is mainly Gaussian, all 

mathematical expressions for describing the fluorescence lines involve this function. Therefore, a 

Gaussian peak is characterized by three parameters:  

1. the position 

2. width 

3. and height or area.  

It is desirable to describe the signal peak in terms of its area rather than its height because the 

area is directly related to the number of X-ray photons detected, whereas the height depends on 

the spectrometer resolution. The evaluation of the resolution is described usually by the full width at 

half maximum (with acronym FWHM) of the peak representing a certain transition [49]: 

Eq. 2.26   𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 = 2.35√𝐸𝑝ℎ𝜂𝐹 

while, in first approximation, the profile P of a single peak is given by the following: 

Eq. 2.27   𝑃(𝑥) =
𝐴

𝜎√2𝜋
𝑒

−
(𝑥𝑖−𝜇)

2

2𝜎2  

where A is the peak area (counts),  is the width of the Gaussian expressed in channels of 

detector, and  is the location of the peak maximum. 

We can observe that in Eq. 2.27 the peak area is a linear parameter; the width and position are 

nonlinear parameters. This means that a nonlinear least-squares procedure is required to find 

optimum values for the latter two parameters. The use of a linear least-squares method assumes 

that the width and position of the peak are known with high accuracy from detector calibration. 

Optimizing the position and width of each peak independently is not possible. Instead, the 

energies of the fluorescence lines are known with an accuracy of 1 eV or better.  

Because the pattern of peaks in a spectrum is directly related to elements present in the sample, 

we can predict all x-ray lines that constitute the spectrum and their energies. We then rewrite the 

Eq. 2.27 in terms of energy rather than channel number. Defining ZERO as the energy of channel 

0 and expressing the spectrum GAIN in eV/channel, the energy of ith channel is given by the 

following: 
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Eq. 2.28   𝐸(𝑖) = 𝑍𝐸𝑅𝑂 + 𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁 ∙ 𝑖 

Thus, the Eq. 2.27 can be written as: 

Eq. 2.29   𝐺(𝑖, 𝐸𝑗) =
𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁

𝑠√2𝜋
𝑒

−
(𝐸𝑗−𝐸(𝑖))

2

2𝑠2  

with Ej the energy, in eV, of the X-ray line and s the peak width given by the following relation: 

Eq. 2.30   𝑠2 = (
𝛥𝐸𝑇𝑜𝑡

2.3548
)

2

+ 𝜂 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝐸𝑗 

As final remark, we can observe that the term 𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁/(𝑠√2𝜋) is needed in Eq. 2.29 to 

normalize the Gaussian: in this way the sum over all channels gives the unity. 

2.4 Minimum detection limit 

The limit of detection was the most controversial concept in analytical measurement 

procedures for a long time. In the last two decades, however, international organizations such as 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and International Union of Pure and Applied 

Chemistry (IUPAC) and have reached to a consensus in the definition of this important concept, 

issuing guidelines for the estimation of different performing parameters of measurement 

procedures [36,77,78]. 

Typical detection limits for medium- and high-Z elements are in the p.p.m. range, which is 

satisfactory for many situations. The minimum detection limit (MDL), also called lower limit of detection 

(LLD), in XRF is defined as the concentration needed for the number of counts I in the 

characteristic peak of an atomic element to be [73,187]: 

Eq. 2.31   𝐼 ≥ 3√𝐵 

where B is the number of counts which compose the background below the peak element and the 

radix of B corresponds approximatively to a standard deviation. Therefore, we have [84,187]: 

Eq. 2.32   𝑀.𝐷. 𝐿. =
3

𝑘
√𝐵 

where the constant k is the sensitivity constant measured as the net number of counts in the 

characteristic peak per unit concentration and time. 

In order to get best values of detection, i.e. lowering MDL, we need to improve the intensity of 

the characteristic peak, decreasing the intensity of the background radiation.  

A substantial portion of the background signal is due to incoherent and coherent scattering of 

the primary radiation in the sample itself, which give place to secondary processes inside the 
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sample. Therefore, sample properties influencing scattering processes like, for example, thickness 

and average atomic number, have a great influence on detection limits. 

The intensities of peak and background are, moreover, time dependent, but in different ways: 

the intensity of the characteristic line increases linearly with time, whereas the background signal 

increases with the square root of time. This means that the detection limit can be reduced 

increasing analysis time. 
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3 X-RAY DIFFRACTION 

When an X-ray interact with an atom, we have a scattering amplitude of an atom, which is 

determined by summing the contributions from all Z electrons, Z being the atomic number of the 

atom. The summation considers the path or phase differences between all the Z scattered waves, 

getting f, the atomic scattering factor, which is the ratio of the scattering amplitude of the atom divided 

by that of a single (classical) electron: 

Eq. 3.1   𝑓 =
𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚

𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛
 

We refer to it also as form factor because it 

depends on the distribution of electrons around 

the atomic nucleus [35,68].  

We can appreciate the fact that at zero 

scattering angle, all the scattered waves are in 

phase and the scattered amplitude is the simple 

sum of the contribution from all Z electrons, i.e. 

f = Z. As the scattering angle increases, f 

decreases below Z because of the destructive 

interference effects between the Z scattered 

waves (see Figure 3.1).  

Since a crystal is made of atoms, the scattering amplitude of a unit cell is determined by 

summing the scattering amplitudes, f , from all the atoms in the unit cell to all the atoms in the 

motif. Again, the summation must consider the path or phase differences between all the scattered 

waves and is again expressed by a dimensionless number, Fhkl, the so-called structure factor, defined 

as in the following: 

Eq. 3.2   𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑙 =
𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙

𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑎 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛
 

In this case, however, Fhkl must not only express the amplitude of scattering from a reflecting 

plane with Laue indices hkl but must also express the phase angle of the scattered wave. This 

means that Fhkl is therefore not a simple number, like f, but is a vector or, mathematically, a 

complex number [35,68]. 

The various techniques for diffracting X-rays from single crystal or powders may simply be 

considered as methods for visualizing the reciprocal lattice, correcting various distortions 

Figure 3.1 Atomic scattering factors of Al, Fe, and Ag 
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introduced by a specific experimental geometry [68]. Crystal structure determination is therefore a 

two-part process:  

a) the determination of the size and shape of the unit cell (i.e. the lattice parameters) from 

the geometry of the diffraction pattern; 

b) the determination of the lattice type and distribution of the atoms in the structure from 

the (relative) intensities of the recorded diffraction spots. 

The first process is in principle an easier process, but it is not the same for the second, because 

films and counters record intensities, and the intensities of the reciprocal lattice points are related 

to the types and locations of the atoms in the unit cell and are proportional to the squares of the 

amplitudes. But the square of a complex number, like Fhkl, is always a real number, therefore the 

information about the phase angles of the diffracted beams is lost [68,83,166]. 

Another source of difficulty is the fact that we must consider that the incident X-ray beam is 

attenuated as it is successively scattered by the atoms in the crystal: this means that atoms ‘deeper 

down’ in the crystal encounter smaller amounts of incident radiation.  

Furthermore, the reflected beams also propagate through the crystal at the Bragg angle θ (see 

Figure 3.5): therefore, they are ‘re-reflected’ in a direction parallel to that of the incident beam. 

These re-reflected beams then interfere destructively with the incident or direct beam, with further 

attenuation. 

A number of physical and geometrical factors also need to be taken into account, like 

temperature factor, polarization factor, absorption factor, etc. [14,59,83].  

The complete treatment of the diffraction theory is out of the scope of the present research, so 

we recall here briefly only some of the fundamental aspects.  

3.1 Polycrystals X-ray diffraction 

The requirement to prepare a suitable single crystal specimen of appropriate size and quality for 

single-crystal XRD experiments can often represent a limitation of the technique, and many 

important crystalline materials have eluded structure determination simply because they can be 

prepared only as microcrystalline powders [35,124]. 

 

Figure 3.2 Powder XRD measurements [72] 
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In powder XRD, the diffraction phenomenon for each individual crystallite is the same as the 

diffraction in a single crystal, but the powder comprises many crystallites with a random 

distribution of crystallite orientations. Therefore, we get 3-D diffraction data which are 

compressed into one dimension, as intensity vs diffraction angle 2 [33,72]. 

Consequently, there is usually considerable overlap of peaks in the powder XRD pattern. Such 

peak overlap hides information on the positions and intensities of the diffraction maxima, and this 

can be challenging in the process of carrying out crystal structure determination [72,164]. This is 

the case, for example, of molecular solids, with large unit cells and low symmetry, and therefore a 

high density of peaks in the powder XRD pattern. 

A complete powder XRD profile (experimental or calculated) is described in terms of the 

following components:  

➢ the peak positions,  

➢ the background intensity distribution,  

➢ the peak widths,  

➢ the peak shapes,  

➢ the peak intensities.  

The peak shape depends on characteristics of both the instrument and the sample, and 

different peak shape functions are appropriate under different circumstances. The most common 

peak shape for powder XRD is the pseudo-Voigt function, which is a linear combination of 

Gaussian and Lorentzian functions [30,72,164]. 

There are two general approaches for comparing experimental powder XRD data with powder 

XRD data calculated for a structural model during the process of structure determination:  

➢ comparison of integrated peak intensities; 

➢ comparison of the complete powder XRD profile. 

In the first approach, experimental powder XRD pattern are analysed to extract a set of 

integrated peak intensities Ihkl, and hence |Fhkl| values, analogous to those obtained directly in 

single-crystal XRD [40,41,68]. This method is however affected by the peak overlapping problem, 

which complicates the analysis.  

After extracting a set of integrated peak intensities, the calculated Ihkl data can be compared with 

experimental data with the same approach used in the analysis of single-crystal XRD data. 

However, a disadvantage is that any errors or uncertainties associated with the process of 

extracting the integrated peak intensities from the experimental pattern are inevitably propagated 

into the structure determination process and may limit the reliability of the derived structural 

information [68,164]. 
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In the second approach, a digitized powder XRD profile is calculated from the hypothetical 

structural model and then compared to the experimental pattern. A reliable whole-profile 

comparison between calculated and experimental XRD data requires that the variables describing 

these aspects of the calculated pattern must accurately reflect those in the experimental pattern. 

The comparison occurs through an appropriate whole-profile figure-of-merit, the most common 

of which is the weighted profile Rwp, defined in the following: 

Eq. 3.3   𝑅𝑤𝑝 = 100 × √
∑ 𝑤𝑖(𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑐𝑖)

2
𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑦𝑖
2

𝑖
 

where yi is the intensity of the ith point in the experimental powder XRD data, yci is the intensity of 

the ith point in the calculated powder XRD pattern and wi is a weighting factor for the ith point [72]. 

This type of figure-of-merit, which uses experimental data, is used in Rietveld refinement, as well 

as in other implementations of direct-space techniques for structure solution [60,61,72,137]. 

3.2 Structure determination and quantitative analysis 

The preparation or synthesis of single crystals which are sufficiently large to be analysed using 

the X-ray diffraction methods is a matter of great experimental difficulty. Since the case of 

polycrystals is the more common one, this will be considered in the following to introduce briefly 

the general method for structure determination and the Rietveld refinement approach. Moreover, 

it is not possible to describe here all the currently available geometries, well described in the 

already cited references [33,68,83] and, if not differently stated, only the case of identification of 

known structures will be explored. 

Powder XRD has reached a good level of accuracy for quantitative analysis of the phases in a 

homogenous material, as soon as we know all the components, because for every phase j we need 

to know the mass absorption coefficient j, because the peak intensities are related to volume 

fraction of every component [33]. 

Every phase has a specific “fingerprint” which is related to its crystal structure, i.e. the 

collection of the more relevant reflections, with a proper intensity, identified by the Miller indices 

and the interplanar distances d. Simplifying the approach, the three stages of structure 

determination from experimental diffraction data are [33,41,72]: 

➢ unit cell determination and space group assignment;  

➢ structure solution; 

➢ structure refinement. 
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For powder XRD data, unit cell determination is executed using standard indexing procedures. 

Structure solution aims to derive an approximately correct description of the structure, using the 

unit cell and space group determined in the first stage, but starting from no knowledge of the 

actual arrangement of atoms or molecules in the unit cell [69,123,136].  

 

Figure 3.3 Diffraction spectrum of a four-phase structure analysed with Rietveld method in MAUD software. 

If the structure solution represents a sufficiently good approximation to the true structure, a 

good quality description of the structure can then be obtained by structure refinement, using the 

Rietveld profile refinement technique (see Figure 3.3). 

All the steps illustrated above are easily executed through modern computer programs, like the 

largely used MAUD software [105,106,109,110], freely available and downloadable on the MAUD 

web site http://maud.radiographema.com/. 

For powder specimens in which the crystals are randomly orientated, the set of d-spacings data 

and their relative intensities serves as a ‘fingerprint’: with this data, the phase can be identified by 

comparison with the ‘fingerprints’ of known phases in some public databases. Nowadays, a 

Crystallography Open Database (COD) has been created, a project whose aim is to gather, with 

open access model, all available inorganic, metal–organic and small organic molecule structural 

data in one database [79]. Offered to the scientific community on the Web at address http://www. 

crystallography.net/, the project was founded in February 2003 as a response to Michael Berndt’s 

letter published in the Structure Determination by Powder Diffractometry (SDPD) mailing list 

(http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/sdpd/message/1016). Other databases exist, like the 

Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) and the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC) 

[66]. 
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3.3 Rietveld classical method 

As we have already stated previously, a powder diffraction pattern does contain the same 

information as a single crystal data set. The problem is how to deconvolute it in case of overlapped 

peaks. A method in handling this problem has been developed by Hugo Rietveld in the late 1960s. 

He introduced a whole-pattern-fitting structure refinement method, now known as the Rietveld 

method [144,164].  

The Rietveld method was at the beginning developed for constant wavelength neutron 

diffraction [30,144], but over the years several modifications have been made in order to use it also 

for X-rays.  

To date several thousands of structures have been refined and published following this method. 

The method allows to refine a crystal structure, but a reasonably good model is needed (unit cell 

dimensions, atom positions, occupancy of atomic sites, etc.) to get the refinements going well. The 

experimental conditions are no less demanding and may be summarized as follows [30,68,101]: 

• accurate alignment of diffractometer (to ensure accurate 2θ values); 

• correct positioning of specimen in the diffractometer; 

• correct X-ray machine configuration (wavelength, slit sizes, calibration, etc.); 

• elimination (as far as possible) of preferred orientation effects;  

• constant volume condition: this condition is related to diffractometer geometry and is 

needed because the area of specimen irradiated varies as 1/sinθ and the depth of operation 

varies as sinθ, hence the volume is independent of θ. For example, the sample thickness is 

relevant in reflection geometries, to avoid problem of sample transparency. 

• a powder particle size of about 1–5 μm; for sizes smaller than this, line broadening needs to 

be considered, while for sizes much larger than this, all crystallite orientations may not 

contribute equally to the intensity (giving problems as in preferred orientation) [83]; 

• the number of diffracting grains at each position of the sample should be significant (> 

1000 grains) and homogenously distributed (only a fraction is in condition for the 

diffraction); 

• well known information about temperature, humidity and pressure, which can affect some 

sample analysis (especially organic ones). 

As soon as all the condition are satisfied, and the data has been collected, the Rietveld method 

is a least-squares procedure, which minimizes the residual function [29,164,173]: 

Eq. 3.4   𝑊𝑆𝑆 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖(𝐼𝑒,𝑖 − 𝐼𝑐,𝑖)
2

𝑖  
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where Ie,i is the observed intensity at ith point of the observed powder pattern and Ic,i is the 

calculated intensity. The error associated with counting the profile intensity follows the Poisson 

distribution: therefore, the weight, wi, is solely based on the counting statistics, wi=(Ie,i)
-1.  

The minimization is performed refining simultaneously crystal parameters which defines the 

whole structure of the compound, but the Rietveld algorithm uses also all information 

experimentally available [29]: 

• instrumental characteristics (geometry, detector, etc.); 

• structural parameters (cell parameters, atomic position, etc.); 

• microstructural parameters (crystallite size, microstrains, etc.); 

• sample parameters (preferred orientations, thicknesses, absorptions, phase fractions, 

etc.). 

There are also some implementations for allowing the refinement of ‘non-crystallographic’ 

quantities such as temperature or pressure [165]. 

The calculated intensity, Ic,i, for the ith phase in a powder diffractometer can be expressed by the 

following equation [56,104]: 

Eq. 3.5  𝐼𝑐,𝑖 = 𝑆𝐹 ∑
𝑓𝑗

𝑉𝑗
2  ∑ 𝐿𝑘|𝐹𝑘,𝑗|

2
𝑆𝑗(2𝜃𝑖 − 2𝜃𝑘,𝑗)

𝑀
𝑘=1

𝑁
𝑗=1 𝑃𝑘,𝑗𝐴𝑗 + 𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑖 

where N is the number of phases in the material and M the number of peaks in the spectrum. The 

number of peaks, M, is determined by the symmetry and space group of every phase. One peak is 

composed by all equivalent reflections, whose position is computed from the d-spacing of the (hkl) 

reflection planes, using the reciprocal lattice matrix. In the next paragraph, we’ll discuss briefly 

about the components of the Eq. 3.5. 

3.4 Anatomy of  the calculated intensity 

For every material which is analysed with XRD techniques, the diffraction spectrum depends 

on the following aspects: 

• phases: crystal structure, microstructure, quantity, cell volume, texture, stress, chemistry etc. 

• instrument geometry characteristics: beam intensity, Lorentz-Polarization, background, 

resolution, aberrations, radiation etc. 

• sample: position, shape and dimensions, orientation. 

Each of these quantities can be written in term of parameters that can be refined (and therefore 

optimized), as we’ll see now, analysing the single components of Eq. 3.5. 
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3.4.1 Scale factor 

Firstly, the first factor considered here for the ith peak in Eq. 3.5 is the so-called scale factor, 

defined by the following: 

Eq. 3.6   𝑆𝑖 = 𝑆𝐹 ∑
𝑓𝑗

𝑉𝑗
2  

𝑁
𝑗=1  

where SF is the beam intensity, fj is the phase volume fraction and Vj is the phase cell volume. The 

scale factor for each j-phase is usually written, in classical Rietveld software, as in the following: 

Eq. 3.7   𝑆𝑗 = 𝑆𝐹

𝑓𝑗

𝑉𝑗
2  

but in the MAUD software, the three terms on the right of Eq. 3.7 are kept separated. 

3.4.2 Lorentz-polarization factor 

Another important component of Eq. 3.5 for the calculation of ith peak is the so-called Lorentz-

Polarization factor, given by the factor Lk. It depends on instrument configurations and, in particular, 

on the following parameters [33,104]: 

• geometry 

• monochromator (angle ) on the beam 

• detector 

• beam size 

• sample volume 

• sample positioning 

For example, for a Bragg-Brentano geometry, we have the following [29]: 

Eq. 3.8  𝐿𝑝 =
1+𝑃ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑠2(2𝜃)

2(1+𝑃ℎ)𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃
  

with Ph= cos2(2). For an unpolarized incident beam Ph = 1, while with a monochromator set-up, 

Ph must be specified. 

3.4.3 Structure factor 

On the immediate right of the Lorentz-Polarization factor, there is the so-called structure factor, 

|Fk,j|
2 (see Eq. 3.2). Under a generalized structure, we have the following: 
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Eq. 3.9  |𝐹𝑘,𝑗|
2

= 𝑚𝑘 |∑ 𝑓𝑛𝑒
−𝐵𝑛

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

𝜆2𝑁
𝑛=1 (𝑒2𝜋𝑖(ℎ𝑥𝑛+𝑘𝑦𝑛+𝑙𝑧𝑛))|

2

 

where N is the number of atoms, xn, yn, zn the 

coordinates of the nth atom, Bn is a temperature 

factor, fn is the atomic scattering factor (see Eq. 

3.1), mk is the multiplicity of the reflections, and 

h,k,l in the exponential are the Miller indices. The 

formula, therefore, rely on atom coordinates, but 

this is not always possible when a list of well-

known atom types and positions is not available or 

for complicated structures, and alternatives 

approaches are needed [104]. 

As final remark on this factor, as we have already seen, the atomic scattering factor for X-ray, f, 

decreases with the diffraction angle and is proportional to the number of electrons (see Figure 

3.1).  

3.4.4 Temperature factor 

The temperature factor, Bn, is called Debye-Waller temperature factor [29,83] and accelerates the 

decrease, which is caused by thermal motion of 

atoms (see Figure 3.4). It is related to the 

vibrational amplitude of the atom by the 

following: 

Eq. 3.10  𝐵 = 8𝜋2𝑈2 

where U2 is the mean-square amplitude of 

vibration of an atom. So, we can write the 

following atomic scattering factor: 

Eq. 3.11  𝑓 = 𝑓0𝑒
−𝐵

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

𝜆2  

If the surroundings of the atom have cubic symmetry, the temperature factor is the same for all 

directions of vibration of an atom. Therefore, we can define it as isotropic temperature factor.  

Generally, most atoms in solids have special directions in which they can vibrate with higher 

amplitudes. This means that the proper anisotropic motion of an atom may be described by three 

Figure 3.4 The effect of atomic thermal motion on the 

copper scattering factor [83]. 

Figure 3.5 Demonstration of Bragg’s law [18] 
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vibrational amplitudes, and B becomes a diagonal matrix with six terms. We remember shortly that 

[68]: 

Eq. 3.12   d∗hkl = ha∗ + kb∗ + lc∗ 

So, direction symbols [uvw] are the components of a vector ruvw in direct space and plane indices are 

the components of a vector d∗
hkl in reciprocal space. Therefore, combining Bragg’s law (see Figure 

3.5) [64,168]: 

Eq. 3.13   n = 2d sin  

and Eq. 3.12, the Eq. 3.11 can be rewritten as in the following [83,164]: 

Eq. 3.14   𝑓 = 𝑓0𝑒
−

𝐵∙(𝒅∗)2

4  

and exploding every matrix component, we get: 

Eq. 3.15  𝑓 = 𝑓0𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−
1

4
(

𝐵11ℎ
2𝒂∗2 + 𝐵22𝑘

2𝒃∗2 + 𝐵11𝑙
2𝒄∗2 

+2𝐵12ℎ𝑘𝒂∗𝒃∗ + 2𝐵13ℎ𝑙𝒂∗𝒄∗ + 2𝐵23𝑘𝑙𝒃∗𝒄∗)] 

3.4.5 Profile shape function 

The next factor in the Eq. 3.5 for the calculation of ith peak, is the so-called profile shape function, 

given by Sj(2θi-2θk,j). The shape of the peak contains important information about microstructure, 

because a diffraction peak can be considered as the convolution product of several effect [29]:  

• the small size of the crystallite which coherently diffracts X-ray; 

• elastic microdistortions due to defects, heterogeneities, etc. 

Different profile shape functions are available [108]:  

➢ Gaussian (the original Rietveld function for neutrons) 

➢ Cauchy 

➢ Voigt and Pseudo-Voigt (PV) 

➢ Pearson VII, etc. 

For example, in the case of Pseudo-Voigt shape function, PV, which is of common use, we have: 

Eq. 3.16  𝑃𝑉(2𝜃𝑖 − 2𝜃𝑘) = 𝐼𝑛 [𝜂𝑘 (
1

1+𝑆𝑖,𝑘
2 ) + (1 − 𝜂𝑘)𝑒

−𝑆𝑖,𝑘
2 𝑙𝑛2] 

with Si,k=(2θi-2θk)/k, where the shape parameters are: 

Eq. 3.17  𝜔2 = 𝑊 + 𝑉 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜃 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝜃 
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which is the so-called Caglioti formula, and the instrumental broadening  described by the polynomial 

function: 

Eq. 3.18  𝜂 = ∑ 𝑐𝑛(2𝜃)𝑛𝑁𝑔

𝑛=0  

which must be evaluated and refined first against a known sample in order to fix its contribution. 

As a rule of thumb, a peak is considered to be down to background level when the intensity is less 

than 0.1±1.0% of the peak maximum, but appropriate percentage depends on the peak shape 

selected. 

3.4.6 Absorption factor 

The next factor in the Eq. 3.5 for the calculation of ith peak, is the so-called absorption factor 

[104], given by Aj.  

Sample absorption affect powder diffraction analysis differently, depending on diffractometer 

geometry. The Guinier flat-plate geometry is unaffected by absorption, while the Debye-Scherrer 

and Guinier capillary geometries are strongly affected: with strong absorption, the outer part of 

capillary will diffract, and peaks will be shifted to higher 2 [35,164].  

The diffracted intensity can also be reduced by sample absorption, and both the positional and 

the intensity effects will vary with 2.  

In the Bragg-Brentano geometry, with thick samples, the factor is Aj = 1/(2) where  is the 

linear absorption coefficient of the sample. With low sample absorption in reflection geometry we 

get a shift of peak position to lower 2 and peak asymmetry 

[83,164].  

Sample geometry alter absorption and, for instance, in the 

case of thin films or thin layered structures, a specific correction 

is required [29] which depends on diffractometer geometry. 

3.4.7 Texture weight factor 

Another important factor in the Eq. 3.5, Pk,j, is the so-called 

preferred orientation function (or texture weight factor) [104].  

Preferred orientation in a material means that the crystallites 

tend to arrange themselves in a preferred orientation, by itself or 

for the effect of a mechanical modify, which can also retain 

Figure 3.6 Strain expanding and 

contracting d-values [83].  
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residual stress and strain inside the crystalline structure [46,83] (see also Paragraph 4.4.3).  

A proper powder XRD analysis requires a random crystallite orientation, while with a preferred 

orientation we get an incorrect intensity distribution and usually a peak shift (e.g. in case of 

uniform strain, see Figure 3.6(b)) or a peak broadening, even if the peak positions remain virtually 

the same (e.g. in case of nonuniform strain, see Figure 3.6(c)) [83,142,164].  

Clay minerals and other layer structures are notorious in this respect; in serious cases, the XRD 

analysis will show only a few peaks corresponding to the strongest 00l reflections, and phase 

identification, in such cases, will be impossible. 

For the definition of Pk,j, there are many empirical formulas, which depends on geometry and 

on crystal group type [29]. 

3.4.8 Background contribution 

At the end of Eq. 3.5, for the ith peak we have the background component, bkgi, which takes care 

of background phenomenon in X-ray data acquisition [29,30]. The background contribution can 

be broken down in separate terms, according to the following: 

Eq. 3.19  𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑖 = 𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑝ℎ + 𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑠𝑖 + 𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑠𝑐 + 𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑛 

where bkgph is the physical contribution not deriving from sample but due to scattering on air, 

detector electronics, cosmic rays; bkgpsi is the contribution due to incoherent scattering from 

crystalline defects, fluorescence, etc.; bkgpsc is the contribution of the sample due to coherent 

scattering, caused by thermal atomic vibrations and lattice imperfections; bkgnc is the noise 

contribution, with <bkgnc>=0. 

We have basically two possible approaches in dealing with the background in a powder XRD 

analysis: it is possible either estimate it by linear interpolation between selected points between 

peaks and then subtracted, or model it by a function containing several reasonable parameters.  

In both cases we have advantages and disadvantages. For a simple pattern where most peaks 

are resolved to the baseline, both methods work well; but when the overlapping bemuse 

important, it is not so easy to estimate the background. The more used background in Rietveld 

refinement is a polynomial function in 2: 

Eq. 3.20   𝑏𝑘𝑔𝑖 = ∑ 𝑎𝑛(2𝜃𝑖)
𝑛𝐷

𝑛=0  

where D is the polynomial degree and an are the polynomial coefficients. For more complex 

backgrounds, there are specific formulas available. 
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However, if the polynomial describes the background well, then this procedure also works well. 

Otherwise, neither refining the coefficients of the polynomial, nor increasing the order of the 

polynomial, can correct the problem and the refinement will not proceed satisfactorily. 

In such a case, background subtraction is the better approach. Of course, it is also possible to 

use the two techniques in combination: we may use an empirical function to fit the background 

and then describe the deviations by a sequence of fixed points. The advantage is that we minimize 

the magnitude of the fixed part and, therefore, we reduce the impact of arbitrariness on the 

refinement. 

In any case, in every experiment, the user must ensure that the noise is lower than the intensity 

of small peaks and, if the total collection time is limited, it is better to have a lower noise than a 

smaller step size.  

Moreover, it is better to collect a little bit more data for some more time than to have to repeat 

an experiment. The quality of the detector (with his electronic background) can be an issue if is 

not known from calibration. 

3.5 Quality of  refinement 

As already stated, The Rietveld method is a least-squares procedure, which minimizes the 

quantity defined by Eq. 3.4. Its absolute value depends on the intensities and number of points. In 

order to evaluate the quality of the refinement, two major indices are defined [44]. The first one is 

the weighted profile Rwp, defined in the following: 

Eq. 3.21   𝑅𝑤𝑝 = √
∑ 𝑤𝑖(𝐼𝑒,𝑖−𝐼𝑐,𝑖)

2
𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝐼𝑒,𝑖
2

𝑖
 

where Ie,i is the observed intensity at ith point of the observed powder pattern and Ic,i is the 

calculated intensity, while the weight, wi, is based on the counting statistics, wi=(Ie,i)
-1. The second 

index is the profile Rexp, defined in the following: 

Eq. 3.22   𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑝 = √
(𝑁−𝑃)

∑ 𝑤𝑖𝐼𝑒,𝑖
2

𝑖
 

where N is the number of points, and P is the number of parameters. 

The weighted profile Rwp is the more valuable: its absolute value does not depend on the 

absolute value of the intensities, but it depends on the background [29]. With a high background is 

easier to reach very low values. With increasing of the number of peaks (sharp peaks) it becomes 

more difficult to get a good value. Generally, with Rwp < 0.1 we get an acceptable refinement with a 
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medium complex phase. For a complex phase (e.g. monoclinic to triclinic) a value Rwp < 0.15 is 

good, while for a highly symmetric compound (cubic) with few peaks a value Rwp < 0.08 start to be 

acceptable. With high background it is better to evaluate the Rwp with subtracted background. 

The index Rexp is the minimum Rwp value reachable using a certain number of refineable 

parameters: however, it needs a valid weighting scheme to be reliable. R values are useful 

indicators for the evaluation of the quality of a refinement, during improvements to the model, but 

they should not be overinterpreted. 

The goodness of fit, GofF, 2, is defined as the ratio between the Rwp and Rexp, according to the 

following relation: 

𝜒2 =
𝑅𝑤𝑝

𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑝
 

This quantity cannot be lower than 1, unless the weighting scheme is not correctly defined: for 

example, in the case of detectors not recording exactly the number of photons. A good refinement 

gives 2 values lower than 2.  

The goodness of fit, however, is not a very good index to look at, because with a noisy XRD 

pattern, it is quite easy to reach a value near 1. With very high intensities and low noise patterns is 

difficult to reach a value of 2. For having a practical reference, a 2 = 10, which means a relatively 

bad fitting, indicates that the input model is off by 10 for every Ii. 

In any case, user must be conscious that the 2 value is sensible to model inaccuracies. The 

most important criteria for judging the quality of a Rietveld refinement are  

• the fit of the calculated pattern to the observed data 

• the chemical sense of the structural model.  

The first one can be evaluated based on the final profile plot, using the complete range of data 

collected. The second one depends on a careful examination of the final atomic parameters. 
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4 COMBINED XRF & XRD 

Every investigation technique has its specific advantages, but rarely can cover all the aspect 

needed for a comprehensive result about a specimen. This is the reason why, in modern research, 

it is common to proceed with many investigation techniques – especially the non-destructive ones 

- to achieve a deeper structural information about a sample. The advantages are intrinsically related 

to the analytical techniques the researcher choose for analysis: the idea is to combine techniques 

which allow an integrated approach, depending on the investigation goals. There are obviously 

some caveats on how the analysis is performed and, above all, on the coherence of the elaborated 

data regarding the sample and the reproducibility of the analysis. 

4.1 Complementarity 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and fluorescence (XRF) techniques are useful non-destructive 

analytical techniques, with useful application not only in industrial field and mining [37,100,154], 

but also in environmental control and cultural heritage monitoring and conservation [42,107].  

As presented in the previous chapters, XRD allows structural and crystallographic 

characterization of polycrystalline mixture, including phase identification and quantification, 

microstructure and texture analysis. On the other side, XRF allows accurate quantitative chemical 

characterization of materials.  

One of the most important aspect of the combined use of XRD and XRF techniques is that the 

information they provide can be considered complementary [16,100]. 

From a certain point of view, XRD analysis implicitly allows also the full chemical 

characterization of a sample, but there are practical limitations.  

Firstly, sensitivity to the presence of different elements in the same crystal structure mostly 

depends on the difference in atomic scattering factors and mean atomic radii. These aspects are 

reflected in relative peak intensities and positions, where differences can be quite small for similar 

atomic species, generating a significant error in elemental quantification. Moreover, amorphous 

fractions, which are not accurately quantifiable by XRD, can produce inaccurate quantification of 

total chemical composition. 

To avoid this, XRF can be used to guide at first stage the quantitative characterization of the 

sample performed by means of XRD, allowing an independent chemical characterization of the 

sample which can be used in the initial stage of phase identification, limiting the search for 
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possible phases on the international database [65]. Otherwise, the direct XRD-only search, e.g. 

through a first match tool like the online FPSM [111], can often be slow and ambiguous when 

based only on the peak positions and intensities obtained from the diffraction spectrum. 

On the other hand, XRD allows to integrate missing or incomplete information coming from 

an XRF analysis, e.g., the presence of light-elements or, in general, elements outside the sensitivity 

range of XRF technique. In fact, XRD recognize the presence of the corresponding elements-

bearing phases.  

Moreover, considering a full crystallographic model instead of a simple list of elements, it 

allows a more reliable modelling of the matrix effect, because the true absorption factors can be 

evaluated through a direct measurement of the density from the detected phases. 

4.2 Current approach 

The combination of collected data from XRF and XRD can occur using data from different 

machines or from the same instrument. 

In the first case, diffraction and fluorescence 

signals are acquired on different instruments 

[52,134,152]: this has the advantage in adoption of 

the best experimental set-ups in term of radiation, 

sample conditioning and detectors adapting them 

to the desired investigation goal. On the other 

side, by using different radiation sources, the 

analysis involves different sample volumes, with 

the possibly of getting incongruent results when 

dealing with not completely homogenous samples.  

In the second case, an integrated instrumentation is used, 

where XRF and XRD data are collected simultaneously 

(Figure 4.2) and recorded, usually in air, and in which the 

radiation source is the same for both techniques [16,107,180]. 

In this experimental case, the interested volume from the 

incident beam is the same, but for the fluorescence the lower 

energy lines signal is coming mainly from the upper layers of 

the analysed sample because of the absorption. 

After having acquired the data from XRF, the same are 

Figure 4.1 Common combined XRF-

XRD approach. 

Figure 4.2 INEL Equinox 3500 θ–θ diffractometer with 

two detectors (XRF and XRD), a fixed sample holder and 

a Mo X-ray tube [107]. 
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used to get the elements and to perform the possible phase selection, in order to search the phases 

which better fit with the peaks of the XRD spectrum.  

In this approach, the fitting and refining of the elemental concentrations and phase distribution 

are done independently, with a recursive iterative approach where every adjustment on one 

technique requires the elaboration of the data and the porting of the results on the other technique 

(Figure 4.1). 

4.3 An innovative approach 

A new method of combining XRF and XRD data consist not only in acquiring the data, with 

different machines or the same source, as previously seen, but also in executing the simultaneous 

computation of the refinement both for XRF and XRD.  

In this case, instead of an iterative refinement, passing from XRF to XRD and vice versa, both 

XRF and XRD data are processed simultaneously with a combined Rietveld refinement (see 

Figure 4.3) starting from a common model.  

The general approach is to model the sample 

through a multilayer description, defining for 

each layer the specific composition of the 

crystallographic phases.  

The model is built in order to reproduce both 

the XRD and XRF patterns, defining the phase 

quantities in each layer, the elemental 

composition of each phase, and the distribution 

of the phases within each layer.  

After having defined the characteristics of the X-ray source (usually but not necessarily 

monochromatic), XRD and XRF spectra are simulated and then fitted against the experimental 

data; this is performed, in a similar way to the classical Rietveld method [144], through the 

optimization of the relevant parameters describing the structural model by means of a least-

squares optimization. In this case, remembering Eq. 3.4, the corresponding combined fitness 

function can be written as the following [16]: 

Eq. 4.1  𝑊𝑆𝑆 = ∑ 𝑘𝑛𝑊𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 = ∑ 𝑘𝑛𝑛 ∑ 𝑤𝑖(𝐼𝑒,𝑖 − 𝐼𝑐,𝑖)
2

𝑖  

where the summation over n is related to the different techniques used (XRD and XRF in this 

case), kn are the weights applied between techniques to balance their effective contribution in the 

Figure 4.3 Combined approach with XRF-XRD 

simultaneous refinement. 
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fitting and the summation over i is the usual summation of Eq. 3.4 where the weights, wi, are solely 

based on the counting statistics, therefore wi=(Ie,i)
-1.  

4.4 Model build-up 

As previously stated, the innovation key of the approach is the 

common sample model: the sample is defined a multilayer description, 

defining for each layer the specific composition of the crystallographic 

phases (see Figure 4.4). 

Usually, in an XRF multilayer approach, the model is based on 

chemical element composition of the layers (defining chemical elements 

and their weight fractions).  

Also for this project, an XRF layer manager and layer sample simulator (LaSaX) has been 

developed (see Paragraphs 5.9 and 5.11), but, as it will be described in a while, they are needed 

only for a first rapid approach to an unknown material. 

4.4.1 Phase definition 

In the combined approach, the layers are defined in terms of phases and percentage of phase 

compositions.  

Obviously, this implies that we assume that in the single layer, the phase distribution is 

homogeneous along the thickness assigned to the 

layer. The modelling must therefore take care of 

this assumption in defining phase composition. 

For every phase, the starting point is the 

crystalline structure of a single phase. This is a key 

point, because the structure defines not only 

spatial distribution of atoms, and indirectly their 

presence in the volume (in term of weight 

fraction) but also their interaction with X-rays according to Bragg’s law (see Figure 3.5 and Eq. 

3.13).  

Indeed, solids can be classified in three general categories, as shown in Figure 4.5: single crystal, 

polycrystalline, and amorphous. A crystal is defined as a solid with long-range order because is 

arranged in a pattern with a regular order in three dimensions: this order is the so-called crystal 

structure and it extends itself on distances much greater than the interatomic space [166].  

Figure 4.4 Multilayer model. 

Figure 4.5 Differences between a) single crystal, b) 

polycrystalline, and c) amorphous [168]. 
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This means that in a single crystal the order is all over the 

volume of the material, while a polycrystalline material, which 

is the case of interest in this research project, presents single-

crystal regions, called grains, whose interfaces are the so-called 

grain boundaries. On the contrary, in an amorphous material 

(e.g. glass), the atoms are not ordered in a regular schema, but 

there is only a short-range order, limited to the nearest 

neighbours, less than a nanometer [135,168]. 

The repeating ‘unit of pattern’, the lattice, inside a material 

is an array of points in space in which each point has an 

identical environment; thus, the unit cells of the Bravais 

lattices [68,131] may be considered as the “building blocks” of 

crystals, precisely as Haüy envisaged in 1784 [68]: they are a purely imaginary construct, but a 

useful one for the study of materials. 

A unit cell is described usually according to the right-hand rule (see Figure 4.6), by the 

interrelationship between the length (a, b, c) of its sides along the x,y,z cartesian system and the 

interaxial angles (, , ) between them [68,166]: the lengths are measured from one corner of the 

cell, which is considered as the origin, and are the so-called lattice 

parameters of the unit (see Figure 4.7).  

In a real crystal, a lattice point may be occupied by a single atom, 

or a group of them, in a fixed relationship with respect to each lattice 

point but in any case, the arrangement of atoms and their number is 

the same for each lattice point [68,155]. Therefore, the edges of the 

unit cell are vectors named a, b, c, respectively, and the cell contains a 

number of N atoms at well-defined position uk (see example in Figure 4.8). 

 

Figure 4.8 A trigonal unit cell with the unit vectors a, b, c, and four atoms at different positions uk (left) and an 

assembly of some unit cells forming a small crystal (right) [155]. 

An important remark is that the lattice point doesn’t give neither information about the 

chemistry of the crystal, nor about the bonding among atoms. 

Figure 4.6 Right-hand rule [166] 

Figure 4.7 Example of unit cell 
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Therefore, in defining a single phase of a layer, it is necessary to define not only which lattice 

structure constitutes the phase, but also which atoms fills the positions inside this spatial structure.  

A first XRF screening of the material can give useful information on main atomic elements, in 

order to restrict the search among some known common phases, as available on public databases, 

e.g. the already cited COD (see Paragraph 3.2). 

4.4.2 Substitutional element and impurities 

After having defined the main structure, because pure crystals are rare, another step is needed: 

usually, the crystal structure is defined taking care of substitutional element and/or impurities 

(Figure 4.9).  

a)    b) 

Figure 4.9 Element in a) substitutional position, b) interstitial position [source: Wikipedia]. 

These elements are conveniently inserted in the model defining the partial site occupation and, 

in case of interstitial atoms, their position in the lattice (Figure 4.10). 

One or more element as substitutional can exist in a crystal, so in the model their percentage of 

substitution is incorporated.  

Moreover, impurities can be more than one, inside the same 

crystal, and this has impact non only on the chemical structure 

but also on structure volume distortion of the lattice compared 

to the pure crystal.  

This means that the chemical composition impacts on XRF 

part of analysis, while in XRD part of analysis, the cell 

parameters of the single phase must be fitted according to 

these contributions from substitutional or interstitial elements. 

This approach must be implemented for every phase which 

is part of the single layer definition, and for every layer defined 

for the material model.  

Figure 4.10 Example of interstitial 

element in FCC lattice [source: 

Wikipedia]. 
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In some samples, however, impurities may be present in more than one place in the crystal: this 

means that it can be present on one or more layers, and/or substitute different atomic elements in 

different phases.  

In such cases, it is necessary to make some arbitrary assumptions based on the chemistry of the 

sample (as derived from the first XRF screening) or taking in consideration the production 

process, if this is known.  

When it is not possible to presume a specific distribution, the impurities are conveniently 

distributed over all the possible phases, and only in a second step, during model refinement, some 

more precise consideration can be derived from results.  

4.4.3 Texture and strain 

As stated before, a polycrystalline material presents single-crystal regions, called grains, whose 

interfaces are the so-called grain boundaries.  

The crystallographic texture can be defined as the relative “organization” of the grains in an 

polycrystalline material [183].  

In a sample where the orientations are fully random is said to have no distinct texture: this 

means that a solid with perfectly random grain orientation have isotropic properties, considering 

scales sufficiently larger than the size of the grains. 

If, on the contrary, the crystallographic orientations are not random, but have some preferred 

orientation, then the sample has a weak, moderate or strong texture. The degree is function of the 

percentage of grains having the preferred orientation.  

Among the quantitative techniques for analysing 

texture, the most widely used is XRD using texture 

goniometers.  

Texture is often represented using a pole figure 

(Figure 4.11): in this figure, a specified 

crystallographic axis (or pole) is plotted in a 

stereographic projection, along with directions 

relevant to the material's processing history [29].  

This organization influences frequently its 

mechanical and physics properties and is seen in almost all engineered materials. Texture can affect 

many polycrystalline materials: rocks, ceramics, metals, polymers, etc.  

Figure 4.11 Pole figures displaying crystallographic 

texture of gamma-TiAl in an alpha2-gamma alloy, 

calculated using MAUD software. 
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In bulk multi-crystalline materials, preferred orientations are in general regularly due to 

production processes, e.g. solidification, nucleation, grain growth, recrystallization, phase 

transformation, sintering, plastic deformation.  

The effect of texture is a modification of XRD spectra peak 

intensity, which must be considered in order to fit correctly data. 

Moreover, there can also be residual stress inside the grains of 

the material, e.g. due to production process, lattice distortion or 

interstitial impurities, with a consequent strain in the lattice.  

This means that in considering an XRD spectrum, we can have 

also a shift in the position of the peaks (e.g. in case of uniform 

strain, see Figure 4.12(b)) or a peak broadening, even if the peak 

positions remain virtually the same (e.g. in case of nonuniform 

strain, see Figure 4.12(c)) [83,142,164]. 

As already seen previously (see Paragraph 3.4.7), there is the 

factor Pk,j, in Eq. 3.5, the so-called preferred orientation function (or 

texture weight factor) [104], which helps in considering this structure preferred orientation inside the 

model definition. For the definition of Pk,j, there are many formulas, derived from texture models, 

which depends on geometry and on crystal group type. In the case of random texture the 

parameters Pk,j= 1.  

4.4.4 Problem analysis 

After the definition of the model, the data of the model and 

the parameters regarding layers, thickness, phases, phases 

distribution, possible texture and strain, contribute to define 

the problem to analyse through combined approach. 

From the point of view of XRF-part of combined analysis, 

from elemental composition of the phases defined for each 

layer are derived the weight fraction data and densities, in order 

to evaluate the XRF contributions. Moreover, also the 

associated matrix effects are used to evaluate the XRF spectra. 

In computation process, the varying angle  of the incident 

X-ray beam during the measurement and all filters or media encountered (see Figure 4.13) are also 

considered.  

Figure 4.13 Example of multilayer 

sample model  [74]. 

Figure 4.12 Strain expanding and 

contracting d-values [83].  
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This allows to correctly model the different absorption path of the excited fluorescence 

photons traveling to the detector. 

All the other structural parameters of the model are contemporary used for XRD-part of 

combined analysis. The XRD spectrum is fitted starting from the physical model structure (phases, 

layers, thickness, phase distribution, etc…) and possible effects of texture and/or strain inside the 

material. Moreover, cell parameters may be fitted in order to taking in count of element inclusion 

as interstitial or substitutional atoms, and possible strain effect due to production processes. 

4.4.5 Software for analysis 

This innovative approach has been implemented in the program MAUD 

[104,106], combining original XRD algorithm with part of the XRF module 

implementation from the GimPy and JGIXA programs [17,74], creating a 

comprehensive radiation–matter interaction model, which takes care of both 

elastic scattering and photoelectric absorption/fluorescence.  

Inside MAUD, the phase definition is easily obtained through specific wizards devoted to this 

important task.  

   
a)        b) 

Figure 4.15 Examples of a) Cu2O and b) TiO2 phase definition in MAUD. 

After having defined the instrument parameters (beam, detector, etc…) and loaded the 

spectrum data for XRF and XRD, it is required to define the phases inside the “Phases” list in the 

MAUD parameters definition window (Figure 4.14). 

For every phase we can define the lattice and the atoms inside the lattice. An example is given 

in Figure 4.15, where we can see the phase definition wizard for two different lattice: Cu2O (a) and 

TiO2 (b).  

Figure 4.14 MAUD phase 

list. 
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In the “General” panel it is defined 

the lattice parameters, in term of 

lattice type, space group and cell 

parameters.  

In the “Structure” panel of the 

same wizard, it is defined every single 

atom position of the lattice, with 

partial occupancy (in this case 1 for 

every atom). 

In the case that we have, for 

example, a substitutional element, it is 

possible to define it inside “Structure” 

panel of the same wizard (Figure 

4.17).  

The task requires to select the position involved and to assign the substitutional element to the 

position of the original phase element, which is substituted, setting the proper percentage of 

occupancy.  

In case of more substitutional elements 

inside the same phase, it is simply needed to 

add them to the list of substitutional atoms, 

defining for every element the proper 

percentage of occupancy (which can in a 

second step refined by the combined 

analysis), in order that the total sum will be 

1. 

Through other two panels of the phase 

wizard, “Microstructure” and “Advanced 

models”, it is also possible to set-up other 

analysis parameters, e.g. line broadening 

model, the size-strain model, the texture model and the strain model to be used. 

Figure 4.17 Definition of mixture phase Ag0.88 Cu0.12 with 

multiple impurities in MAUD. 

Figure 4.16 Atom content and parameters for Cu2O phase in MAUD. 
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Figure 4.18 MAUD layer structure wizard. 

A similar wizard approach is provided for the definition of the layer 

structure modulization of the sample (Figure 4.19). In this case, through 

the wizard we can define the sequence of layers, and for every layer the 

main aspect useful for analysis, e.g. thickness, phases and phase volume 

fraction ( 

Figure 4.18). 

4.4.6 Elaboration tips 

Because of Eq. 4.1, an important aspect of this approach consists in the possibility of setting 

weight factor between the diffraction and fluorescence data in the least-squares fitting. The 

weighting balance between XRD and XRF data should be evaluated depending on the quality of 

the analysis data in one with respect to the other, and the information needed. 

XRF spectra generally have higher intensities and, therefore, a better signal to noise ratio and, 

since usually several spectra are acquired 

for each XRD pattern, this ensures a 

significant statistical reliability.  

It is usually a good practice, in the least-

squares refinement strategy, to increase the 

weight of the XRD contribution in order 

to establish a first qualitative estimation of the phase content (in MAUD exists a specific 

parameter associated to dataset loader, see Figure 4.20).  

Figure 4.20 MAUD wizard page for spectrum weight definition. 

Figure 4.19 MAUD sample 

list. 
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As a rule of thumb, once the main phases have been identified and the model has been set-up, 

it is possible then shift to a more balanced situation, in which XRD and XRF data have 

comparable statistical weights. 

Another refinement strategy is to resolve the more influencing parameters first, and only in 

successive steps refining the remaining ones [29]. The aim is to avoid that too many parameters 

not only increase the time of computation, but also can increase the risk that if the starting point is 

not good, the convergence can be very hard to get in acceptable time. 
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5 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

For the analysis of the XRF and XRD data, a software is an unavoidable companion, in order 

to get reliable information in quick time. For the goal of the present research, the development has 

been started from two existing tools, GimPy [17] and MAUD [16,107].  

The first one is a complex procedure programmed in Python, which can manage ED-XRF, 

TXRF and GIXRF analysis. It has no GUI interface and must be used creating adapted script 

from the scratch, using some common examples from the scratch. 

MAUD (Material Analysis Using Diffraction) is a general diffraction/reflectivity analysis 

program mainly based on the Rietveld method, but not limited to. Written in Java, it can run on 

Windows, MacOS-X, Linux, Unix (it needs Java VM 1.7 or later). More details are available on the 

dedicated web site: http://maud.radiographema.com/. 

Because the aim was to combine the techniques XRF and XRD, the natural approach was to 

combine the two tools, porting the Python code into the MAUD code. This required a Java 

translation of all the procedures developed under Python, and a complex adapting of data 

structures, not only because of the differences between the data structure in both languages, but 

also because of the existing schemas in MAUD, optimized for Rietveld analysis. 

On the other side, the original target of MAUD was XRD data, and the interface reflects the 

complexity of the matter, requiring a deeper knowledge of the parameters involved.  

For this reason, in order to simplify the approach to the MAUD software and to the data input, 

especially for the integrating XRF part, it has been decided to accompany the porting of Python 

code to Java with the contemporary development of some simplified interfaces for managing basic 

XRF parameters, like detector configuration and X-Ray tube parameters, and aspects like 

calibration and peak picking on a XRF spectrum, performed manually in Python and not easily 

available or missing on MAUD.  

In the next paragraphs, therefore, it will be illustrated the interfaces developed, the software 

complement developed, and their potential, as soon as they will be incorporated in MAUD for 

non-expert users. 
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5.1 Common development libraries 

For the development of the complements to MAUD and GimPy, and the porting of Python 

code to the Java side, some existing libraries freely available on internet has been used. This in 

order to avoid problems with royalties or licenses.  

In this paragraph the list of all open source libraries used in the implementations are 

summarized, accompanied with the public website for download and documentation, if available, 

as reported in our annexed documentation. The version indicated is the last one adopted. 

 

• Apache Commons IO 2.5: http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-io/index.html 

• Apache Common Math3: http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-math/ 

• Apache Collections 4.x: https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-collections/ 

• Apache Log4j v. 2: http://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.x/ 

• xraylib 3.3.0, which requires Apache Common Math3: 

https://github.com/tschoonj/xraylib 

• JFreechart: www.jfree.org 

• ini4j: ini4j.sourceforge.net 

• opencsv 4.1: http://opencsv.sourceforge.net/ 

• Apache Batik SVG Toolkit, required by freechart: https://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/ 

• Apache commons-beanutils v. 1.9.3, required by opencsv: 

https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-beanutils/ 

• Apache commons-lang3 v. 3.3.7, required by opencsv:  

http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-lang/ 

• Apache commons-text v. 1.2, required by opencsv:  

http://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-text/ 

• SQLite JDBC Driver, developed by Taro L. Saito: https://bitbucket.org/xerial/sqlite-

jdbc/downloads 

• DM-Library: www.studio-martorelli.net 

• JUnique: http://www.sauronsoftware.it/projects/junique/ 
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5.2 Software development tools 

The implementation of the software tools and libraries, and the debugging of GimPy and 

MAUD, has been performed on two computer systems: 

• a DELL notebook, from FBK-Fondazione Bruno Kessler, with Intel Core i7-4800MQ 

CPU, Intel HD Graphics 4600, 16 MB of RAM, two SSD of 256 MB, with Windows 10 

OS;  

• an ASUS desktop, personally owned, with Intel Core i7-3770 CPU, Nvidia Graphics 

Geforce GTX550TI, 16 MB of RAM, two HDD of 1 TB, with Windows 10 OS; 

For the development, as editor has been chosen the Eclipse IDE for Java Developers, Version: 

Neon.3 Release (4.6.3), Build id: 20170314-1500, freely available on the website of the Eclipse 

Foundation (https://www.eclipse.org/).   

This IDE is available on different platforms (Windows, Linux, MacOS) so allowing future 

development also on no-Windows-systems. 

This IDE is adapted for 

any Java developer, including a 

Java IDE, an easy GUI 

interface developer, called 

WindowBuilder Editor, a Git 

client, and a XML Editor. 

This is useful, because for the 

synchronization between the 

two development machines, 

the Git protocol has been 

used, which is based on the 

GitLab free service available at https://about.gitlab.com/. 

GitLab is a single application server for the entire DevOps lifecycle that allows teams to work 

together and faster, with version control over all the implemented code. 

GitLab shortens application cycle time, with a united workflow that reduces engineering risk. 

Shorter cycles mean more and smaller frequent deploys, which have many advantages:  

• higher predictability: smaller iterations are easier to estimate than larger ones; 

• better code quality: every small change gets attention; 

• easier troubleshooting: a smaller deploy introduces less changes that can potentially 

introduce issues. 

Figure 5.1 The GUI of Eclipse IDE for Java Developers. 
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5.3 The FBK X-Ray Java Library 

As previously stated, the aim was to integrate the GimPy features into the MAUD software, in 

order to build a full integrated combined XRF/XRD approach. 

All the Java code derived from the original Python code of GimPy has been structured into a 

library called fbk-lib, where the root structure is built up on the it.tn.fbk.* path. In Table 5.1 are 

resumed all the components of the library pack. 

Table 5.1 Resume of the fbk-lib library content. 

PACKAGE DESCRIPTION 

it.tn.fbk.io I/O class container. 

it.tn.fbk.io.xray I/O XRF interexchange class container. 

it.tn.fbk.math Mathematics classes data container. 

it.tn.fbk.physics Physics classes data container. 

It.tn.fbk.res Resources container. 

It.tn.fbk.res/icons Standard FBK icons for X-Ray GUIs. 

It.tn.fbk.res/images Standard FBK images for X-Ray GUIs. 

it.tn.fbk.tools.db Database viewer classes. 

it.tn.fbk.xray X-Ray general classes data container 

it.tn.fbk.xrf Basic classe for Xrf analysis management. 

it.tn.fbk.xrf.wizard System wizard classes for applications. 

it.tn.fbk.xrf.wizard.event System events for wizard classes of applications. 

it.tn.fbk.xswing System add-on components for wizard classes of applications. 

org.scijava.swing.checkboxtree Scijava derived classes for FBK xswing extended plugins. 

 

The package for the GUI dedicated to X-ray parameters is the it.tn.fbk.wizard, which contains 

the wizards for easing the work with X-ray data input. The main of them are resumed in Table 5.2.  

Now every wizard briefly will be shortly described in the next paragraphs which are dedicated 

to the software tools developed. 
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Table 5.2 The list of main wizard in fbk-lib library, path it.tn.fbk.xrf.wizard, for X-ray data manipulation. 

CLASS DESCRIPTION 

DlgBeamEnergyParams  Form for managing of beam energy parameters. 

DlgBeamSourceEditor  Form for managing of beam source parameters. 

DlgEdDetector Form for ED detector parameters managing. 

DlgEdDetectorList Form for material list managing. 

DlgEdSpectrumEditor Form for managing of the Energy Dispersive spectrum data. 

DlgEdSpectrumPeakSetter Form for managing of spectrum peak setting. 

DlgEdXrfCalibrator  Form for ED-Xrf spectrum calibration. 

DlgEdXrfConfigEditor  Form for ED-Xrf experimental condition parameter input. 

DlgEdXrfElemPicker  Form for ED-Xrf spectrum picking of atomic elements. 

DlgEdXrfImport  Form for ED-Xrf spectrum import from a text file. 

DlgEdXrfParams  Form for managing of the single parameter for ED-Xrf spectrum. 

DlgEdXrfRoisSetter Form for ROIs managing. 

DlgEdXrfSpectraSeries Manages the creation of a series of spectra with different angle of beam incidence 

for contemporary analysis. 

DlgElementDetail  Form for showing the details of every atom in the periodic table. 

DlgLayerEditor Form for managing of single layer parameters. 

DlgLayeredSampleEditor  Form for layered sample managing. 

DlgLineSetter Form for single line assignment in calibration. 

DlgMatComponentEditor  Form for managing of single component parameters in a material. 

DlgMaterialEditor  Form for single material managing. 

DlgMaterialList  Form for material list managing. 

DlgPeriodicTable  Form for interacting with the periodic table. 

DlgSpectrumMatch Form for confrontation of two different spectra. 

 

5.4 Eagle-X 

Because of the complexity of MAUD inner structure, and the need of translating the GimPy 

code from Python to Java language, in order to integrate it with MAUD and, on the other side, 

considering the need to simplify the approach to XRF analysis with an easy GUI (Graphic User 

file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgBeamEnergyParams.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgBeamSourceEditor.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdDetector.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdDetectorList.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdSpectrumEditor.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdSpectrumPeakSetter.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdXrfCalibrator.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdXrfConfigEditor.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdXrfElemPicker.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdXrfImport.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdXrfParams.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdXrfRoisSetter.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgEdXrfSpectraSeries.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgElementDetail.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgLayerEditor.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgLayeredSampleEditor.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgLineSetter.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgMatComponentEditor.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgMaterialEditor.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgMaterialList.html
file:///E:/java_docs/fbk-lib/it/tn/fbk/xrf/wizard/DlgPeriodicTable.html
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Interface) approach, it has been decided to implement in first instance an external tool developed 

in Java, called for simplicity Eagle-X (Easy GUI Lite for End-user on X-ray; Figure 5.2).  

This application has allowed not only to test the 

single developed components inside the FBK X-Ray 

Java Library, but also to put them together for some 

basic approaches to the XRF spectra, with GUI tools 

not available neither in MAUD nor in GimPy.  

The developed interfaces has been derived from an 

original GUI version in Python, started at the 

beginning of the current research and presented with a 

poster [122] at EXRS 2016 Conference in Gothenburg 

(Sweden).  

The need of Java integration and some problems with the QT GUI libraries encountered on 

different OS (Operating System) platforms (Linux and Windows), suggested to prefer Java as 

unique development tool. 

Technically, Eagle-X is only an empty GUI frame where the operative parts are all loaded as 

external plugins: Eagle-X defines, with two different plugin schemas, only the requirements for 

linking the plugin to the inner structure of menus and project containers, and the rules associated 

to them. This allows the developers flexibility in defining the plugin engine for viewing and 

manipulating data, through a common MDI (Multi Document Interface) approach (see example in 

Figure 5.4). 

This has the advantage to separate the core engine of X-ray analysis from the interface level of 

the GUI, which is managed through a plugin engine separated from the Eagle-X GUI frame.  

Eagle-X

Eagle Plugin Engine

FBK X-Ray Library

XRF Data

Other X-Ray
Libraries

X-Ray Data

Other Java 
Libraries

Other Data

Common Plugin
Engine

Other Java 
Libraries

Other Data

Figure 5.3 Eagle-X: application schema of layered inner structure. 

Figure 5.2 The splash screen of Eagle-X 
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Figure 5.4 Example of Eagle-X application with XRF spectrum viewer in an MDI form. 

Eagle-X only gives strict rules through abstract classes which define the minimum requirements 

for the plugin engine to be loaded inside the plugin loader of Eagle-X, in a four layer approach to 

data manipulation, as summarized in Figure 5.3. 

This allow to extend the capabilities of the application also to fields and data other than X-rays, 

simply adopting the preferred plugin schema. 

For the sake of simplicity, in the following paragraphs it will been used the acronym Eagle-X in 

any case, in order to refer to the whole X-ray tools. 

5.4.1 Common aspects 

When Eagle-X is started, after loading all libraries and all plugins loaded in the dedicated folder, 

the main desktop appears. It is characterized by different areas, which reflect also the different 

plugin role. 

Firstly, it is possible to note the dark grey area, which is the area were the single form with data 

(e.g., graphics form) will be showed (see example in Figure 5.4). It is the MDI area. Under this, in 

light grey, it is shown the console area, were the application shows data, information, useful 

parameters during the application use. It partially intercepts errors and messages from Java 

console. 

On the bottom of the window, the status bar reports on left some useful information related to 

last process executed, on right the current memory availability.  

On the top of Eagle-X application, there is the menu bar, with the following standard menu 

options: 

• File 
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• Lab 

• Options 

• Tools 

• View 

• Window 

• Help 

 

Figure 5.5 Eagle-X main desktop. 

These menus have fixed options (e.g. View, Window and Help), while other, like the Lab or 

Tools, have options which derives from the installed plugins and the interface engine set in every 

plugin. 

On the left of application window, 

there is another toolbar, which currently 

supports only the internal directory 

manager. The other two white areas 

contain in the top one the current active 

projects, with related MDI forms (see 

example in Figure 5.4), on the bottom one 

the current directory listing of present file 

or project. The two areas are resizable by hand with mouse, or by icons in the top toolbar. 

On the right of application window,  another toolbar shows the icon buttons which controls 

the MDI form commands (classic Tile, Cascade, Minimize All commands); moreover, here are 

anchored, if the right parameters are set, the application contained in plugins which respect the 

Figure 5.6 Periodic table of elements. 
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“Common Plugin Engine Interface” contained in Eagle-X. Currently, in the Eagle-X, there are 

two default plugins: 

• Periodic table of elements (see Figure 5.6) 

• FBK SQLite Viewer (see Figure 5.7). 

 

Figure 5.7 FBK SQLite Viewer with some forms about tables in Fbk xraydata database from GimPy. 

The main aspects of these two plugins we’ll be described shortly, both of them contained in the 

Java library fbk-lib, for the forms of applications, and linked in Eagle-X through the engine 

interface defined in the fbk-eagle plugin interface. 

5.4.2 Periodic table of  elements 

This plugin manages the form (see Figure 5.6) which shows the periodic table of elements for 

consultation of elements and all the X-ray data contained into the xraydata database created for the 

GimPy application [17] and in common with our fbk-lib. 

Clicking with the right button of the mouse on the element cell, a new form is opened, with 

four sheets regarding different data for the selected elements: 

• Basic data, with all the basic aspects of the element (see Figure 5.8a); 

• Shells, with the physical data about the shells inside the atomic element (see Figure 

5.8b); 

• Transitions, with the physical data about the possible transitions inside the atomic 

element (see Figure 5.8c); 
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• Lines chart, with the graphical representation of the characteristic lines of the element 

(see Figure 5.8d). 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 5.8 Element form with detailed data about (a) element (b) shells, (c) transitions, (d) characteristic lines. 

For the chart of Figure 5.8d, it is possible to save the image as PNG file format (as bitmap 

image) or SVG file format (vectorial image) using the right button of the mouse on the chart itself 

(it is showed a contextual menu with also other options for personalizing the chart) 

5.4.3 FBK SQLite Viewer 

This plugin allows through an MDI interface (see Figure 5.7) to show the data inside every 

SQLite database. SQLite is a self-contained, public-domain, SQL database engine. SQLite is one 

of the most used database engines, and it is freely available on hi website at 

https://www.sqlite.org/. 

This easy tool has been programmed in order to have a tool for viewing only the data (it does 

not allow any modify) inside a SQLite database, and his main target is the xraydata database created 

for the GimPy application [17] and in common with our fbk-lib. 
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5.5 ED-Xrf  Spectrum Viewer 

This application is defined as a plugin of Eagle-X, which manages not only the viewing of an 

ED-Xrf spectrum acquired, but also the calibration of the spectrum and the peak picking of the 

atomic elements which generate the spectrum itself. 

 
Figure 5.9 ED-Xrf Spectrum viewer example with the spectrum of NIST reference sample. 

For opening a spectrum, it is necessary to open the File->Open->View ED-Xrf Spectrum 

option in Eagle-X. With a wizard, it is possible to select the directory where the spectrum is stored 

and then, after confirmation, to get what is shown in Figure 5.9, with a form with the drawn 

spectrum, according to current calibration data stored in Eagle-X, and with an anchored pointer 

which moves according to mouse motions and shows in real time the coordinates of the point in 

terms of energy and corresponding intensity of the point on the spectrum.. 

The plugin interface defines and enables also a new toolbar component, the ED-Xrf Common 

Toolbar (Figure 5.10), which can be unanchored from the top toolbar and which allows the 

following options (in order of icons from left to right): 

• Save spectrum data; 

• Save chart; 

• Enable/disable mouse wheel (for zooming the chart); 

• Reset chart zoom; 

• Chart parameters; 

• Calibration of spectrum; 

• Get elements from spectrum; 

Figure 5.10 ED-Xrf Common 

Toolbar. 
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• Confront current spectrum with another one. 

The first option simply saves the spectrum loaded to a *.csv file format, allowing the import of 

data to a spreadsheet, e.g. Microsoft Excel. The last option simply allows to confront two spectra, 

and will be discussed later, inside the LaSaX simulator (see Paragraph 5.11). 

5.5.1 Save Chart 

With the “Save Chart” option, the user can store the image of the spectrum in three different 

formats (Figure 5.11): 

➢ PNG, a bitmap image type; 

➢ JPG, a bitmap compressed 

image type; 

➢ SVG, a vectorial image type. 

The last option is the default one, 

because, being a vectorial type, it can 

be used with proficiency in thesis or 

papers, because it is fully resizable 

inside every document without loss 

of information and quality (for more details on this format, born on web, it is possible to refer to 

the web address https://www.w3.org/TR/SVG11/).  

This is not the case of any bitmap type, which is fixed respect to dimensions, and stores the 

chart according to the current dimension on screen. 

5.5.2 Enable/disable mouse wheel and reset zoom 

The mouse wheel is useful on the chart because it allows to zoom in or out the chart, respect to 

the current position of the cross pointer (see Figure 5.12b).  

However, this can be not desired in some situations, so the command allows the user to choose 

if and when to use this useful option.  

An alternative method to zoom the chart is clicking on a chart itself with the left button and, 

maintaining the pointer clicked, draw a rectangle over the interested area (see blue selected area in  

Figure 5.12a). After releasing the button, the chart will be zoomed according to mouse selection 

(see Figure 5.12b). 

Figure 5.11 Save chart option wizard 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.12 The spectrum of S15 (Doge Venier) sample in (a) full view, (b) zoomed view. 

For going back to full vision, the command “Reset chart zoom” will redraw the spectrum to 

full energy vs intensity data array. 

5.5.3 Chart parameters 

This option allow user to personalize the default parameter of 

chart drawing: from font to color, from tick presence to tick 

number, and so on (Figure 5.13). 

5.5.4 Calibration of  spectrum 

This is one of the important features of the ED-Xrf Spectrum 

Viewer: it allows, through a guided wizard, to calibrate an ED-Xrf 

spectrum according to the peaks of known element inside the spectrum itself. At the end of the 

process, the user gets the information regarding the zero of the energy detection system, and the 

gain value of every detector channel.  

When a spectrum is loaded into the Viewer, the application uses the last definition of 

calibration stored inside. This has the advantage to allow an immediate graphical representation of 

the spectrum on the graphic form and can be useful if the user refers to a series of spectra 

collected with the same set-up.  

Generally, however, a user can load spectra from different source, so it is necessary, for the 

Viewer, to recalibrate the spectrum referring or to the spectrum itself, or to a spectrum collected 

on the same machine and with the same set-up from a certified reference sample.  

When the calibration command is selected on the toolbar, Eagle-X opens a new modal form 

which shows again the current spectrum with the current calibration parameters (Figure 5.14).  

Figure 5.13 Chart parameter 

manager. 
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Figure 5.14 Element sheet of calibration wizard 

The form has a toolbar on the top, which can be unanchored (in order to allow a greater chart 

surface, option useful on monitor with lower resolution) and four sheets on the left: 

▪ Elements 

▪ Filters 

▪ Threshold 

▪ Peaks 

▪ Calibration 

On the first sheet, a cursor allows to select dynamically the atomic 

element desired, moving the cursor up or down with the click of the 

mouse or, if available, with the mouse wheel. The wizard will show 

immediately the corresponding transition lines on the chart. This 

option allows the user to identify possible atomic elements directly 

on the spectrum, in order to match, after, the peaks which will be used for calibration reference.  

Different colors are used to distinguish among K, L, M or above lines. The intensity of the lines 

is proportioned to the probability of the transition (see Figure 5.14). 

Alternatively, clicking on the button under the cursor, which shows the current atomic element, 

the wizard opens the form with the periodic element table, already seen in Figure 5.6. Thus, the 

user can directly access the detailed data of the element for consultation, as already seen 

previously, or select, with the left button of the mouse, the atomic element desired, to put 

automatically the cursor at the same level.  

The periodic table wizard is, therefore, closed and, on the chart, the lines of the selected 

element appear. 

Figure 5.15 Lines sheet of 

calibration wizard 
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Figure 5.16 Lines sheet of calibration wizard with “relative” line option. 

  (a) 

 (b) 

Figure 5.17 Example of unfiltered (a) and filtered spectrum data for best viewing of peaks. 

The Elements sheet allows user also to control which lines are shown on the chart (Figure 5.15) 

and if, for every line, is showed the corresponding value of energy. Moreover, through the line 

intensity option, it possible to choose from option “absolute”, which means that intensities of the 
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line are proportional to maximum value of the spectrum, or “relative” option, which means that 

lines are proportioned to the local maximum of the spectrum respect to the greater line (see Figure 

5.16).  

This option is useful because transition lines are scaled respect to the spectrum and this allows 

to identify that elements which have, for example, K and L lines which overlap lines of other 

elements: the missing of some lines on the spectrum can help to distinguish among different 

atomic elements with some lines overlapping. 

In case of very noisy spectra, it is possible to simplify lines identification through a real-time 

filtering of data, using the option on the Filters panel. Currently, only the Savitzky-Golay filter is 

implemented, but other can be adopted in future. Using the cursor on the sheet, it is possible to 

apply up to 10 times the filtering on data for best viewing of peaks (Figure 5.17). 

The options on the “Threshold” sheet, define the parameters to identify peaks, or excluding 

smaller ones, in the spectrum, during the process of peak finding through the command of “Peak 

Finder” available at the menu path Options->Peak Finder or on the toolbar. The threshold is 

defined as the level under which every peak is ignored. 

Here it is possible to define if the picking mode as absolute or relative: in relative mode, the 

peak threshold is evaluated taking as reference the 3% of the maximum peak in the spectrum, and 

the user can only correct the effective level using the cursor.  

 

Figure 5.18 Threshold options 

In absolute mode, the field of reference is filled by the user with the desired count level, and 

the he can manipulate the reference using the cursor to best check the filtering using the “Peak 

Finder” option. 
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The “Show” flag allows the yellow effective reference line of the threshold to be showed 

(Figure 5.18). The threshold refence is calculated according to the absolute count reference 

inserted in the field (absolute mode) or automatically calculated (relative mode). 

The activation of “Peak Finder” command fills the tree on the “Peaks” sheet, with all the peaks 

identified on the spectrum (Figure 5.19) above the set threshold reference, which will be evidenced 

also by vertical lines on the corresponding energy-axis values. 

 
Figure 5.19 Peaks sheet of calibration wizard with list of possible peaks. 

Thanks to the cursor of Elements sheet, it is possible to check and match at least two peaks 

(minimum requirement for calibration), identified by the application, with the corresponding 

transitions of one or more specific atomic element. In the case of Figure 5.19, there is the 

spectrum of S15 coin (Doge Venier) sample (see Chapter 5), with well-defined K-lines of Cu and 

L-lines Pb. 

Therefore, clicking on the corresponding element of the tree, identified by the channel, it is 

possible to assign the corresponding peaks to Cu and Pb through the dedicated form (see Figure 

5.20a and b). 

As soon as the peaks are assigned, they are evidenced on the tree by pins, red for a K-

assignment and blue for an L-assignment.  

It is possible, at this point, before calibrating the spectrum, to personalize the aspect of the 

drawn spectrum with peaks, clicking the right mouse button on the chart; or, alternatively, to save 

it as bitmap o vectorial image, as already described above. 

At this point, after having set at least two reference lines, clicking on the button “Calibrate” at 

the bottom of the peaks tree, the application will execute the calculations according to a system 

based on equation: 

Eq. 5.1  𝐸𝑒𝑙.𝑙. = 𝐸0 + 𝑐ℎ × 𝐸𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 
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 (a) (b)  

 
(c) 

Figure 5.20 (a) peak assignment for Cu; (b) peak assignment for Pb; (c) Peaks sheet with 

assigned peaks marked by pins. 

where Eel.l. is the energy of the single element line, E0 is the 

zero of the machine’s detector, ch is the channel of detector 

and Egain the energy gain of every channel. If the system is 

successfully resolved, the application confirms calibration 

through the dialog window of Figure 5.21, and the spectrum 

is immediately redrawn with the evaluated data. 

(a)  (b) 

Figure 5.22 Calibration sheet value (a) after calibration; (b) restored from last save. 

The data of calibration, in terms of energy zero and gain, can be consulted on the “Calibration” 

sheet (see Figure 5.22a). It is also possible in any moment to change manually the values, and they 

Figure 5.21 Calibration confirmation. 
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will not be operative until the clicking on the “Apply data” button. If the evaluated values are not 

accepted, it is possible to go back to the last saved values simply clicking on the “Restore last” 

button (see Figure 5.22b). 

5.5.5 Element picking 

This is one of the features of the ED-Xrf Spectrum Viewer: it allows, through a guided wizard 

(Figure 5.23), to evaluate automatically an ED-Xrf spectrum and, according to the peak lines of 

atomic element stored into the xraydata database, compile a list of possible elements which 

contributes to the spectrum profile. This is a pre-requisite for the following creation and 

simulation of a layered model with the LaSaX simulator (see Paragraph 5.11). 

 
Figure 5.23 Element sheet of element picking wizard 

As pre-requisite, the user must have calibrated the spectrum directly or using a reference 

sample, according to the procedure explained in the previous paragraph.  

When a spectrum is loaded into the Viewer, the application uses the last definition of 

calibration stored inside. This has the advantage to allow an immediate graphical representation of 

the spectrum on the graphic form and can be useful if the user refers to a series of spectra 

collected with the same set-up.  

Generally, however, a user can load spectra from different source, so it is necessary, for the 

Viewer, to recalibrate the spectrum referring or to the spectrum itself, or to a spectrum collected 

on the same machine and with the same set-up from a certified reference sample.  

When the element picker command is selected on the toolbar, Eagle-X opens a new modal 

form which shows again the current spectrum with the current calibration parameters (see example 

on Figure 5.23) and four sheets on the left: 
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▪ Elements 

▪ Threshold 

▪ Search 

▪ Element list 

On the first sheet, a cursor allows to select dynamically the 

atomic element desired, moving the cursor up or down with the 

click of the mouse or, if available, with the mouse wheel, in an 

analogous way as already see in the previous Paragraph for the 

calibration form. The corresponding transition lines appear on the 

chart and the user can manually identify possible atomic elements 

directly on the spectrum, using the button “Select”. This command will add every selected element 

to the list contained in the list of elements on “Element list” sheet (see Figure 5.24). 

Different colors are used to distinguish among K, L, M or above lines. The intensity of the lines 

is proportioned to the probability of the transition. 

Alternatively, clicking on the button under the cursor, which shows the current atomic element, 

the wizard opens the form with the periodic element table, already seen in Figure 5.6. Thus, the 

user can directly access the detailed data of the element for consultation, as already seen 

previously, or select, with the left button of the mouse, the atomic element desired, to put 

automatically the cursor at the same level. The periodic table wizard is, therefore, closed and, on 

the chart, the lines of the selected element appear. 

The Threshold is analogous at the one already seen for the calibration wizard, so it will not be 

repeated here (see Figure 5.18) and will filter the peaks on the chart to be considered. 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.25 (a) Search sheet; (b) search match completed. 

The “Search” sheet (see Figure 5.25a) contains all the options for the search match of the 

element starting from the spectrum. It shows current calibration information, and it is possible to 

Figure 5.24 Element list sheet 
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choose the range of atomic elements which will be used for search match. The “channel delta” 

options defines the maximum difference in term of energy channels which will be considered for 

the element-peak search match: greater the delta, greater the possible search match. The 

“algorithm method” option defines the type of search match executed. There are two possibility: 

• Probability; 

• Relative. 

The first option, which is the default, tells the application that in the search match of the lines 

must be considered also the probability of the transition as weight: a transition nearer to spectrum 

peak, if is less probable than another line just a bit farer, is of lower priority in choice. The second 

option applies the pure search match, considering only the transition nearest to peak. 

After having defined all the options, the user can click on the “Fine elements” button, and, 

after a while which depend on the complexity of the spectrum, the wizard compile the list of 

elements of the corresponding sheet (see the example in Figure 5.24) and then terminate the 

evaluation (see Figure 5.25b). 

 

Figure 5.26 Element list sheet of wizard with the found elements, with lines, and the context menu. 

On the “Element list” sheet (Figure 5.26) it is possible to consult the found elements with the 

specific line listed (with selected flag): as soon as the element is selected, on the spectrum appears 

the corresponding selected line. This allows an immediate control of the quality of the picking. If 

there are some elements not desired or wrong, it is possible to remove them. At the same time, it 

is possible to manually integrate other ones if the picking has failed in catching them, using the 

cursor and the selection button on the “Elements” sheet. 
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The user can then save the list in a file with XML format, with the dedicated button ant the 

bottom of the list or modify the list with the context menu. The obtained list of elements and lines 

can then be used as basis for spectrum quantitative analysis in GimPy and MAUD. 

5.6 Material list manager 

This application is defined as a plugin of Eagle-X, which manages every aspect of a list of 

materials (Figure 5.27) but, due to the choice of an MDI interface, it is possible to manage more 

than one list at the same time, allowing the save and reload of them with a specific XML file 

format, *.xmld (XML Material List Data), created for managing them. 

 
Figure 5.27 Main form of the material list manager 

The lists of materials are useful because for every project of analysis, they allow to get all 

together the materials defined for analysis, for documentation purpose and for future reuse in case 

of more analysis. 

The idea of a visual material manager is born 

with GimPy and GimPyGUI [17,122], where 

materials are needed to simulate a layered sample; 

but it has been fully implemented in first stage on 

Java language as part of the fbk-lib library and, 

consequently, as Eagle-X plug-in application. 

The developed XML-data format of saving data 

of the single material and of the list of materials 

has been subsequently ported also back on Python 

for GimPy users, developing a specific 

gimpy.fbk.xrf.* Python library for data import, which will not be described here. 

From the File menu of Eagle-X, it is possible to generate e new list, or opening an existing one: 

in both cases, a new form is created where there is the list of current materials in the list. For a 

new list, no material is default. At the same time, a new dedicated toolbar is enabled in Eagle-X, 

which allows to insert, update or remove a material from the list, or saving the list itself. 

Figure 5.28 Material editor wizard. 
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For an existing list, clicking in the form on the row which contains the definition of material, a 

wizard appears (Figure 5.28) which allows the managing of all the information need for defining a 

material: 

➢ Name 

➢ Density (in g/cm3) 

➢ Chemical composition (atomic element and its weight 

fraction) 

It is then possible to add, update or remove an element from the chemical composition, using 

the buttons on the right (for updating and removing, the desired element must be selected), which 

enable the dialog form of Figure 5.29. A popup menu allows also to resync the weight fractions if 

for some reason they exceed the total sum of 1. 

With the button “Save”, it is possible to save the current formulation of the material in a 

specific file format, *.xmd (XML Material Data), created specifically and ported also on Python 

with the same libraries already cited. With the button “Load” 

it is possible to load an existing material for adding it to the 

current list or adding a modified version. 

The “Single element material” allows to create a material 

given by a single atomic element (bulk material), by 

activating the periodic table wizard already seen in Figure 

5.6, for selecting the desired atomic element. 

The “Select from list” button allows to select a material 

from another existing list, through the interface wizard of 

Figure 5.30.  

In this way, it is possible to replicate in the current list an existing material without entering 

directly the data or saving it in advance as a single material to load after with the already seen 

“Load” button. 

5.7 ED Detector manager 

This application is defined as a plugin of Eagle-X, which through a dialog form (Figure 5.31) 

manages every aspect of the definition of ED-Xrf detectors, allowing the save and reload of them 

with a specific XML file format, *.xedd (XML ED Detector Data), created specifically . 

The idea of a visual detector manager is born with GimPy and GimPyGUI [17,122], where 

detector data are needed to simulate a spectrum and for fitting an existing one; it has afterwards 

Figure 5.29 Material component 

editor. 

Figure 5.30 Material list wizard. 
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been fully implemented also on Java language as part of the fbk-lib library and, consequently, as 

Eagle-X plug-in application.  

The developed XML-data format has been ported “as is” form Python, where for GimPy users 

exists a specific gimpy.fbk.xrf.* Python library, which will not be described here. 

From the File menu of Eagle-X, it is possible to generate a new detector configuration, or 

opening an existing one: in both cases, a dialog form is opened (Figure 5.31) where the user can 

insert all the data needed for defining a detector.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 5.31 ED Detector dialog form for managing detector configuration: a) materials; b) calibration; c) peak shape. 

The data can be then saved to a new file, through the “Save data” button, or it is possible to 

reload an existing one, through the “Load data” button, and saving a modified version in a new 

file. 

5.8 X-Ray Beam manager 

This application is defined as a plugin of Eagle-X, which through a dialog form (Figure 5.32) 

manages every aspect of the definition of X-Ray beam originated by a X-Ray tube, allowing the 

save and reload of them with a specific XML file format, *.xbd (XML Beam Data), created 

specifically . 

The idea of a visual X-Ray beam manager is born with GimPy and GimPyGUI [17,122], where 

the data are needed to simulate a spectrum and for fitting an existing one; it has afterwards been 

fully implemented also on Java language as part of the fbk-lib library and, consequently, as Eagle-X 

plug-in application.  

The developed XML-data format has been ported “as is” form Python, where for GimPy users 

exists a specific gimpy.fbk.xrf.* Python library, which will not be described here.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.32 X-Ray beam source dialog form for managing beam configuration: a) parameters; b) energy profile. 

From the File menu of Eagle-X, it is possible to generate a new X-Ray beam source 

configuration, or opening an existing one: in both cases, a dialog form is opened (Figure 5.32) 

where the user can insert all the data needed for defining a beam.  

The data can be then saved to a new file, through the “Save beam data” button, or it is possible 

to reload an existing one, through the “Load beam data” button, and saving a modified version in 

a new file. 

5.9 Layered sample manager 

This application is defined as a plugin of Eagle-X, which through a dialog form (Figure 5.33a) 

manages every aspect of the definition of a layered sample, allowing the save and reload of them 

with a specific XML file format, *.xlsd (XML Layered Sample Data), created specifically . 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.33 X-Ray beam source dialog form for managing beam configuration: a) parameters; b) energy profile. 

The idea of a visual layered sample manager is born with GimPy and GimPyGUI [17,122], 

where the data are needed to simulate a spectrum and for fitting an existing one; it has afterwards 

been fully implemented also on Java language as part of the fbk-lib library and, consequently, as 

Eagle-X plug-in application. The developed XML-data format has been ported “as is” form 

Python, where for GimPy users exists a specific gimpy.fbk.xrf.* Python library, which will not be 

described here. 
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From the File menu of Eagle-X, it is possible to generate a new layered sample, or opening an 

existing one: in both cases, a dialog form is opened (Figure 5.33a) where the user can insert all the 

data needed for defining a sample. Every layer is managed through a specific dialog wizard (Figure 

5.33b), where title of layer, thickness, roughness and material are required. For the selection of the 

layer material, is recalled the Material editor wizard of Figure 5.28. 

The data can be then saved to a new file, through the “Save sample” button, or it is possible to 

reload an existing one, through the “Load sample” button, and saving a modified version in a new 

file. 

5.10 Experimental set-up manager 

This application is defined as a plugin of Eagle-X, which through a dialog form manages every 

aspect of the definition of the experimental condition of a probe (see Figure 5.34), allowing the 

save and reload of them with a specific XML file format, *.xecd (XML Experimental Condition 

Data), created specifically . 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.34 E.10 Experimental set-up manager with (a) general parameters, (b) collimator parameters 

From the File menu of Eagle-X, it is possible to generate a new set-up, or opening an existing 

one: in both cases, a dialog form is open where the user can insert all the data needed for defining 

a set-up. For the selection of the medium material (see Figure 5.34a), is recalled the Material editor 

wizard of Figure 5.28. 

The data can be then saved to a new file, through the “Save data” button, or it is possible to 

reload an existing one, through the “Load data” button, and saving a modified version in a new 

file. 
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5.11 LaSaX simulator 

This application gets its name as an acronym of “Layered Sample X simulator” and is defined 

as a plugin of Eagle-X, which manages the simulation of the ED-XRF spectrum for a defined 

layered sample. This is the complement of the ED-Xrf Spectrum 

viewer previously seen (see Paragraph 5.5): with that plugin it 

possible to calibrate a real spectrum and, through the peak picking, 

collect the possible atomic elements inside a sample. As soon as the 

elements are known, it is possible to start with qualitative 

hypothesis about the layered structure of the sample and starting a 

simulation with LaSaX plugin.  

The launch menu is under the File menu, on the path File->New->New LaSaX simulation. 

The application instantiates a project container, with a desired project name and a proper directory 

where all the file can be saved (Figure 5.35). 

As soon as the user confirms the required data of the project, a new folder icon appears on the 

Eagle-X projects navigator (see Figure 5.36, red arrow). At the same time, the dedicated toolbar is 

activated on the top of the application (see Figure 5.36, blue arrow). 

 
Figure 5.36 The Eagle-X aspect after creation of a new LaSaX simulation project: the project 

folder in the project navigation panel of Eagle-X (red arrow) and the new toolbar for managing 

simulation (blue arrow). 

The icons of the toolbar allow to control the data needed for the simulation. The first four 

from the left control the simulation parameters through the interfaces above already seen, 

respectively: 

• Beam source parameters (see Paragraph 5.8);  

• ED detector parameters (see Paragraph 5.7); 

• Layered sample definition (see Paragraph 5.9); 

• Experimental set-up (see Paragraph 5.10). 

For the beam source and detector, the default specifications as 
Figure 5.37 Menu for default 

X machine specifications. 

Figure 5.35 Defining the project 

folder and name. 
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defined in Eagle-X are proposed. This allows to avoid to re-insert data if the same machine is used 

for simulation. 

The default specifications can be in any case consulted or modified at the menu path Options 

menu->X machine, where the user can define and consult the default material list, the default 

beam source and the default ED detector (Figure 5.37). 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5.38 Wizard panels according to sequence: a) detector data; b) beam data; c) layered 

sample data; d) experimental set-up. 

 
Figure 5.39 The window with the data and the chart of the LaSaX simulation result. 

The fifth button launch the wizard (see Figure 5.38) for the complete simulation of theoretical 

spectrum according to fundamental parameters: if data has been already entered, then the wizard 
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propose the data itself, otherwise is possible to change them, clicking on the corresponding 

buttons which enable the corresponding editors above already described. At the end, clicking on 

the Finish button (see Figure 5.38d), the wizard launches the spectrum simulation and, after some 

time which depends on the number of atomic elements and layers, the final result is shown in a 

dedicated window with data and the corresponding chart (Figure 5.39). 

Through the ED-Xrf common toolbar already described (see Figure 5.10 and Paragraph 5.5) it 

is possible to personalize the chart and saving data and image itself to a file. 

 
Figure 5.40 Confrontation between simulated reference and experimental spectrum. 

Moreover, the simulated spectrum can be confronted with the experimental one through the 

“Confront spectra” option of the ED-Xrf common toolbar. It opens a new dialog form where the 

experimental spectrum can be 

selected and confronted (Figure 

5.40), using an interface similar to 

the one described for the element 

picking (see Paragraph 5.5.5).  

The user interface on the left is 

dockable, so user with small monitor 

or complicated spectra can move the 

control panel on the screen for easier 

readability (Figure 5.41).  

 

  

Figure 5.41 Confrontation between spectra with dockable interface. 
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6 CASE STUDY: VENETIAN SESINI 

Ancient coins are widely studied in archaeology because they may provide interesting 

information not only on the material culture, but also on economic and social history of the 

territories in which they are used [12,114,132,139].  

Depending on the Ages and historical contexts, specific coins are made of a somehow certified 

alloy by a known mint [7,53]. They feature  impressed images on both sides, allowing for a 

complete identification of the emission period, especially when they feature the indication of the 

year of issue [174]. Alternatively, this information can be obtained from documents. In this regard, 

coins become very valuable; associated to archaeological sites, they help identifying a terminus post 

quem for relevant dating of buildings, graves, etc. belonging to the relevant context.  

Many studies have been devoted to ancient coins [3,75,128,143], although the presence of 

surface alteration layers has often required many efforts for evaluating their internal composition 

and structure. An important set of information can be obtained from the results of materials 

analysis, and the composition of the base alloy, including the concentrations of specific isotopes, 

and it may provide information on the raw material provenance and extraction methodologies 

[11,99]. This of course has unavoidable limitations due to the possibility that the examined alloys 

are obtained not from primary metals, but from recycling-reuse procedures of existing old coins, a 

practice well documented over the centuries [9,52,85]. 

In the early times of the modern archaeological research (beginning of the XVIII century), a 

destructive approach had often to be used [91]. Nowadays, non-destructive methods are definitely 

preferred [8,143], considering the rarity of samples, their value and, most importantly, the 

availability of more powerful experimental tools and methodologies. 

The present case study investigates for the first time, the characteristics of the so-called mistura 

(mixture) alloy, used for the coinage of the Venetian coin called sesino. This coin was minted 

starting from the second half of XVI century and was withdrawn at the beginning of the XVII 

century.  

The sesino was a remarkably successful coin in commercial transactions of XVI century and was 

widely used and accepted also outside the territories of the Venetian Republic. Indeed, the set of 

investigated coins is part of a larger collection owned by the public library museum of Ala 

(Trentino- North Eastern Italy).  

Notwithstanding the widespread diffusion of the sesino coin, however, only the Venetian coins 

of greater value, made of gold and silver alloys, have been investigated to date [79,127]. For this 
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reason, as anticipated no materials investigations had been conducted so far on the actual 

composition of the mistura alloy, used for the sesino coinage, and its possible evolution over the 

years. 

A combined approach, based on XRF and XRD analyses was used [16,107]. In this way, a fully 

non-destructive characterization of the samples was possible. XRF was selected since it is 

extremely effective for quantitative elemental analysis of archaeological [27,107,116,125] and also 

numismatics relevant [22,98,99,141,147,190] artefacts.  

In the present study, XRD provided complementary information on the phases present in the 

complex surface alteration layers that formed on the coins as the results of their interaction with 

the outer environment. The structural and crystallographic characterization of these phases, that, 

as expected [10,107,190], could be effectively achieved with the XRD methodology, provided an 

important insight on the surface layer and its contribution to the XRF results. 

6.1 Historical context 

At the beginning of the XVI century, the political landscape of Italy was dominated by wealthy, 

powerful, and largely independent city-states, the most important of them being the Republic of 

Venice, whose power was however threatened by continuous military engagements with the 

increasing Turkish power in the Eastern Mediterranean possessions, and the relevant political end 

economical evolution in the European scenery [5,21,114,156]. 

Over the period interesting for the investigated sesino coins, Habsburg Charles V of Spain 

widened the Spanish territories in Italy, as Holy Roman Emperor starting from 1530 until 1558. In 

this time, Venice and the Papal State only were outside of Habsburg control.  

In this complex political context, under the pressure of the Habsburg dynasty [90,189], the 

Republic of Venice aimed at consolidating its presence in the strategic territories in Northern Italy, 

under its possession, like the city of Brescia and the whole area corresponding nowadays to 

Eastern Lombardy region,  including Bergamo [34,130].  

During this time of important political changes, with consequences on commerce and trading 

too, under the ruling of Doge Francesco Donato (1545-1553), it was decided to mint a new type 

of currency, called "sesino" [5]. The Council of the Tens (Consiglio dei Dieci) ordered its first 

coinage by an official bill dated October 19, 1547. Since then, the sesino became a divisional coin of 

small value, as compared to silver and gold coins [117,177], like the ducato and the zecchino, outside 

the city of Venice. This coin, according to documents, consisted in a mixture of silver and copper, 

in which the amount of precious metal is less than half of the coin weight [53].  
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Figure 6.1 Europe in 1556, with the Habsburg dominions in evidence [source: Wikipedia]. 

A consequence of the use of the sesino not only over a wide geographical area of the Venetian 

territories, but also outside them, resulted in forgeries, particularly in the Northern Italy mints, 

most likely featuring higher copper alloys.  

Actually, the clandestine production not only of sesini but also of coins of higher value was a 

serious problem, well known since XIII century [5,130,163], and that caused remarkable damages 

to the economy and financial stability of the Venetian Republic. In the long run this lead to the 

decision by the Senate of Venice to periodically withdraw of coins minted outside Venice,  with a 

subsequent merger of them at the mint of Venice [162,163] for creating new official coins with 

controlled weight and content. 

The Venetian sesino coins were abolished by the decree of December 15, 1600 [5], and 

emissions were suspended permanently in 1603, and were never resumed. 

6.2 Research samples 

The analysis was performed on a set of 20 sesino coins stored at the Public Library of Ala, a 

village in the Trentino Province, North-Eastern Italy. They are part of a larger set of 60 sesino coins 

of different emissions from the collection of coins called “Della Laita’s” after the name of the 

original owner who donated it to the Municipality of Ala. 
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The coins were codenamed and sorted according to the emission date and Doge’s sequence. 

The 20 sesino coins selected for this research (see Table 6.1), have been chosen to have at least one 

coin for each Doge period identified in the whole 

collection.  

The sesino was produced cutting a virgin alloy disc 

(called “tondello”) from plates or bars, with a fixed 

number of discs for every plate or bar, having a fixed 

weight so that also the tondello’s weight was reasonably 

fixed [175]. Each tondello was then minted with an 

hammer and two dies (Figure 6.2), with the hammer 

beating onto the reverse die which impressed the alloy 

disc sitting on the obverse die [174,176]. 

The greater or lesser accuracy of the quality of the 

coins and their impression can be taken as an indication 

of the socio-economic conditions of the period in which 

they were minted: a great demand for the circulating coins produces an acceleration of the working 

times that affect the quality of the coins [53].  

For the coins of this study, the obverse is the side with the "cross" and in the label impressed 

over the turn is the name of the Doge ruling at the minting time of that very coin (see Figure 6.3a). 

The reverse side exhibits the Venetian lion inside a circle (defined “leone in soldo”), an iconography 

borrowed from the coin called soldino of the doge Andrea Contarini (1368-1382) (see Figure 6.3b). 

Samples were preliminarily observed for their surface condition using optical microscopy and 

weighted using a precision balance (see Table 6.1). In the table, the identification sample codes and 

additional information on the sample coins are also listed.  

Each sample has been analysed in its delivery condition, without any preliminary polishing 

treatment, not to introduce any  modification or residuals that might influence the pristine 

chemical composition [45]. 

Figure 6.2 Representation of the coinage 

procedure with hammer and incus [176] 
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Table 6.1 Classification of analysed samples (according to Montenegro catalogue [127]), ordered by Doge’s sequence. 

The numbers in brackets indicate a variant of the corresponding model in the catalogue. 

ID Weight (g)  (mm) Doge Ref. type Catalogue data 

S15 1.28 18.0 Venier Francesco (1554-1556) 516  (mm) 18-19 

S25 1.28 17.5 Priuli Gerolamo (1559-1567) 583  (mm) 17-18 

S45 1.17 18.0 Priuli Gerolamo (1559-1567) 581  (mm) 17-18 

S10 1.58 18.2 Loredan Pietro (1567-1570) 632  (mm) 19 

S14 1.33 18.2 Loredan Pietro (1567-1570) 632  (mm) 19 

S01 1.31 18.6 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) 682  (mm) 18-20 

S03 0.75 17.7 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) 677  (mm) 18-20 

S09 1.05 18.1 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) 677  (mm) 18-20 

S20 1.21 17.9 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) 680  (mm) 18-20 

S21 0.99 18.5 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) 677  (mm) 18-20 

S29 1.29 17.9 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) 676  (mm) 18-20 

S43 0.79 17.5 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) (679)  (mm) 18-20 

S44 0.86 17.5 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) (679)  (mm) 18-20 

S59 1.00 18.1 Mocenigo Alvise I (1570-1577) 678  (mm) 18-20 

S54 1.24 18.7 Da Ponte Nicolò (1578-1585) 776  (mm) 17-19 

S07 0.84 18.0 Cicogna Pasquale (1585-1595) 877  (mm) 18-19 

S28 0.95 18.0 Cicogna Pasquale (1585-1595) 885  (mm) 18-19 

S38 0.83 16.5 Cicogna Pasquale (1585-1595) (875)  (mm) 18-19 

S35 1.37 17.8 Grimani Marino (1595-1605) 989  (mm) 17-19 

S42 0.73 17.9 Grimani Marino (1595-1605) (989)  (mm) 17-19 

Legenda:  

ID: sample code; Weight: measured weight;  (mm): diameter of each sample; Doge: the Name of the 
Venetian Doge and his ruling period; Ref. Type: Montenegro reference code; Catalogue data: literature 
diameter 

6.2.1 First inspection 

On eye inspection, the selected coins display quite a wide range of surface appearance 

conditions, depending on the degree of alteration introduced by wear during the usage time, and 

corrosion which occurred also during the burial period. Figure 6.3, referring to sample S15 of 

Doge Venier, shows an example of a very well-preserved coin.  

The same is true for the sample S10 of Doge Loredan (Figure 6.4). Figure 6.5, for sample S21 

of Doge Mocenigo, shows a situation of a bit more evident wear and patinas and irregular edge, 

where the legend is partially lacunose. Other coins have a very high degree of consumption, with 
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irregular edges and a legend not easily readable (see Figure 6.6). This is also reflected in the 

dimensions and weight of the coins (see Table 6.1).  

     
A)        B) 

Figure 6.3 The sesino of Doge Francesco Venier (S15), obverse (left) and reverse (right). 

     
A)        B) 

Figure 6.4 The sesino of Doge Pietro Loredan (S10), obverse (left) and reverse (right). 

Moreover, the patinas visible on the coins are not homogeneous, but depending on sample 

there are areas with different colours, ranging from dark brown (common to all the samples) to 

yellow or green areas randomly distributed; the green or yellow areas have an extension which 

covers either localized areas (see again Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4) or extended portions of the coin 
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(as in Figure 6.4); the patinas are never present on the areas in relief of the coins, which on the 

contrary are generally brown.  

    
A)        B) 

Figure 6.5 The sesino of Doge Alvise Mocenigo (S21), obverse (left) and reverse (right). 

    
A)        B) 

Figure 6.6 The sesino of Doge Nicolò Da Ponte (S54), obverse (left) and reverse (right). 

In sample S35 of Doge Grimani (Figure 6.7), white-green powdery reaction products have been 

observed (see between the letter M and A in the first quadrant of obverse side), which seem to be 

due to an aggressive corrosion reaction sadly known as “bronze cancer” for its deleterious and fast 

kinetics [23,50,51,76,143]. 
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 A)   B) 

Figure 6.7 The sesino of Doge Mariano Grimani (S35), obverse (left) and reverse (right). 

6.3 Experimental setup 

The weight measurement of every coin (see Table 6.1) has been executed on a Radwag AS 220 

analytical balance, maximum weight of 220 g, sensitivity 0.1 mg. 

The observation with the optical microscope has been performed on a Zoon Trinoc Stereo 

Microscope, STMPRO 0.7X - 4.5X with two halogen light sources to enhance the details of the 

surface topography. Other observations were carried out with a Nikon SMZ25 Stereomicroscope 

equipped with two interchangeable lenses and a coaxial fiber optic illumination.  

The morphology of the surface layers of the coins, including patinas and incrustations, have 

been investigated with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations and energy dispersive X-

Ray spectroscopy (EDXS) analyses: it has been used a JEOL IT300 microscope and the 

microanalysis of QUANTAX Bruker with XFlash 630M detector (Figure 6.8). Moreover, it has 

been used backscattered electron-imaging mode (BSE) to highlight better the regions of the 

observed samples, featuring different compositions.  

X-Ray investigations of all Venetian coins have been performed on two different instrumental 

setups.  

XRF data were collected on a TNX Phoenix combined spectrometer (Figure 6.9): the machine 

is equipped with a Mo anode X-Ray source operating at 40 kV, 30 mA, coupled to a parabolic 

multilayer monochromator (Axo Dresden), and a Silicon Drift XRF Detector produced by Ketek 

(model Axas-D with Peltier cooling, 50 mm² active area: see Appendix A for details). The XRF 

detector has been maintained normally to the sample surface, with different incidence angle of the 

X-Ray beam ranging from 5° to 30°, to analyse the enhance of the penetration depth of the 
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incoming beam. Every acquisition for measurement has been set to 10 minutes, with an estimated 

attenuation length equal to 20 μm, assuming a pure copper matrix. 

 

Figure 6.8 SEM/EDXS appliance by Brucker at 

University of Trento, Dep. of Industrial Engineering. 

 

Figure 6.9 TNX Phoenix combined spectrometer 

at FBK, CMM Laboratories. 

Diffraction data have been collected with an Italstructures IPD3000 diffractometer, equipped 

with a Co anode X-Ray source operating at 40 kV, 30 mA, a flat multilayer monochromator on the 

incident beam, and an Inel CPS120 curved position sensitive detector on the diffracted beam. The 

2 angular range was from 5° to 100°; the acquisition time for each XRD pattern was set to 30 

minutes. X-Ray beam incidence angle for the XRD set up was set to 5° with respect to the sample 

surface. 

The XRD and XRF tests were conducted pin pointing the incident beam, with a spot size on 

the samples of 6.0×3.0 mm2 and 6.0×0.6 mm2 at 5° (XRD) and 30° (XRF) incidence angle 

respectively, in both cases, at the centre of the “cross” on the obverse side of the coin. 

6.4 First experimental results 

The observations with optical microscopy have 

revealed the microstructure of the layers of 

impurities and concretions, which in some cases 

did not facilitate the iconographic interpretation of 

the surface.  

The impurities, especially due to soil and 

sediment incrustations, tend to pile up in the lower 

parts of the coin surface delimited by the 

protruding features of the impressed coin surfaces 

(see Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5).  Figure 6.10 Example of XRF set-up for sesino of Doge 

Priuli 
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As acquisition spot the intersection of the arms of the cross (see Figure 6.10), on the obverse 

side of each coin, has been selected for both the XRF and XRD tests in order to minimize the 

effect of the incrustations [45,141].  

To complete the picture provided by the XRF and XRD tests, it has been performed some pin-

pointed SEM-EDXS analysis of the coin surface to better characterize minor phases present on 

outer altered layer. This has been done also in the spots not sampled with the XRF-XRD tools, to 

gain a better insight into the complex reactions which occurred between the mistura alloy and the 

surrounding environment (Figure 6.5). 

6.4.1 First contact with XRF and XRD 

A qualitative estimation of the elemental composition of the bulk alloy for each sample has 

been obtained by means of XRF data analysed at first stage with Eagle-X (see Paragraph 5) and 

GimPy software [17,122]; at second stage, the results obtained have been introduced into the 

MAUD software [16,107] with XRD data, by using at the beginning a simplified single-phase bulk 

model. 

This approach showed for all the samples the presence of three main elements, namely Cu, Ag, 

and Pb.  

Moreover, other minor elements (Fe, Hg, V, Mn) have been detected with concentrations 

below 0.1 % in weight (see for instance the XRF spectrum in Figure 6.10).  

Based on the technologies of that time and of the known history of this coins, two main origins 

can be supposed for these elements:  

• they get into the alloy from the production process of alloy from ores [4,15,39,159];  

• incrustations may form for the adhesion on the coin surface, possibly already corroded, of 

elements and components from the outer environment to the coin [19,99,143].  

The second source of minor elements as Al, Si, Ca, P, S, K, Cl, is the outer environment 

providing both agents to form new phases by reacting with alloy components. 

Three elements, Cu, Ag and Pb, are fundamental to characterize the evolution in the 

composition of the mistura alloy, over the years.  

This information obtained from XRF has been then used in combination with XRD spectra to 

perform a first phase identification (search-match) by means of the FPSM software [111]. The 

chemical information, i.e. the list of the XRF detected elements and relevant concentrations, was 

used to short-list candidate phases possibly present in the XRD patterns.  
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Figure 6.11 XRF spectrum of sesino S15 of Doge Venier analysed with the element picker in 

the ED-Xrf spectrum viewer plugin of Eagle-X (see Paragraph 5.5). 

In this process, literature data on similar alloys were also used [3,19,75,99], including the phase 

composition provided by the equilibrium phase diagrams of the Cu-Ag (Figure 6.12a) and Cu-Pb 

(Figure 6.12b) systems [28] and that the Ag-Cu alloys, when cooling, undergo phase separation 

[2,13,28] (the miscibility of the Cu in Ag at room temperature is lower than 1%, and vice versa: see 

Figure 6.12a). 

    

a)       b) 

Figure 6.12 Phase diagrams of Cu-Ag (left) and Cu-Pb (right) systems. 

The XRD analysis of all the sesino coins has evidenced the presence of four main 

crystallographic phases in all the samples: 

• metallic copper, which is the main component of the coin;  

• copper oxide Cu2O (cuprite) [54,76,119,160], likely located in the surface corrosion patina which 

appears in his brown colour (the so called “noble patina” [143], see Figure 6.3 for example);  

• metallic silver which, in a first approximation, could also be considered a solid solution of all 

other minor contaminants found by the XRF analysis; 
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• chlorargyrite (AgCl), a corrosion product of silver associated to the presence of Cl and induced 

by oxygen and humidity [91,97,119,146].  

The presence of cuprite is associated to a reducing environment typical of a burial [62,119], 

while the source for Cl are mainly marine atmosphere or coal burning [153]. 

XRD qualitative results were then used to describe the crystallographic model to analyse 

through Rietveld quantitative analysis [144] as implemented in MAUD.  

This first-approach analysis was performed by considering the four-phase mixture, with all the 

volume fractions considered as refinable parameters, as well as cell parameters and atomic 

occupancy factors for the Ag/Pb solid solution. Significant microstructural features, like volume 

weighted average crystallite size and mean microstrain, were also considered for the majority 

phases, namely Cu and Cu2O. An example Rietveld fit for sesino sample n. 25 is reported in Figure 

6.13 while in Figure 6.14 is reported the corresponding fitted XRF plot.  

To simplify the initial analysis, in first approximation a bulk sample has hypothesized, with 

element and phase compositions constant along the sample volume.  

 
Figure 6.13 Rietveld fit relative to XRD data for sample S15 Venier. 

From an analytical point of view, this avoids the complication of considering the absorption 

paths of different X-Ray radiations in an inhomogeneous medium; this is clearly an 

oversimplification, because we have the presence of corrosion and oxidation layers several microns 

thick on the samples surface, considering the low penetration depth of the radiation used in the 

XRD setups (about 1 micron attenuation length for Co-K, 5 degrees incidence angle and 

assuming a pure Cu matrix) in comparison to estimated XRF attenuation length. 
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Figure 6.14 Fundamental parameters fit relative to XRF data for sample S15 Venier. 

The aim of this simplification was however to collect and fit as many parameters as possible, 

not influenced by the layer model, like cell parameters of phases, microstrain and phases present 

on the coins.  

Since already at first inspection there are differences among the coins on surface, not only for 

the different degree of corrosion or wear, it was impellent to identify the phases not common 

among samples, through this first simplified approach.  

Therefore, the results about the found uncommon phases from this Rietveld first semi-

quantitative analysis are shortly resumed in Table 6.2: seven new phases has been identified 

through this simplified analysis over all the 20 coins; this phases are all corrosion products: 

• copper peroxide, CuO2: it is an oxide of copper, and appears as a dark olive green solid 

which in wet environment will decompose to oxygen and other copper oxides; 

• tenorite, CuO: it is a monoclinic copper oxide, appears steel-gray, iron-gray or black and 

usually occurs in hydrothermal environments with copper sulfide and copper 

carbonates; 

• villamaninite, CuS2; it is a cubic copper sulphide with small amounts of other elements 

(usually Ni and Fe); 

• acanthite, Ag2S: it is the only stable form of silver sulfide below 173 °C. It crystallizes in 

the monoclinic system and appears iron-black; 
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• oldhamite, (Ca,Mg,Fe)S: is a calcium magnesium iron sulphide and it has a pale to dark 

brown colour; 

• copper(I) sulfide (Cu2S): at low temperature it has a monoclinic form (called "low-

chalcocite") which has a complex structure with 96 copper atoms in the unit cell;  

• spertinite, Cu(OH)2: it is a blue to blue green tabular orthorhombic crystal, which usually 

appears as aggregates in a secondary alkaline environment altering chalcocite copper(I) 

sulfide (Cu2S). 

Table 6.2 Uncommon phases identified through first simplified analysis 
 

Doge Priuli 
Doge 

Loredan 
Doge Mocenigo 

Da 
Ponte 

Doge Cicogna 
Doge 

Grimani 

 S25 S45 S10 S14 S01 S03 S09 S20 S21 S29 S59 S54 S07 S28 S38 S35 S42 

CuO2                  

CuO                  

CuS2                  

Ag2S                  

(Ca, Mg, 
Fe)S 

                 

Cu2S                  

Cu(OH)2                  

 

 
Figure 6.15 XRD spectrum of S14 of Doge Loredan, with the four common phases plus 

acanthite and tenorite. 

For samples S15 of Doge Venier, S43, S44 and S59 of Doge Mocenigo and S38 of Doge 

Cicogna, no phases different from main ones have been identified: this can be due to the 

background noise which hides lower peaks, or because they are under the level of detection. An 

example of a sample with uncommon phases, tenorite and acanthite, is reported in Figure 6.15. 
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6.5 Multilayer approach 

The selection of the Mo wavelength and the increasing incidence angle for the XRF tests have 

been deliberately chosen to obtain the dominant fraction of the fluorescence signal from the bulk 

alloy, of which the composition had to be measured, and to limit the contribution from the 

alteration surface layer.  

This was, on the other hand, the volume probed with the XRD measurements, thanks to the 

lower penetration of the Co radiation and the glancing incidence angle of 5°. X-Ray wavelength 

restricted the diffracting volume to the outer surface layer, so that the phases which formed from 

the interaction of the bulk alloy with the external environment during the burial time were the 

majority phases in the relevant diffraction pattern, in addition to minor contributions from the 

bulk alloy.  

As we have stated above, the single bulk model of a sample like a mixture Cu/Ag coin allows a 

rapid approach with some useful consideration already visible in the data obtained, especially for 

phase presence and atomic element distributions. 

The limit consist in the fact that it is clearly an oversimplification, because there are visible 

corrosion and oxidation layers, as we have seen from first optical inspection (see Paragraph 6.2.1) 

and confirmed by the found uncommon phases which are distributed among the coins and 

confirmed by the SEM-EDXS surficial analysis (see Paragraph 6.5.4). These layers may be some 

microns thick on the samples surface, depending on the unknown history of every single coin.  

Moreover, the corrosion products like chlorargyrite, copper oxide, etc. have different behaviour 

respect to, for example, water; this means that over the times, the relative production of corrosion 

product has been differently affected by environment, with unpredictable effects on chemical 

composition on coin surface.  

6.5.1 Three-layer model 

Thus, a more consistent approach is a multilayer analysis: in this 

context, considering the typical corrosion evolution in a copper disk with 

dimension comparable to the coin ones, it is possible to conjecture a 

three-layer model (Figure 6.16): 

➢ a surface corrosion layer on the top, where it is plausible to find as 

dominant one, or more, of the common and uncommon corrosion 

phases already seen above, e.g. chlorargyrite, cuprite, acanthite, etc… and eventually a small 

quantity of other bulk phases, i.e. copper and mixture Ag-Cu; 

Figure 6.16 Three-layer 

model proposed. 
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➢ an interdiffusion layer under the top, where we have a gradient of the corrosion phases in the 

core of copper and mixture Ag-Cu, considering for example the low diffusion rate of 

oxygen and chlorine into the coin; 

➢ a bulk with the core of copper and mixture Ag-Cu only. 

The aim is to refine this model, defining on one side, the 

phase distribution on the two upper layers, and on the other the 

thicknesses of the two layers.  

It must be recalled here that this assumption is valid because 

in the analysis the XRF and XRD data has been collected from 

the center point of the coin, on the obverse side, in 

correspondence of the intersection of the cross arms: indeed, 

here the coin is comparable to a disc plate, with same thickness 

of the coin, with parallel surfaces among layers.  

Out of the coin center, because of the minting with the 

hammer (see Paragraph 6.2), the parallelism is no more true, due to plastic deformation of the disc 

and the impressing of iconography on both sides. 

6.5.2 Software implementation 

As a criterion, considering the approximations, also numerical, of the model, to determine the 

threshold thicknesses of each layer, we have imposed the following limit: 

o for the surface, it is assumed as threshold thickness between surface and interdiffusion layer 

the thickness at which the surface layer contains at least 90% of corrosion products; 

o for the bulk, a zero-presence of all corrosion phases; only for cuprite, which is the 

dominant oxidation product among all coins, it is imposed a quantity lower than 5%. 

With these criterion limits, the combined analysis has been configured in MAUD and 

conducted for every coin, starting from a value of 0.01 m for the thickness of surface, 10 m for 

the thickness of the interdiffusion layer, and 1 mm for the bulk thickness.  

Only the thickness and phase composition of surface and interdiffusion layers are refinable. On 

surficial layer, the refinable starting point for copper and mixture phases is set to zero. 

For the bulk, the phases of copper and mixture are refinable, while the chlorargyrite and all 

other corrosion phases (common and uncommon) is set to zero; only copper oxide is allowed 

refinable, however starting from zero (we must find a level lower than 5%, according to above 

criterion).  

Figure 6.17 The sesino of Doge Pietro 

Mocenigo (S01), obverse 
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The reason of this choice is that MAUD is 

computationally faster with copper oxide 

refinable also on the bulk, compared to a 

model where the oxide is blocked to zero or 

to 5%.  

The same limitation is on the side of the 

surface layer, where there is no option for 

setting an 90% limit on the sum of corrosion 

product. 

This obviously has the inconvenient that at 

the end of every cycle of iterations, the user must control the levels of content evaluated by the 

software, compared to our model criterion, and adapt the interdiffusion thicknesses consequently, 

increasing or reducing the starting thickness of new iteration, in order to approach better, in the 

next iteration cycle, the convergence desired. 

6.5.3 Layer model result 

Due to the differences among the coins, and the different phases present in every coin, the 

computation has been very time consuming.  

The main problem has been guessing the initial thicknesses of the layers, especially the surface 

layer, in order to get a consistent “first step” for the model computation: in some situations, an 

erroneous first step can compromise the analysis, with no convergence of the result.  

In Table 6.3 a summary of estimations for the surface layer is reported: there are the MAUD 

estimation of the volume fractions of phases in surface layer and the estimated thicknesses.  

In Table 6.4 are summarized the data for interdiffusion layer and the bulk according to the 

three-layer model proposed.  

The data from Table 6.3 confirms that for every coin there is a different history from the 

moment of minting to nowadays: this difference is expressed not only in terms of different 

corrosion products on the surface layer, which depend on the various environments where the 

coins have been stored in the centuries, but also in terms of different thicknesses of the surface 

layers, which reflects also the use of the coins, considering that the data are estimated from relief 

parts of the coin which are mainly subject to use consumption.  

Indeed, constructing the diagram of Figure 6.19 with the surface layer data, it is possible to see 

the dispersion of thicknesses. 

Figure 6.18 MAUD layer structure wizard 
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Table 6.3 Volume fractions (%) of phases in surface layer, with estimated thicknesses 
  Surface  

layer 

Sample thickness 

(m) 
Cu2O AgCl 

Mixture 

Ag-Cu 
Cu 

(pure) 
CuO2 CuO CuS2 Ag2S 

(Ca, Mg, 
Fe)S 

Cu2S Cu(OH)2 

 S15 Venier  1.4 88.3 5.8 1.6 4.3 - - - - - - - 

 S25 Priuli  8.0 88.4 3.0 6.3 1.6 - - - 0.7 - - - 

 S45 Priuli  24.5 85.3 3.0 3.2 1.9 - - - 2.2 3.6 - - 

S10 Loredan 18.5 89.2 1.2 6.0 0.7 - - - - 2.9 - - 

S14 Loredan 0.9 44.3 8.0 8.1 0.1 - 21.5 - 3.4 14.6 - - 

S01 Mocenigo  1.7 85.2 4.7 6.6 0.3 1.1 - - 2.1 - - - 

S03 Mocenigo  0.5 38.1 22.8 4.9 0.7 - - 33.5 - - - - 

S09 Mocenigo  11.0 88.0 2.6 7.2 0.2 - - - 2.0 - - - 

S20 Mocenigo  1.1 88.2 2.5 4.9 4.1 - - - 0.3 - - - 

S21 Mocenigo  3.5 89.1 0.8 11.2 1.3 - 0.5 1.7 2.4 - - - 

S29 Mocenigo  0.9 81.0 0.8 11.2 1.3 - 0.7 - 5.0 - - - 

S43 Mocenigo  18.0 88.7 3.3 6.2 1.8 - - - - - - - 

S44 Mocenigo  18.0 89.5 0.6 9.0 0.9 - - - - - - - 

S59 Mocenigo  5.4 82.0 4.0 5.0 4.9 - - - 4.1 - - - 

S54 Da Ponte  18.0 83.2 5.9 6.1 3.3 - - - 1.5 - - - 

S07 Cicogna  12.5 82.7 0.5 0.5 9.0 - - 1.1 - 6.2 - - 

S28 Cicogna  3.5 84.4 - 3.6 7.4 - 3.5 - - - 0.6 0.5 

S38 Cicogna  2.0 89.6 2.5 0.7 7.2 - - - - - - - 

S35 Grimani 0.12 44.4 43.8 5.9 0.5 - - - 2.3 3.1 - - 

S42 Grimani 15.0 92.9 0.0 4.5 0.5 - - - 0.3 - - - 

Table 6.4 Volume fractions (%) of phases in interdiffusion layer, with estimated thicknesses, and phases in the bulk 

 Interdiffusion layer Bulk 

Sample thickness 

(m) 
Cu2O AgCl 

Mixture 
Ag-Cu 

Cu 
(pure) 

Other phases 
Mixture Ag-

Cu 
Cu (pure) CuO2 

 S15 Venier  15.5 86.6 1.6 0.4 11.4 - 12.7 82.8 4.5 

 S25 Priuli  50.0 24.7 3.1 21.8 50.4 - 10.2 87.3 2.5 

 S45 Priuli  43.0 2.0 2.0 6.7 89.3 - 2.1 97.2 0.7 

S10 Loredan 19.0 82.6 0.1 5.0 12.3 - 1.0 94.3 4.7 

S14 Loredan 37.0 79.0 - 17.8 3.0 CuO = 0.2 2.9 94.3 2.8 

S01 Mocenigo  45.0 4.8 1.3 95.8 1.4 CuO2 = 0.2 11.9 87.8 0.3 

S03 Mocenigo  37.0 67.1 0.1 32.0 0.8 - 0.4 96.1 3.5 

S09 Mocenigo  37.5 36.3 0.3 41.4 21.9 - 5.2 91.1 3.7 

S20 Mocenigo  37.0 1.6 - 97.9 0.5 - 2.5 95.3 2.1 

S21 Mocenigo  37.0 17.7 0.7 80.9 0.2 CuO = 0.5 17.2 80.2 2.6 

S29 Mocenigo  28.0 67.1 0.7 15.0 16.4 CuO = 0.7 14.1 80.5 5.4 

S43 Mocenigo  16.0 60.1 0.8 28.1 11.0 - 11.7 86.8 1.5 

S44 Mocenigo  38.0 7.2 4.0 11.9 76.9 - 4.3 91.6 4.2 

S59 Mocenigo  39.0 3.2 1.7 27.3 67.8 - 0.2 96.7 3.1 

S54 Da Ponte  41.0 84.9 1.9 1.1 6.6 Ag2S = 5.5 2.7 93.0 4.3 

S07 Cicogna  41.0 4.9 0.3 8.1 86.7 - 0.1 95.0 4.9 

S28 Cicogna  41.5 32.6 0.4 1.9 61.6 Cu2S = 3.5 19.3 78.4 2.3 

S38 Cicogna  16.0 69.5 - 3.0 27.5 - 7.3 88.7 4.0 

S35 Grimani 10.2 45.8 7.9 13.1 33.2 - 0.9 97.7 1.4 

S42 Grimani 13.0 15.2 - 9.3 72.2 - 9.9 89.8 0.3 
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The same figure show that also inside the coins of the same period there are surface 

differences: for example, considering the ruling period of Doge Mocenigo, 1570-1577, there are 

big differences on the surfaces, only comparing the 0.5 m of sample S03 with the 18 m of 

sample S43 and the composition of the corrosion products (see Figure 6.19).  

 
Figure 6.19 Estimated surface layer thicknesses for every “Della Laita’s” coin. 

 
Figure 6.20 Estimated interdiffusion layer thicknesses for every “Della Laita’s” coin. 

A less marked difference exists among coins considering the estimated thicknesses of the 

interdiffusion layers (Table 6.4), as shown in Figure 6.20. Compared to the surface layers, whose 

values depends on environment, wear, use and consumption of the coin, the inner layer thickness 

is mostly due to the rate of penetration of oxygen into the coin in order to generate cuprite, and 
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only indirectly to the aggressiveness of the external environment. So, more than half of the coins 

have an interdiffusion layer thickness between 37 and 41.5 m. 

XRF datasets, simulated starting from the knowledge of the phase crystallographic model by 

means of a fundamental parameters approach, were fitted against their experimental counterpart 

by optimizing the relevant parameters describing the structural model through a least-squares 

optimization, in a similar way to the classical Rietveld method. Table 6.5 reports the normalized 

atomic percentages of Cu, Ag and Pb, while the same information is showed graphically in the 

plots of Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22. 

Table 6.5 Normalized Cu, Ag and Pb weight compositions. 

Sample Cu % 

norm 

Ag % 

norm 

Pb % norm 

 

Figure 6.21 Normalized Cu and Ag concentrations 

(wt.%) in the sesino coins 

 

Figure 6.22 Normalized Pb concentration (wt.%) in the 

sesino coins 

 S15 Venier  80.72 18.95 0.33 

 S25 Priuli  82.59 16.94 0.47 

 S45 Priuli  80.23 19.52 0.25 

S10 Loredan  88.73 10.89 0.38 

 S14 Loredan  78.27 21.42 0.31 

S01 Mocenigo 72.84 26.69 0.47 

 S03 Mocenigo  76.24 23.39 0.37 

 S09 Mocenigo  79.07 20.52 0.41 

 S20 Mocenigo  86.54 13.24 0.22 

 S21 Mocenigo  81.48 18.05 0.47 

 S29 Mocenigo  92.90 5.87 1.23 

 S43 Mocenigo  85.17 14.52 0.31 

 S44 Mocenigo  84.32 15.36 0.32 

 S59 Mocenigo  81.26 18.31 0.43 

 S54 Da Ponte  83.71 16.11 0.18 

 S07 Cicogna  99.84 0.01 0.15 

 S28 Cicogna  83.14 16.54 0.32 

 S38 Cicogna  99.72 0.03 0.25 

 S35 Grimani 92.15 7.50 0.35 

 S42 Grimani 99.32 0.18 0.50 
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6.5.4 Qualitative SEM-EDXS surface scan 

In order to have a qualitative characterization of the surface of the coins, some SEM-EDXS 

analysis were performed on the coins.  

The focus was on the incrustations 

that are typically observed in the lower 

level part of the coin surface and appear 

clearly different from the more adherent 

and comparatively more homogeneous 

brownish regions, in which the main 

identified phase is cuprite [54,143]. 

Because we see in the XRF some 

atomic elements like Al, Si, Ca, P, S, K, 

Cl, these ones can be impurities in the 

original ores from which the coins were 

produced, or contamination from the 

environment due to the long unknown history which has taken coins to us. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6.24 EDX spectra of SES15 (Doge Venier) surface in (a) Area 1; (b) Area 2; (c) Area 3; (d) Area 4 

Figure 6.23 Sample SES15 (Doge Venier) with the investigated areas. 
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The two cases presented herewith refer to S15 (Doge Venier) and S42 (Doge Grimani): the 

more ancient and more recent coins considered in this study. 

Figure 6.23 shows the SEM micrograph of the center of the cross for sample S15, with the 

indication of the EDXS analysed areas.  

The EDX spectrum acquired in 

region “1” shows the main elements of 

the alloy, Cu and Ag, in association with 

oxygen and chlorine. The presence of 

these chemical elements is coherent 

with the XRD results (see Figure 6.24a 

and Table 6.5). 

For this coin the presence of the 

following phases is indeed confirmed: 

copper, silver, as concerns the metallic 

phases; cuprite and chlorargyrite for the 

reaction products. Other elements are 

visible in the spectra in Figure 6.24b and c: Na, Mg, Si, P, Ca, and Fe that can be interpreted as 

contribution from soil contamination.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 6.26 EDX spectra of SES42 (Doge Grimani) surface in (a) Area 1; (b) Area 2; (c) Area 3; (d) Area 4 

Figure 6.25 Sample SES42 (Doge Grimani) with the investigated 

areas. 
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In fact, the relative intensity of the relevant X‐ray lines are stronger in the spectrum acquired in 

region “2” and “3” as compared with region “1” and “4” (see Figure 6.24a and d respect to Figure 

6.24b and c). This is coherent with the fact that region “2” and “3” are lower level part of the coin, 

and therefore are less subject to wear, when compared to region “1” and “4” which are relief areas 

(on the arms of the cross). A similar situation can be observed in sample S42. The EDX spectrum 

acquired in region “1” shows the main element of the alloy is Copper, in association with oxygen 

and chlorine. Silver is very low, compared to the equivalent region “1” of the sample S15. This is 

coherent with what already observed with XRF and XRD results (see Figure 6.26a, Table 6.3 and 

Table 6.5). Moreover, surface analysis confirms the presence of high level of sulfur, which it is 

related also to the presence of the acanthite (see Table 6.2).  

 The same consideration about silver presence and element content can be done for the other 

areas (see Figure 6.26b, c and d), also with respect to the presence of other elements (Na, Mg, etc.) 

as impurities from soil contamination. 

The same EDX analysis through the different coins confirms that on the surface there are 

lower level part of the coin, less subject to wear, which are inhomogeneous areas where the 

presence of a thin layer of earth attached to the surface of the coin is likely. Here there are in first 

approximation silico-aluminates, probably of calcium and magnesium, and perhaps also sodium 

and potassium, whose presence is not homogeneous among the coins, but linked to areas that 

appear yellow to the naked eye. The presence of silico-aluminates is confirmed by the relative 

trends of oxygen and silicon and aluminum in these areas: not only silicon and aluminum are 

substantially in constant relative proportion between the coins, but oxygen has a trend that follows 

the different content of the two elements. 

6.6 Cross test of  the approach 

To confirm the reliability of the approach and the coherence with the results discussed until 

now, since it was not possible to apply destructive methods to the samples from the collection of 

“Della Laita’s” coins, it was decided to perform a parallel study on a couple of certified sesino coins, 

acquired on the numismatic international market.  

Several coins of this kind are available on the numismatic market, and two coins has been 

bought, named respectively “Priuli” (Figure 6.27), after the name of the Doge Lorenzo Priuli, 

ruling from 1556 until 1559; and “Grimani”, after Doge Marino Grimani, 1595-1605.  
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 a)   b) 
Figure 6.27 The obverse (left) and reverse (right) of the Priuli sesino. 

 a)   b) 
Figure 6.28 The obverse (left) and reverse (right) of the Grimani sesino. 

These two specimens have been chosen since they were minted the first one at the beginning 

(Priuli) and the other one close to the end (Grimani) of the circulation period of the sesino in the 

Venetian Republic, respectively.  

On eye inspection, the two specimens exhibited a brownish 

surface layer of reaction products that formed over the years for the 

interaction with the surrounding environment, but they appear more 

homogeneous compared to the coins of collection “Della Laita’s”. 

This is probably due to a cleaning executed by the numismatic 

reseller. 

The two coins were therefore analysed both with planar and cross-

sectional tests [120]: the investigation was executed as the analysis 

already done for “Della Laita’s” coins, with the same setups both for XRF and XRD before cross-

sectional test, in order to get comparable results.  

Figure 6.29 Cut direction 
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After the XRF and XRD sessions, analogous SEM and EDXS analysis on the surface of the 

two coins were performed.  

As final stage, the two coins were sectioned along a diameter passing for the centre of the 

obverse cross, at about 45° respect to the arms of the cross (Figure 6.29). 

6.6.1 XRF-XRD experimental results 

The results of XRF analysis confirm what already seen on the coins “Della Laita’s”. The 

presence of alteration reaction and interdiffusion layers on the outer surface of each coin were 

confirmed by direct observations.  

With XRD the results of analysis indicate for Priuli coin again a complex structure featuring the 

following main phases: copper, silver, cuprite (Cu2O) and chlorargyrite (AgCl) (see Figure 6.30).  

 
Figure 6.30 Experimental XRD pattern (black dots) acquired on the surface of the Priuli sesino coins. 

The coloured continuous lines are the result of the MAUD software modelling. 

 
Figure 6.31 Experimental XRD pattern (black dots) acquired on the surface of the Grimani sesino 

coins. The coloured continuous lines are the result of the MAUD software modelling. 

Copper oxide is substantially ubiquitous, as demonstrated by acquiring more diffraction 

patterns in other spots of this same specimen [120]. This is not the case for the chlorargyrite, since 
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it is not homogeneously spread over the surface of Priuli sesino. The situation on the surface of the 

Grimani sesino is simpler to interpret, because cuprite is by far the more common phase, 

accompanied by tenorite and a new corrosion phase, covellite, CuS (see Figure 6.31), not evidenced 

in “Della Laita’s” coins.  

   
a)       b) 

Figure 6.32 Comparison between surficial XRF spectra of a) Priuli coin, obverse, and b) Grimani coin, obverse. 

Another aspect important in Grimani coin is that the silver content is very low compared to 

Priuli coin, so that the mixture phase is very rich in copper. This is also evident comparing the two 

XRF spectra (Figure 6.32), where the silver signal is well marked on the Priuli coin, but very low 

and hidden in the noise in Grimani coin. 

Again the same multilayer approach has been applied, with a three-layer model and the same 

criterion of analysis previously defined (see Paragraph 6.5); the results are resumed in Table 6.6 

and Table 6.7. 

Table 6.6 Volume fractions of phases in surface layer and estimated thicknesses 

 Surface  
layer 

Sample Thickness 

(m) 
Cu2O AgCl Mixture  

Ag-Cu 
Cu (pure) CuO CuS 

Priuli 0.6 85.7 2.2 0 12.1 - - 

Grimani 11 73.6 - 1.6 7.6 5.2 12.0 

 

Table 6.7 Volume fractions of phases in interdiffusion layer and estimated thicknesses 

 Interdiffusion layer Bulk 

Sample Thickness 

(m) 
Cu2O AgCl Mixture  

Ag-Cu 
Cu (pure) CuO Mixture 

Ag-Cu 
Cu 

(pure) CuO2 

Priuli 26.4 85.7 2.2 0 12.1 - 1.2 98.1 0.7 

Grimani 35.0 73.6 - 1.6 7.6 5.2 11.6 83.0 5.4 

 

A consideration must be done about the apparent greater level of phase called “mixture” in the 

bulk of Grimani coin (Table 6.7). This phase has been imposed containing a mixture of Ag with 

Cu content, whose level was refinable for both, together with some other contaminants. The 

combined analysis has produced the interesting result that, while in the Priuli coin the content of 

silver is predominant, as attended by XRF (with a 74% of Ag compared to 0.34% of Cu element 

inside the phase), this is not the case in Grimani coin, were Ag presence of silver in the phase is 
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0.5% and copper is the leading element. This is the reason why apparently the phase in Grimani 

coin is greater than in Priuli coin. In the Paragraph 6.6.3 the SEM-EDXS analysis on the section 

will confirm the situation estimated by MAUD, with silver depletion of the bulk matrix. 

6.6.2 SEM-EDXS surface analysis 

The SEM-EDXS analyses on the surface revealed the localized presence of other impurity 

phases, clearly due to a heterogeneous 

contamination of the alloy surface probably 

due to soil residuals (also for the two bought 

coins it is not known the place of recovery 

and therefore the history of the coin in term 

of conservation conditions). 

Pure copper and silver in the Priuli sesino 

and copper only, in the Grimani sesino are all 

from the base alloy, that is present beneath 

multi-layered structure of the outer surface 

region of each sample. 

The SEM observations, conducted on the 

cross sections of the two coins, provided a further insight in the actual microstructure of the coin 

and confirmed the data estimated with the multilayer approach. 

As supposed, there is a thickness of a few micrometres of the outer multi-layered structure of 

the alloy surface reaction region (see the example of Figure 6.33 referred to the obverse side of the 

coin), values coherent with the assumption made in the present case study and with the estimated 

data in Table 6.6.  

This also gives an explanation to the substantial insensitivity of the XRF analytical results on 

the incident angle of the Mo X-Ray beam (from 5° to 30°), observed both on Priuli and Grimani 

samples, and on the “Della Laita’s” coins: this means that the contribution to the XRF signal 

derives mainly from inner bulk alloy. Analysing in detail the three regions clearly visible (according 

to different grey coloration) on Figure 6.33, we get the results showed in Figure 6.34. 

The outer layer is mainly made of cuprite (Area 1 in Figure 6.34a and b), tenorite and covellite; 

an intermediate layer (Area 2 in Figure 6.34a and c) is immediately underneath, from which the 

metallic cations of copper have migrated towards the coin surface to form the external oxidized 

layer. 

Figure 6.33 Backscattered electron (BSE) SEM micrographs of 

the cross sections of the Grimani sesino, obverse side, showing 

the microstructure of the outer surface layer. 
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The internal bulk for Grimani sesino is substantially made only of metallic copper (Area 3 in 

Figure 6.34a and d). In the case of Priuli sesino, the differences are: 

• the presence also of chlorargyrite in the external layer; 

• the presence of silver in the inner layer and bulk; 

• a more thinner surface layer of oxide. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 6.34 SEM micrographs of the cross sections of the Grimani sesino, showing a) the area investigated and 

b), c) and d) the EDXS peaks of the elements. 

The pictures of Figure 6.35 confirms the data of table Table 6.6, with a more thinner surface 

layer in the case of Priuli coin, compared to the Grimani one.  

This difference in content between the two coins is well appreciable also in the aspect of the 

bulk: observing again the pictures from SEM analysis on Figure 6.35, we can see that the Priuli 

sesino shows clearly a two-phase alloy, the copper matrix (grey) and silver rich elongated inclusions 

(light gray elongated areas, see Figure 6.35a), as foreseen by the relevant Ag-Cu binary phase 

diagram (see Figure 6.12a) and confirmed by spot acquisition of EDX spectra.  

The elongated grains of silver provide clear indications on what might have been the processing 

and manufacturing route, involving most likely intense plastic deformation.  

In case of the Grimani sesino (Figure 6.35b), the alloy in the bulk shows a rather homogeneous 

microstructure, in which the presence of a lead-rich minor phase is occasionally observed, in the 

form of small grains with a brighter contrast (see Figure 6.35b), and where silver phase is very rare, 
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with level of detection lower than 0.5% as weight fraction (see Figure 6.36), which confirms what 

already evidenced by XRF spectra on surface (see Figure 6.32). 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 6.35 Comparison of bulk microstructure between Priuli coin (left) and Grimani coin (right). 

 
Figure 6.36 EDXS peaks of a rare silver spotted area in Grimani sesino 

6.6.3 Coin section analysis 

To obtain an average alloy composition, several spectra were acquired along the section of the 

center of both coins: this has been done selecting sufficiently wide regions, so that the effects of 

possible alloy heterogeneities are averaged out. In Figure 6.37 the cross-sectional views of the two 

coins are shown.  

The composition of each sesino coin was evaluated as the average of the EDXS data acquired 

from a set of eight rectangular areas for each sample (see areas enclosed by the red dotted 

envelope in Figure 6.37a and Figure 6.37b).  

The purpose of this selection is to avoid the two regions of the surface and interdiffusion layers 

of the sample, where the local composition is altered by oxidation compared to bulk. 
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For a comparison with the compositional data obtained from the coin surface (Figure 6.32), 

XRF analyses were conducted also on the cross section of the two coins, sampling their whole 

thickness. The obtained data are resumed in Table 6.8. 

       

Figure 6.37 SEM micrographs of the cross sections of the: a) Priuli and b) Grimani coins. The yellow rectangular areas 

sampled for EDXS data acquisition are shown. The red-dot area encloses the regions considered for the evaluation of 

the average composition of the base alloy of each coin 

Table 6.8 Summary of the main chemical elements inside coins from numismatic market 

 Cu Ag Pb 

Priuli coin XRF (wt%) obverse 90.3  0.3 9.6  0.2 0.10  0.05 

EDXS (wt%) section 94.3  0.2 5.4  0.1 0.3  0.1 

XRF (wt%) section 96.0  0.1 3.9  0.1 0.15  0.05 

Grimani coin XRF (wt%) obverse 99.5  0.2 - 0.5  0.1 

EDXS (wt%) section 99.3  0.2 - 0.7  0.1 

XRF (wt%) section 99.3  0.1 - 0.7  0.1 

 

The EDXS and XRF analyses indicate the presence of a minor concentration of lead, not 

detected in the diffraction patterns since below the XRD detectability limit of the set up used in 

the present research. The levels of lead are comparable to that observed in “Della Laita’s” series 

(see Table 6.5). 

The cross-sectional XRF results are coherent with the outcome of the same tests carried out on 

the coin obverse surface, although the concentration values are not coinciding. 

Considering the data in Table 6.8, this discrepancy between the alloy composition values 

obtained from surface XRF data and those obtained from the cross-sectional tests, is mainly due 

to the silver enrichment in surface, due to the formation of the surface copper oxide layer and 

relevant copper depletion in the alloy matrix [120,121]. This enrichment is also confirmed by the 

fact that from literature we know that the nominal value of silver inside a sesino was with about 4.6 

wt% [5]. 
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The difference observed in the compositional data for the Priuli sesino, as obtained from EDXS 

and XRF data on section, can be ascribed to two main reasons: 

➢ different sampling volumes: the XRF incident beam partially falls outside the coin cross 

section. Moreover, the sampled volume falling within the coin comprises both the bulk 

alloy and the surface altered layers, whereas EDXS results strictly refer to unaltered 

bulk alloy regions.  

➢ fully different data treatment models, that introduce some precision limitation. 

These comments are applicable to the result sets of the two coins and the good agreement 

observed in the compositional results for the Grimani sesino must be regarded as purely occasional. 

6.7 Result discussion 

The lattice parameter variations of Cu, Ag and Pb with respect to the pure element values has 

been investigated for each one of the detected phases. The lattice expansion observed in all cases 

indicates the reciprocal solutioning of the majority element couples: Cu-Ag and Cu-Pb, although 

also contributions from minor elements must be considered [120]. These were observed in the 

EDXS spectra, and as expected are generally the same of the coins “Della Laita’s”, but not 

considered herewith, since present in concentrations not exceeding 0.1 wt.%. 

The results obtained from the XRF and XRD analyses of the sesino coins provide interesting 

historical information on the evolution of the alloy composition over the years of emission. Let us 

consider again here Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22. 

The ubiquitous presence of cuprite in the surface layer of all coins suggests that in the 

underlying alloy layer a silver enrichment as occurred. In Figure 6.21, plotting the compositional 

values in Table 6.5, silver has significantly higher concentration than the reported literature values 

for the mistura alloy, that is, 4.6 wt% [5]. The same happens with the coins from the numismatic 

market (see Paragraph 6.6.3) 

On the other side, in samples S07, S38, and S42 (ranging from Doge Cicogna to Doge 

Grimani), silver is present in extremely low concentrations, so that it seems an impurity rather than 

an intentional addition. Moreover, apart that for S29 (Doge Mocenigo), lead concentration is 

comparatively constant in all coins, as shown by Figure 6.22. 

6.7.1 Historical implications 

The evolution of silver content in copper, during the considered historical lifetime of the coin, 

confirms that the precious metal remains constant in proportion for a period and starts decreasing 
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after mid‐16th century, until a complete disappearance toward the end of this same century, during 

the ruling times of Doge De Ponte and Doge Grimani (see Table 6.1 and Table 6.5). 

This suggests that despite of what reported in historical documents, various coins editions did 

not involve only a recast with a new impressum, in order to fight forgeries, but also a progressive 

depletion of the noble metal in the alloy. In the case of the sesino coins, silver, once eliminated 

from the mistura alloy, is not replaced by any other metal.  

This aspect is also more evident if the data of copper and silver content in absolute weight are 

reported, considering the nominal values of every series according to official documents [5].  

From the beginning of emission, during the ruling of Doge Venier (1554-1556), to Doge Priuli 

(1559-1567), the sesino coin was impressed on a disc of 1.764 g. With Doge Loredan (1567-1570), 

the nominal weight of the coin was reduced to 1.324 g, and this weight remained until the stop of 

emission under Doge Grimani (1603).  

Therefore, if correcting the data showed in Table 6.5, considering the official weight of the 

coin, we get an interesting ideal graph in Figure 6.38a. As we can see, with the caveat of silver 

enrichment already stated, the Ag trend is a constant reduction of silver, and expanding the data in 

Figure 6.38b, we can clearly appreciate that Venice spared silver content both with weight 

reduction of the coin at the time of Doge Loredan, but also with a slow process of depletion, 

completed under Doge Cicogna and Doge Grimani. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.38 (a) Content of Cu and Ag in sesino coins for ideal coin weight; (b) Ag content trend (expanded) 

This fact reflects a political and economic situation in strong evolution for the Venetian 

Republic in the second half of 16th century: new competitors appeared in the Mediterranean, 

primarily the French, Dutch, and English [34,139,189]. Moreover, the harbors of Ancona and 

Marseilles emerged as new competitors on commercial trades.  

Piracy and the lingering threat of the Turks obliged Venice to maintain a very expensive war 

fleet; at the same time, a continuous series of alliance changes and military threats on the mainland 
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required the engagement of mercenary armies. At the end of the 16th century, military forces 

absorbed 60% of the state budget [138,189].  

All these situations forced Venice to change the acquisition of capitals from various forcible 

loans to market. At the same time the Senate introduced also regular direct taxes and parallelly 

increased trade duties, actions which, however, did not solve the long-term problem of fragile 

economic bases of the Republic. 

Venice was obliged to revise its coin system and values not only for small valued coins like sesini 

but also for the other ones, based on silver, with larger value, in a process called debasement 

[48,138,139] with large revenues for the monetary authority. 

6.7.2 Bulk model vs multilayer model 

As we have stated above, the single bulk model of a sample like a mixture Cu/Ag coin allows a 

rapid first approach for checking the phases and fitting the lattice parameters in first 

approximation. 

The limit consist in the fact that it is clearly an oversimplification, because there are visible 

corrosion and oxidation layers on the coin samples, as we have seen from first optical inspection 

(see Paragraph 6.2.1) and confirmed by the found uncommon phases (Table 6.2) which are 

distributed among the coins and confirmed by the SEM-EDXS surficial analysis (see Paragraph 

6.5.4).  

We have already seen that these layers may be some microns thick on the samples surface (see 

Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 and corresponding Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20), depending on the 

unknown history of every single coin. 

There is another important aspect which emerges from this case study and demonstrates the 

goodness of the multilayer approach respect to a single bulk model, and it is the best fitting of the 

data.  

Indeed, it possible to compare the quality of the refinement, for every coin, through the 

weighted profile Rwp of the bulk model (see Paragraph 3.5) against the corresponding quantity of 

the multilayered model. 

The data are summarized in Table 6.9. It is immediately clear from the data in the table that 

there is a general reduction of the Rwp, of the multilayer model (MLM column) compared to the 

bulk model one (BM column), with an improvement of the fitting with a reduction of the values of 

Rwp by average 49%. 
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Table 6.9 Comparison of the quality of the refinement between bulk model (BM) and multilayer model (MLM) 

Sample Rwp 

BM 

Rwp 

MLM 

% 

Improvement 

 Sample Rwp 

BM 

Rwp 

 MLM 

% 

Improvement 

 S15 Venier  0.235 0.143 39.1  S29 Mocenigo  0.267 0.114 57.0 

 S25 Priuli  0.269 0.157 41.5  S43 Mocenigo  0.229 0.109 52.4 

 S45 Priuli  0.295 0.186 37.1  S44 Mocenigo  0.275 0.167 39.4 

S10 Loredan  0.274 0.139 49.1  S59 Mocenigo  0.276 0.126 63.8 

 S14 Loredan  0.264 0.157 40.5  S54 Da Ponte  0.276 0.126 54.2 

S01 Mocenigo 0.255 0.092 64.2  S07 Cicogna  0.264 0.101 61.8 

 S03 Mocenigo  0.264 0.082 69.8  S28 Cicogna  0.273 0161 41.2 

 S09 Mocenigo  0.269 0.098 63.3  S38 Cicogna  0.273 0.145 46.9 

 S20 Mocenigo  0.273 0.126 54.0  S35 Grimani 0.271 0.163 39.8 

 S21 Mocenigo  0.274 0.152 44.4  S42 Grimani 0.273 0.198 27.3 

Legenda 

BM = Bulk model 

MLM=Multi-Layer Model 

 

This reflect the obvious fact that the multilayer model applied to sample like the coin with a 

combined XRF-XRD approach is more adherent to the real structure inside the coins. As a 

consequence, this allows the combined approach to contemporary fit data XRF and XRD better 

compared to bulk layer model, as it is possible to appreciate this result considering the example of 

S43, as showed in Figure 6.39 and Figure 6.40.  

From the comparison of XRD spectra there are only very little differences on the two models, 

looking at the residual bar below the spectra in Figure 6.40. But on XRF side the situation is 

completely different, again looking at the residual bar below the spectra in Figure 6.39. 

Because the multilayer model is more adherent to reality, the combined approach allow to best 

fit XRF data using the phases defined in the multilayer model (see Figure 6.39B, where there are 

only light “waves” on residuals), while the bulk model obliges the software to adapt the XRF-XRD 

fitting, overestimating, for example, the copper and lead content inside the sample (see Figure 

6.39A, where the peaks on residuals curve are clearly marked). 

There are in any case some simplifications also in the multilayer model: these are related to the 

homogeneity of the layer which is a hypothesis not always applicable, due to the type of sample 

and the corrosion history which can alter the chemistry inside the coin, e.g. the silver enrichment 

already stated or the distribution of silver inclusions inside the copper matrix, as seen in the SEM-

EDXS analysis (see Figure 6.35). But in any case, the assumptions allow generally the combined 

XRF-XRD approach to better fit spectra, as summarized in Table 6.9.  
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Figure 6.39 XRF fitting spectra (red) of coin S43 of Doge Mocenigo with A) bulk model and B) multilayer model. 

For some coins, e.g. S45 of Doge Priuli and S44 of Doge Mocenigo, the improvement is more 

limited compared to the average one.  

The reason is that there are some texture effects which affects the XRD data, with a 

displacement of the peaks or enhancement of only some peaks of a single phase.  

An example is showed in the XRD spectrum of sesino S44 of Doge Mocenigo (Figure 6.41), 

where there are displacement of the lower peak of cuprite (left) and that at high angle (above, 

100°, right) and some scattered values on second and fourth peaks, due to preferred orientations, 

not fitted, as appreciable also from the residual bar under the spectrum. A similar situation with 

scattered values in correspondence of cuprite peaks, due to preferred orientations, are visible in 

Figure 6.42 for coin S45.  
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Figure 6.40 XRD fitting spectra (red) of coin S43 of Doge Mocenigo with A) bulk model and B) multilayer model. 

 

Figure 6.41 XRD fitting spectrum (red) of coin S44 of Doge Mocenigo with multilayer model and some texture effects 

on peaks of cuprite (green curve) which the model is not able to fit. 
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This texture effects are usually due to production effect: the oxide growth on copper matrix 

which retains plastic deformation, because of the hammering of the coin, as described above in 

Paragraph 6.2.  

 

Figure 6.42 XRD fitting spectrum (red) of coin S45 of Doge Priuli with multilayer model and some texture effects on 

the peaks of cuprite (green curve) which the model is not able to fit. 

This complicate the combined fitting, but due to complexity of the samples, considering the 

evolution of the corrosion patinas so different among the coins, the texture factor has not been 

introduced in the fitting of the multilayer model for the present research. This obviously reduce 

the ability of the multilayer model here proposed to describe completely the sample, with a more 

limited improvement in the quality of fitting compared to bulk model.  

The texture analysis of the structure of some of the coins can be an interesting point of interest 

for future research on the matter, on that samples affected, in order to improve the multilayer 

model with the combined XRF-XRD approach above presented. 
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7 CASE STUDY: SINTERED ALLOY 

Powder Metallurgy is a technology which uses powders as raw material to produce components 

for many different applications, through several “consolidation” processes. The powder itself is 

the product of different technologies that transform the raw material in a high quality product.  

Powder Metallurgy may be therefore defined as a two-step technology that transforms the raw 

material in a final product, through the production of a powder and its consolidation. 

7.1 Introduction 

Powder Metallurgy is a technology already used occasionally for decorative metallic objects in 

the early stages of recorded history. Since the beginnings, metal powders such as gold, copper, and 

bronze, and many oxides in powder form (e.g. iron oxide), were used for decorative purposes. 

Sintering of metals was however entirely forgotten for many centuries until the end of the 18th 

century, when in Europe various methods of platinum powder production were recorded 

[178,186]. The documented metallurgy of platinum, as practiced in the 18th and 19th centuries, is 

one of the most important stages of development for modern powder technology. 

The use of this technology to form complex shaped parts by pressing and sintering was 

introduced in the 19th century. In 1830 Osann, during his studies on copper, found that the 

reduced metal could be sintered into a compact solid; then he developed a process for making 

impressions of coins from copper powder produced by the reduction of precipitated copper 

carbonate, Cu2CO3 [186]. In the following years he improved the process, also producing medals 

of silver, lead, and copper. 

The first commercial applications of powder metallurgy were developed to produce 

incandescent lamp filaments, starting from carbon filament at the end of 19th century through to 

the tungsten filament with the Coolidge Process at the beginning of the 20th century. 

In the following years of the early 20th century two main application were particularly 

developed: on one side the creation of composite metals for heavy-duty applications (e.g. 

refractory metals and their carbides), on the other side the development of porous metal bearings, 

especially special types of porous bearings defined as self-lubricating. 

The 1950s and 1960s witnessed the emergence of powder metallurgy wrought products, with 

the improvement also of compacting and sintering technologies. The commercialization of 
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powder-based high-performance materials increased since the 1970s thanks to opening of new 

markets because of superior performance, cost effectiveness and longer operational life.  

Commercial powder metallurgy nowadays spans the density spectrum from highly porous 

components to Powder Metallurgy parts with controlled density up to fully dense wrought metal 

components.  

The success of the technology is based mainly on being a rapid, economic and high volume 

production method which allows the making of precision components from powders from easy 

design to more complex ones.  

The research in the field devotes many efforts in the improvement of powder types, new alloys 

and superior mechanical and anti-corrosion properties due to improvement in sintering and 

treatment technologies [88,178]. The improvements in this technology make it more competitive 

than other production methods like casting, machining and stamping, an advantage more evident 

in the case of large production volumes. 

7.2 Titanium  

Many efforts in recent years have been devoted to titanium and, above all, titanium alloys, 

because they combine great lightness and high mechanical resistance, comparable to that of steel 

[24,148,167].  

In practice, metals with a density greater than 5 g/cm3 are defined as heavy, therefore titanium 

with a density of 4.51 g/cm3 is the heaviest of light metals. Titanium’s low density value is 

approximately 56% of that of steel (see Table 7.1). 

Table 7.1 Comparison of some characteristics among Ti, Al, Fe and Cu [24,25,103]. 

PROPERTIES (AT ROOM TEMPERATURE) TITANIUM ALUMINIUM IRON COPPER 

Atomic number 22 13 26 29 

Density (g/cm3) 4.51 2.70 7.87 8.96 

Molar heat capacity (J/mol·K) 25.06 24.20 25.10 24.44 

Heat of fusion (J/mol) 14.15 10.71 13.81 13.26 

Thermal conductivity (W/m·K) 21.9 237 80.4 401 

Expansion coefficient (m/m·K) 8.6 23.1 11.8 16.5 

Resistivity (nΩ·m) 420 26.5 96.1 16.78 

Corrosion Resistance Very high High Low High 

Reactivity with Oxygen Very high High Low High 

Price of Metal Very high Medium Low Medium 

Melting temperature (°C) 1668 660 1538 1084.6 
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This means that for the same weight (for example 1 kg), titanium occupies a double volume 

compared to steel, or, in other words, with the first it is possible to make lighter components. 

Therefore, titanium is as strong as steel, but 56% lighter; moreover, it is 60% heavier than 

aluminum, but twice as strong. 

Titanium has a significantly lower coefficient of thermal expansion than that of ferrous alloys; 

this property allows it to be much more compatible with ceramic or glass materials than other 

metals, especially when metal/glass or metal/ceramic joints are involved. 

 
a)     b)  

Figure 7.1 Titanium two allotropic forms: a) α phase, hexagonal centered packed; b) β phase, 

body centered cubic [24]. 

Pure titanium exists in two allotropic forms [25,148]. At room temperature, titanium has a 

compact hexagonal cell (HCP, see Figure 7.1a), which is commonly referred to as a α phase, whose 

values of the lattice parameters at the room temperature are a =0.295 nm and c=0.468 nm. The 

resulting c/a ratio for pure α titanium is 1.587, smaller than the ideal ratio of 1.633 for the 

hexagonal close-packed crystal structure. 

At 882 ° C, the hexagonal cell α turns into a cubic with a centered body (BCC, see Figure 7.1b), 

called the β phase, stable up to the melting point (1668° C). This temperature is therefore called “ 

transus temperature” (see Figure 7.3). The lattice parameter value of pure β titanium at 900°C is 

a=0.332 nm. 

Titanium is resistant to oxidation up to about 600 ° C and is a reactive metal that can 

interstitially accept and dissolve elements such as oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen; generally, however, 

titanium is used up to temperatures of about 540 ° C, since the allotropic transformation from 

HCP structure to BCC structure further limits its maximum application temperature. 

There are six types of commercially available pure titanium (labeled with the “CP” acronym) 

and each contains a different amount of impurities [70,148]; CP titanium "Grade 1" is the purest. 

In general, these contain from 99.01% to 99.5% titanium, smaller amounts of iron, carbon, 
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hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen. These elements are normally present in a residual form and do not 

have a significant effect on the mechanical properties; hence, strictly speaking, CP titanium is an 

alloy of titanium and interstitial elements. Furthermore, an alloy type contains from 0.15% to 

0.20% palladium to improve resistance to weakly reducing environments, such as sulfuric acid and 

dilute hydrochloric acid. 

Although the different types of CP titanium do not have similar mechanical resistance 

compared to titanium alloys, they cover a relatively wide range of resistance levels and are used 

both for structural and non-structural applications.  

Low resistance qualities are generally used in applications where corrosion resistance and 

excellent formability, rather than resistance, are the primary requirements; high strength grades are 

often used for similar applications, but with higher strength requirements. All types of CP titanium 

are readily weldable; it can be obtained through all possible milling, casting or powder metallurgy 

processes. 

Generally, titanium CP is used in applications where an excellent resistance to corrosion is 

desired and in which high resistance is not a determining factor [103,148]. In titanium CP, 

moreover, oxygen acts as a controlled reinforcer: the resistance increases if the quantity of oxygen 

increases within a controlled range, since too much oxygen produces an embrittlement of the 

material. This type of titanium is therefore used for aircraft coatings, reinforcing elements, 

refractory walls, projectile explosion panels, rings and fasteners in engines. Commercial 

applications include heat exchangers, valves, processing equipment and marine components. 

7.2.1 Titanium alloys 

In order to improve properties of pure titanium for many other applications, many alloys have 

been developed. The main characteristics of the titanium alloys are [133,148]: 

➢ excellent relationship between resistance and density, in particular in the temperature 

range between 200 ÷ 500 ° C; 

➢ good resilience, even at low temperatures; 

➢ high yield strength: in some alloys, values are comparable to those of high steels; 

➢ resistance; 

➢ excellent corrosion resistance; 

➢ very short time of radioactivity loss; 

➢ nonmagnetic. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 7.2 Schematic representation of the effect of alloy elements on the state diagram of titanium alloys in case of a) 

-stabilizers elements; b) -stabilizers elements; c) neutral elements [133]. 

In titanium-based alloys, the temperature of the allotropic transformation is strongly influenced 

by the alloy elements [24,133], which can favour the α phase, widening the field of existence 

(Figure 7.2a) or, on the contrary, they can increase the β phase, lowering the transformation 

temperature (Figure 7.2b). Obviously in these alloys, we can no longer talk about a temperature of 

transformation β→α but of an interval of temperature. In the case of α stabilizers the end 

transformation temperature β→α it is greater than the β-transus of pure titanium [24]. 

Finally, other elements do not intervene on the transformation temperature, thus being neutral 

with respect to the transformation allotrope (Figure 7.2c). 

The elements that favour the α phase are Al, which is a substitutional element, and C, O and N, 

these ones giving rise to interstitial solutions.  

The reinforcement effects of these last 

interstitial elements disappear in the temperature 

range from 260 ° C to 430 ° C, while the 

reinforcing effects of aluminium remain up to 

about 540 ° C. In addition to the reinforcing effect, 

within these limits the interstitial elements cause 

embrittlement [148].  

The fact that aluminium, as substitutional element, 

stabilizes the α phase is partially explained by the 

fact that aluminium has an FCC lattice whose packing factor is the same as HCP lattice; the 

complete diagram phase of the Ti-Al system [38] is reported in Figure 7.3. 

Sn and Zr are substantially neutral when considering the quantities that commonly appear in 

industrial alloys, neither favouring the formation of the α phase nor the β phase and their presence 

is justified by the fact that, being soluble in both phases, they improve the mechanical resistance.  

Figure 7.3 Diagram phase of Ti-Al system [38]. 
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It is possible to distinguish the β stabilizers in two subclasses: β-isomorphic and β-eutectoid 

[24,167]. 

In β-isomorphs, the temperature of transformation α→β ends 

at lower temperature than β-transus (as already seen in Figure 

7.2b). In the β-isomorphic type alloying elements are of the 

substitution type and they have a high solubility in the β phase 

and do not form intermetallic compounds. This type of β 

stabilizing elements commonly used are: V, Mo, Nb, while Ta 

and Re are more rare [103]. 

Yet in β-eutectoid types, the presence of the alloying elements lowers the temperature of start 

transformation β→α, but in this case we get also intermetallic compounds (see Figure 7.4).  

Fe, Cr and Si are typical β-eutectoid elements: other β-

eutectoid elements like Ni, Cu, Mn, W, Pd, and Bi have 

only very limited usage, for special purpose alloys. 

Moreover, β-eutectoid forming elements, such as Co, 

Ag, Au, Pt, Be, Pb, and U, are not used at all in 

titanium alloys [103].  

It should be mentioned that hydrogen belongs to 

these β-eutectoid forming elements, but its use is 

limited by hydrogen embrittlement above 150 ppm. 

Titanium alloys are therefore classified into three 

broad categories based on the predominant phases 

present in the microstructure at room temperature 

(Figure 7.5) [25,103,129]. Thus, we have: 

• alpha alloys, where β phase percentage <5%; 

• alpha-beta alloys, which contain both elements that stabilize the α phase and elements that 

stabilize the β phase; this last phase is present in a percentage between 10 and 20%. α-β 

alloys are titanium alloys more widespread (about 70% of the titanium used industrially 

is used for the manufacture of these alloys), have a high mechanical strength even if 

they are less workable than alpha alloys. 

• beta alloys, rich in elements designed to stabilize the beta phase, they can present at room 

temperature only this phase operating with an appropriate cooling speed (they are 

unstable at room temperature). 

Figure 7.5 Titanium alloys mainly used for 

structural components [24]. 

Figure 7.4 Diagram phase of Ti and a 

β-eutectoid element [103]. 
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Since the cubic structure of β titanium contains a greater number of sliding planes than those 

present in the hexagonal alpha form, β titanium is more easily deformed; the alloys in the beta and 

alpha-beta regions are, therefore, hot-formable. 

7.3 Research samples: TiAl6V4 alloy  

In this study six samples of TiAl6V4 sintered alloy has been considered: this is one of the α-β 

alloys (see Figure 7.5) that has the widest use (about 45% of the total 

production), because of good machinability and excellent mechanical 

properties. Many studies has been devoted to the ternary phase 

diagram Al-Ti-V [102]. 

TiAl6V4 may also be welded by a wide variety of conventional 

fusion and solid-state processes, although its chemical reactivity 

typically requires special measures and procedures [1]. 

The TiAl6V4 alloy offers good performance for a variety of weight reduction applications in 

aerospace, automotive and marine equipment; moreover, it is an alloy with applications in the 

medical industry.  

Due to the formation of a dense oxide layer TiAl6V4 provides good corrosion resistance in an 

oxidizing environment. In case of damage the new growth of the oxide layer occurs immediately, if 

oxygen is present. Biocompatibility of TiAl6V4 is excellent, especially when direct contact with 

tissue or bone is required [43,71,103], but although this alloy is the most widely used implant 

material, V and Al can cause allergic reactions, Alzheimer's disease, and neuropathy, which is 

promoting new research for alternatives [31]. 

Applications TiAl6V4 is typically used for [20,24,148]: 

– direct manufacturing of parts and prototypes for racing and aerospace industry; 

– biomechanical applications, such as implants and prosthesis; 

– marine applications; 

– chemical industry; 

– gas turbines. 

The chemical specifications for the alloys are reported in the Table 7.2: the specification 

references here considered are ASTM B367 for cast material [191], C-5 grade, and ASTM F1472 

[192], or is equivalent ISO 5832-3 [193], for wrought material. In Figure 7.6 we can appreciate the 

general phase diagram of this α-β alloy [47].  

Here combined XRF/XRD analysis has been applied to six sample of sintered TiAl6V4 alloy: 

all of them are a parallelepiped of 2 cm wide, 1.0 cm deep with thickness of 0.5 cm (Figure 7.7).  

Figure 7.6 Phase diagram of 

TiAl6V4 alloy [47]. 
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Table 7.2 Chemical specification for TiAl6V4 alloys. 

Atomic element Typical Cast material 
(required) 

Wrought material 
(required) 

Aluminium, Al 6%  6% 5,5–6,75% 5,5–6,75% 

Vanadium, V  4% 3,5–4,5% 3,5–4,5% 

Carbon, C  0,03% < 0,10% < 0,08% 

Iron, Fe  0,1% < 0,40% < 0,3% 

Oxygen, O  0,15% < 0,25% < 0,2% 

Nitrogen, N  0,01% < 0,05% < 0,05% 

Hydrogen, H  0,003% < 0,015% < 0,015% 

Other elements - < 0,4 % - 

Titanium, Ti  Balance Balance Balance 

 

All the investigated sample are produced with the same type of powders and sintering process, 

i.e. Selective Laser Melting (SLM), and without any other heat treatment (i.e. as built; in the 

following all samples are marked ‘AB’). According to information provided, for all the sample the 

cooling rate has been the same. The aim is to correlate the phase composition with alloy content. 

7.3.1 Selective Laser Melting 

The Metal Additive Manufacturing, or simply 3D printing of metals, is one of the most 

significant innovations in the world of industrial manufacturing [57,58,140]: the most advanced 

technology in this field is laser sintering of metal powders, better known as Selective Laser Melting 

(SLM) [66,181], which is nowadays the most broadly used powder-bed fusion manufacturing 

process in industry [67].  

The improvement in SLM technology allows a density over 99%, and a dimensional error 

within 0.05 mm. Because it is possible to directly fabricate complex curved surfaces and porous 

structures, Ti6Al4V alloys find widespread use in the manufacturing of auto and aviation 

components, in addition to medical applications [184]. 

The Selective Laser Melting is a laser fusion process that allows to create objects starting from a 

three-dimensional drawing. Very fine metal powders are deposited and melted, layer by layer, by 

one or more high-performance lasers. 

In Figure 7.8 is shown a general simplified schema of SLM production process: the powder is 

preventively deposited on the previous layer, or substrate, and the laser beam scans along the 

directions parallel to the edges of the rectangular area {( x, y )| − X ≤ x ≤ X , − Y ≤ y ≤ Y } as 

shown in Figure 7.8b, with the hatching spacing hc.  

Figure 7.7 One of the 

samples investigated. 
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Figure 7.8 Example of SLM technology: a) schematics of process, b) example of scanning strategy [95]. 

The temperature of the powder particles rises instantly when irradiated by the laser beam of 

radius R, causing a molten pool when the temperature exceeds the melting point of Ti6Al4V 

(1660°C). Since it can been supposed that the powder bed is a homogeneous and isotropic 

medium, therefore the surface profile of the molten pool is a circle [95,96,157]. 

In this case, the laser beam takes an alternating scanning manner: it scans along the x direction 

in the odd layers but along the y direction in the even layers. The creation of a discrete volume of 

consolidated material therefore involves the definition of a deposition strategy that can gradually 

involve all the sections of the 3D part to be produced. The chosen model (Figure 7.9) is usually 

defined from the point of view of the profile of the section of each level. 

 

Figure 7.9 Examples of possible SLM scanning strategies [Source: http://www.addmelab.polimi.it]. 

Other factors to be considered in production are relative to powder (composition, size 

distribution, shape, optical and heat transfer properties, thickness of deposited layer for each cycle 

of fabrication) and to machine laser specification (laser: power, spot size, beam spatial distribution, 

scanning velocity and application of protective gas atmosphere) [169,188]. Non-optimal process 

parameters may cause product local defects, e.g. unmolten powder particles, spherical entrapped 

gas bubbles, cracks and so on [86,87].  

The mechanical and geometrical characteristics of the products obtained with the Selective 

Laser Melting process are comparable, or better, respect to those made with injection moulding, 

while the metallurgical characteristics are superior because of the more controlled and uniform 

cooling. 

The components obtained with laser fusion have an excellent density, almost equal to 100%, 

which allow also a polishing finish with excellent aesthetic results.  
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Main other advantages of laser fusion of metal powders compared to conventional technologies 

are [96,157,181]: 

• maximum freedom in the design phase: it is possible to produce extremely complex geometries 

despite typical constraints of the casting, moulding and mechanical processing processes; 

• possibility of making very light objects: when studying 3D digital models, thanks to the use of 

specific software, it is possible to define the material needed without sacrificing structural 

integrity and robustness of the object, or altering quality, resistance and mechanical properties; 

• reduction of production scraps: only the strictly necessary material is used, with very high 

yields on the use of raw materials and energy consumption, so compared to traditional 

mechanical processing, SLM generates neither scraps nor chips and, compared to a casting, the 

typical polluting substances of foundry plants, such as dust, fumes and waste, are avoided; 

• independence of costs from the quantity to be produced; without any cost for making moulds 

and equipment, it is economical to produce few units, as well as samples in unit quantities;  

• possibility of performing heat treatments on components with a known, constant and 

repeatable metallographic structure; materials used are suitable for supporting also mechanical 

processing (milling, drilling, turning, surface treatments, both aesthetic and protective). 

For each samples produced by SLM, the energy density E (i.e. the energy applied per unit 

volume of the sample) used to represent the energy input can be evaluated according to following 

formula [31,126,157]: 

Eq. 7.1   𝐸 =
𝑃

𝑣ℎℎ𝑐
 

where P is the laser power, hc is the hatch spacing, v is the laser scanning velocity, and h is the layer 

thickness of the sample. The SLM production parameters of the samples investigated in this 

research are resumed in Table 7.3; in the same table the energy density evaluated according to Eq. 

7.1 are recorded, assuming for simplicity a cube of 1 mm3. 

Table 7.3 Production parameters for every investigated sample 

Sample ID: S08L_AB S10L_AB S20L_AB S22L_AB S23L_AB S24L_AB 

Laser power (Watt) 450 400 450 400 450 500 

Scan velocity (mm/s) 1167 2250 2750 2200 2200 2200 

Energy density (Joule/mm3) 0.386 0.178 0.164 0.182 0.205 0.227 

7.4 Experimental setup 

 X-Ray investigations of the Ti6Al4V samples has been performed on two different 

instrumental setups.  
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XRF data were collected on a TNX Phoenix combined spectrometer (already seen in Figure 

6.9): the machine is equipped with a Mo anode X-Ray source operating at 40 kV, 30 mA, coupled 

with a parabolic multilayer monochromator (Axo Dresden), and 

a Silicon Drift XRF Detector produced by Ketek (model Axas-D 

with Peltier cooling, 50 mm² active area: see Appendix A for 

details).  

The XRF detector has been maintained normally to the 

sample surface, with a fixed incidence angle of 6°. The system 

has been calibrated with reference samples (see Appendix B) 

before data acquisition. Every acquisition for measurement, both 

for calibration and samples, has been set to 1000 seconds. 

Diffraction data have been collected with an Italstructures 

IPD3000 diffractometer (Figure 7.10), equipped with a Co anode 

X-Ray source operating at 40 kV, 30 mA, a flat multilayer monochromator on the incident beam, 

and an Inel CPS120 curved position sensitive detector on the diffracted beam. The 2 angular 

range was from 5° to 100°; the acquisition time for each XRD pattern was set to 30 minutes. X-

Ray beam incidence angle for the XRD set up was set to 5° with respect to the sample surface, 

with a beam section of 5.0x0.5 mm2, the same as for XRF. 

7.5 Experimental results 

A qualitative estimation of the elemental composition of the alloy has been obtained for each 

sample by means of XRF data analysed at first stage with Eagle-X (see Chapter 5), calibrating the 

spectra and using the element picker (see Paragraph 5.5.5).  

In Figure 7.11 we have the example relative to sample S08L_AB (peaks not labelled on the 

picture are due to detector’s head contribution).  

The elements individuated on samples by Eagle-X, besides Ti, Al, V, are Si, Cr, Fe, Cu. At 

second stage, the results obtained from Eagle-X plugins have been introduced into the MAUD 

software [17,117] together with XRD data, in order to execute the combined analysis. 

 

Figure 7.10 Italstructures IPD3000 

diffractometer. 
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Figure 7.11 Elements of S08L_AB sample individuated through the peak picking plugin of Eagle-X. 

7.5.1 Combined XRF-XRD analysis 

For the combined XRF-XRD analysis, a sample model with a surface 

layer and a substrate (bulk) has been conjectured (Figure 7.12): this is based 

on the fact that we have two main phases (α phase and β phase), but on 

surface titanium is reactive with oxygen and forms a patina of coherent 

passive oxide when exposed to air at room temperature [1]. 

Thus, the phase introduced in the analysis are three: the Ti-phases, α phase and β phase, and 

TiO2, an oxide with tetragonal lattice.  

All phases have been downloaded from the 

Crystallography Open Database website 

(http://crystallography.net/cod/) and loaded into 

corresponding set-up in MAUD (Figure 7.13). 

Since we have two main elements in the alloy, Al and 

V, we have introduced both into phase structure on 

MAUD, as substitutional elements of Ti inside the crystal 

structure of the two Ti-phases.  

The other elements, being all -stabilizers (see Paragraph 7.2.1) and of lower content, has been 

loaded only in the -titanium phase. This is an approximation, of course, but it takes care of the 

Figure 7.12 2-layer model 

Figure 7.13 Three phases modelling in MAUD 
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fact that preferentially elements like Cr, Fe and Cu, having a BCC lattice in pure conditions, 

therefore will be preferentially substitutional inside the BCC lattice of -titanium phase. 

 
Figure 7.14 Fundamental parameters fit relative to XRF data for sample S08L_AB. 

 
Figure 7.15 Rietveld fit relative to XRD data for sample S08L_AB. The coloured continuous lines are the 

result of the MAUD software modelling. 

As soon as the model has been prepared, we have launched the combined XRF-XRD analysis 

on MAUD for each sample.  

In Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 the diagrams of sample S08_AB relative to combined fitting are 

shown, respectively for XRF and XRD spectra, while Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17 refer to sample 

S23_AB. 
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Figure 7.16 Fundamental parameters fit relative to XRF data for sample S23L_AB. 

 
Figure 7.17 Rietveld fit relative to XRD data for sample S23L_AB. 

 

Table 7.4 Elemental composition of sample alloys according to MAUD analysis (in wt%). 

Element S08L_AB S10L_AB S20L_AB S22L_AB S23L_AB S24L_AB 

Ti 89.40 89.68 89.23 89.22 88.15 89.23 

Al 5.99 5.75 5.98 6.00 6.07 5.92 

V 3.51 3.50 3.54 4.02 4.11 4.20 

Si 0.78 0.68 0.95 0.38 1.42 0.42 

Cr 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.04 

Fe 0.23 0.26 0.22 0.26 0.23 0.19 

Cu 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.00 0.00 
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Table 7.5 Phase composition of bulk according to MAUD analysis (in wt%). 

Phase S08L_AB S10L_AB S20L_AB S22L_AB S23L_AB S24L_AB 

Ti-alpha 97.90 98.01 96.53 98.92 96.18 98.54 

Ti-beta 2.10 1.99 3.47 1.08 3.82 1.46 

 

Table 7.6 Phase composition and thickness of surface layer according to MAUD analysis (in wt%). 
Phase S08L_AB S10L_AB S20L_AB S22L_AB S23L_AB S24L_AB 

Thickness (nm) 40.1 35.0 58.0 27.0 9.5 6.0 

Ti-alpha 1,8 - - 1,2 - 0,7 

Ti-beta 0,3 1,6 1,9 - 3,4 1,3 

TiO2 97,9 98,4 98,1 98,8 96,6 98,0 

 

Table 7.4 shows the elemental concentration resulting from combined analysis, while Table 7.5 

shows the phase distribution in the bulk of the sample, and Table 7.6 the phase composition and 

the thicknesses estimated by the combined analysis for the surface layer. 

7.5.2 SEM-EDXS 

In order to have a qualitative check of the surface situation of the samples, we have executed 

some SEM-EDXS analysis.  

 
Figure 7.18 SEM-EDXS spectrum for sample S08L_AB. 

All sample screenings confirm the data obtained by XRF, with the same elements, except for 

the oxygen of the surficial oxides, which is not detectable in air by XRF but is appreciable as Ti-

oxide phase by XRD. In Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19 are shown the spectra for samples S08L_AB 

and S23L_AB, respectively. 
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Figure 7.19 SEM-EDXS spectrum for sample S23L_AB. 

7.6 Result discussion 

The elemental concentration resulting from combined analysis Table 7.4 confirms that for all 

the samples, the investigated areas report Al e V content inside the specification ranges reported in 

the Table 7.2. This is also true for the iron content, while the chromium content is negligible, and 

it will not be considered in the present analysis. 

The presence of copper is, on the contrary, unexpected: a more important aspect is that its 

presence is detected only inside four samples (S08L_AB, S10L_AB, S20L_AB and S22L_AB), 

while is absent in the other two samples (S23L_AB and S24L_AB). This presence can be 

considered a surficial contamination due to the cutting process by Electrical Discharge Machining 

(EDM) [55,161].  

The last element we consider here is silicon. It is a  stabilizer and its presence varies among 

the samples. In order to understand its contribution, we need to consider now the data coming 

from XRD.  

Table 7.5 shows the phase distribution obtained from combined analysis. Taking care of the 

fact we have a low penetration depth of the radiation used in the XRD setups (about 1 micron 

attenuation length for Co-K, 5 degrees incidence angle and assuming a pure Ti matrix), and with 

all the precision limit of fitted data, we can in any case ascertain a correlation between the presence 

of silicon and iron (which is also e  stabilizer) inside sample and the  phase content as obtained 

by the XRD.  
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To simplify understanding, we diagram the data of all  stabilizers (including vanadium) against 

 phase content. As we can see (see Table 7.4, Table 7.5 and Figure 7.20), the combined presence 

of iron and silicon increase as soon as increases the content of  phase inside the samples.  

S08L_AB and S10L_AB samples are comparable, both having about 2% of  phase; also, 

S22L_AB and S24L_AB are comparable respect to silicon and iron content and the content of  

phase.  

In all samples, vanadium content does not appear to influence particularly the -phase content, 

as we can graphically appreciate from Figure 7.20. This is not the case of silicon: we can observe 

that with the silicon content increase, the  phase increase consequently in content inside samples. 

 
Figure 7.20 Content of  stabilizers against Ti  phase content. 

However, the content of silicon is not the only factor to be taken in count. If we consider 

S22L_AB and S24L_AB samples, we can observe that they have about the same content of silicon 

and iron, just a bit more of vanadium but the S24L_AB have a Ti- content about 40% more than 

S22L_AB. Because S10L_AB has about the same content of vanadium of S22L_AB but double 

content of Ti-, this means that another concurrent production factor must be considered. 

Remembering the Eq. 7.1 and the production data reported in Table 7.3, we can construct the 

graph of Figure 7.21. 
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As we can see now, despite about the same content of  stabilizers, the effect of higher density 

of energy have some impact on Ti- content: this is true considering the couple S22L_AB and 

S24L_AB, and the couple S20L_AB and S22L_AB.  

 
Figure 7.21 Analysis of SLM energy density and -phase content. 

This is consistent with the fact that higher energy allows a higher localized temperature in SLM 

process and the equilibrium fraction of  phase rises at high temperatures [181], which then leads 

to a higher fraction of + phases at room temperature (remember here that the cooling rate was 

the same for all samples). 

The effect, in any case, has not the same impact as the presence of silicon: for the couple 

S08L_AB and S10L_AB, the higher energy density does not seem to affect so much compensating 

the lower content of  stabilizers in S08L_AB sample respect to S10L_AB sample. Thus, the 

S08L_AB has only a slightly higher content of  phase.  

We can resume these observations in Figure 7.22. Here, the sum(Fe,Si,V) histogram bar 

includes all the contribution of  stabilizers. From the confrontation with the bar of silicon, the 

graph confirms that vanadium does not play a relevant role as silicon itself, whose contribution is 

on the contrary evident in increasing the  phase. 

These aspects are relevant for the production of components: usually TiAl6V4 are not used 

without treatments (as built), because they unable to achieve the high material performance of 

equivalent wrought counterparts [67,185].  
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In this case, we have investigated only the surface of sample, assuming their homogeneity. A 

critical factor, from this point of view, is certainly the quality of the powder particle shapes, which 

influences sample homogeneity and porosity [86,87]; in present study they are unknown from 

factory and cannot be inferred by XRF or XRD. 

 

Figure 7.22 Resume diagram of main production parameters. 

The combined XRF/XRD approach, however, gives the opportunity to investigate the 

behaviour of single elements inside the alloy respect to alloy phase compositions. Again, we have 

limited to surface, but nothing forbids to go deeper inside the sample with an accurate sample 

cutting (in order to avoid contamination and thermal alteration) and sectioning along sample 

thickness. 

The combined technique, intensively applied, allow to predict phase distribution according to 

precise production parameters. 

In this context, as we have seen, also power and speed of laser are involved, taking care of the 

fact the short interaction times and highly localized heat input provoke large thermal gradients 

during SLM process which lead to the formation of inner defects (unmolten particles, entrapped 

gas bubbles, etc.) [87,126] which can be critical in fatigue conditions [20,66]. This has influence on 

quality and mechanical properties of titanium alloy fabricated using SLM technology [170,184], 

because we can have some critical problems (residual stresses, segregation phenomena, etc.) 

[95,169,181].  
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8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) and fluorescence (XRF) techniques are useful non-destructive 

analytical techniques, with application not only in industrial field and mining, but also in 

environmental control and cultural heritage monitoring and conservation. 

In the present research, we have considered the advantages of a combined approach with XRF 

and XRD techniques, due to their complementarity, and we have presented a new method of 

combining data, executing the simultaneous computation of the refinement both for XRF and 

XRD. In this case, instead of the common approach with an iterative refinement, passing from 

XRF to XRD and vice versa, both XRF and XRD data are processed simultaneously with a 

combined Rietveld refinement.  

This innovative approach has been implemented in the program MAUD, combining original 

XRD algorithm with the XRF module implementation from the GIMPy application and some 

other easy external wizards (in Eagle-X container) for preliminary XRF analysis and model set-up. 

We have presented the application of this new approach to two case studies, the first one 

regarding the cultural heritage field with the analysis of ancient Venetian coins, the second one 

regarding an industrial application concerning a sintered titanium alloy with different production 

parameters. 

As we have seen, the application of technique is very productive from informational point of 

view, if a good layer-model is adopted, taking care of chemistry and known physical factors. 

Moreover, the multilayer model, being nearer to real phase distribution inside the sample, allows a 

better fitting of data, with a consistent improvement of the quality of the refinement, considering 

that both XRF and XRD refinement are contemporarily executed. 

A critical aspect for a successful application of the technique is the sample. No preparation is 

virtually needed for analysis, but of course this is immediately true for industrial components as 

soon as they are produced, but it is not so true for archaeological artefacts, were the condition of 

production, history and store conditions are unknown. 

Corrosion patinas can alter the read of the data, and some care must be taken for analysis, not 

only because the patinas may not be homogenous among samples, as we have seen for the sesini, 

but also because the same layer cannot be homogeneous, although the model can suppose it.  

Another important aspect to be considered is that the patinas can reflect or increase the 

preferential orientation in the sample, with undesired texture effects on surface of the sample. 
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The cleaning of the artefacts is not always possible or desired by the owners, so this can 

complicate the approach to combined analysis, regarding the model to be adopted in material 

simulation for data interpretation.  

In any case, the combined analysis remains a valid approach provided that we are aware of the 

limits in terms of depth of analysis, linked to the analysis tool (X-ray beam, detector, etc…) and to 

the surface conditions of the sample.  

As future perspective, the introduction of a standard approach for taking care of the texture 

effects on samples can greatly improve the quality of the refinement, allowing a better approach 

also to complicate situations like that experimented on the coins. 

Another aspect is the improvement of usability of the software, a “must” which can greatly 

improve diffusion and quality of XRF-XRD combined analysis. 

In this sense, the integration of the GUI plugins of Eagle-X, which contain the engine of 

GIMPy translated from Python to Java language, into the MAUD software can give the not-

specialized user a valid way to approach a complex and powerful software like MAUD, which was 

at the beginning born for XRD-only analysis, but in the meantime has evolved to integrate the 

XRF inside, according to the combined approach. 

From the algorithm point of view, MAUD with his power has achieved the initially set purpose, 

as demonstrated in the present research.  

However, the usability of the software remains a necessary and unavoidable requirement for a 

better diffusion of this software tool with the combined analysis not only in the scientific, but also 

in the archaeological and / or industrial field, where not-specialized users are commons. 
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A. APPENDIX – SDD DETECTOR BY KETEK 

In FBK there is a machine called Phoenix with combined 

XRF/XRD technology installed (Figure A.1). 

This machine is equipped with a boxed Silicon Drift 

Detector (SDD) with Peltier cooling, for XRF – EDX – 

TXRF Applications, and a controlling software on Windows 

PC developed in C++ internally at FBK.  

The detector is an AXAS-D model produced by Ketek 

(Figure A.2). All information and images, where not explicitly 

specified, are retrieved from the official Ketek documentation 

(as available on the website published at www.ketek.net). 

The short facts for these models of detector produced by 

Ketek are: 

 

• Digital system completed with VITUS SDD, reset 

type preamplifier and Digital Pulse Processor (DPP); 

• Detector size 65 mm² collimated to 50 mm², with 

1024 channels; 

• energy resolution down to 123eV FWHM at Mn-Kα; 

• Filtering for SDD operating voltages; 

• SDD operating temperature readout; 

• Highly integrated design: aluminium housings plated 

with Nickel. All screws are stainless steel; 

• operable at an ambient temperature of up to +80°C; 

• high count rate capability up to 1,000kcps; 

• efficient integrated Peltier element; 

• no liquid nitrogen cooling required; 

• radiation hardness during more than 10 years standard 

count rate exposure; 

• peaking times adjustable via Graphic User Interface (GUI) from 1.32μs to 13.3μs. 

Figure A.1 Phoenix machine in FBK 

Figure A.2 View of the Ketek detector 
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a) SDD box geometry 

In Figure A.3 is shown the front and the back of AXAS-D model of FBK, with the 100mm 

finger on top of which is installed the VITUS SDD detector. In Figure A.4 is detailed the 

geometry of the casing. 

 

AXAS-D front with a 100mm finger 

 

AXAS-D back with preamplifier output and USB port 

Figure A.3 Front and back of the detector casing 

 

Figure A.4 Geometry of the casing 

b) SDD geometry 

KETEK's VITUS Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD) are the state-of-the-art X-ray detectors based 

on a silicon substrate. Their typical X-ray energy range is between 0.2 keV and 30 keV. They are 

used in applications such as EDX, EDS, XRF, TXRF.  

Due to their wide operating temperature range, they are especially employed for industrial and 

automotive applications. In Figure A.5 we can see the SDD detector with and without the housing 

(called “TO8 housing”). 
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a) VITUS H50 in TO8 housing with 12.5 μm Be window 

 

b) Open VITUS H50 with on-chip multilayer collimator 

Figure A.5 SDD detector with (a) and without (b) the housing. 

In Figure A.6 we can see the schemes of SDD construction with ceramic SDD chip carrier, 

Peltier cooling element and a multilayer collimator, integrated into a standard TO8 housing. 

All VITUS detectors have an on-chip collimator which offers a minimum vertical distance to 

the radiation entrance plane and therefore a large solid angle. The absorption depth is 450 m, the 

maximum input count rate is 1000 kcps (kilocount per seconds). 

 

Cross section 

 

b) VITUS H50 Detector Geometry 

Figure A.6 Cross section and geometry of Vitus SDD detector model 
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c) Operation requirements 

 

a) 

 

b)  

Figure A.7 a) Pin assignment of VITUS SDD, and b) VITUS Operation Block Diagram 

Detector operating voltages are RC low-pass filtered and linearly regulated by KETEK 

electronics. KETEK model has moreover reset type charge sensitive pre-amplifier with internally 

triggered reset pulses, and short wiring length between detector and pre-amplifier (Figure A.7). 

Table A.1 VITUS SDD operation requirements 

SDD Voltages and Currents 
  

Ring1 (R1) -20 V ± 5 V 10 µA typ. 

RingX (RX) -130 V ± 20 V 10 µA typ. 

Back -60 V ± 5 V <1 nA 

Included FET  
  

Drain 3 V ± 0.5 V 3 mA 

Source 0 V  

Bulk -5 V ± 3 V  

Reset 1 V 1 μs 

Feedback  ramped output  

Peltier Element 3.6 V 700 mA max 

Temperature Monitor NTC thermistor 10 kΩ @ 25 °C 

 

The operation block diagram of Figure A.7 is shown in more detail in Figure A.8. The diagram 

shows the principle of operation of the AXAS-D. It consists of a low voltage power supply for 3.3 

and 1.2V, a thermoelectric cooler controller for the SDD Peltier, a high voltage (180 V DC) power 

supply, a sensor parameters control and measurement unit, the preamplifier and the Digital Pulse 

Processor (DPP) itself. It provides an overvoltage and polarity reversal protection.  
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Figure A.8 Operation block diagram of VITUS SDD 

The Block Diagram of shows the principle of operation of the Digital Pulse Processor (DPP). 

The main clock frequency is 25 MHz, using a 12bit ADC at 40 MSPS. It has both an analogue gain 

before digitizing and a digital gain right after the digital filtering, which consists of digital shaping a 

digital Baseline Restoration (BLR), a Peak Detection and a digital Pile-Up Rejector (PUR). Also, 

the SDD operating parameters can be set and read by an additional ADC in combination with an 

SPI Interface. The DPP is FPGA based and uses USB 2.0 Interface. 

 

Figure A.9 Block diagram of the Digital Pulse Processor (DPP) 

d) AXAS-D Detector behaviour 

The diagram in Figure A.11 provides the throughput behaviour of the AXAS-D according to 

specification. It shows the dependency of the output count rate with the input count rate for 

different digital peaking times.  

The lower is the peaking time, the higher is the maximum throughput for a system. 
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The energy resolution of the digital system is mostly independent of the input count rate, as we 

can see in Figure A.10.  

The graph shows the dependency of the Full Width at half maximum with the incoming 

photons (input count rate) for different digital peaking times. 

The graph of Figure A.12 shows the independence of the peak position of the Mn-K line with 

the input count rate for different digital peaking times. 

Figure A.11 Throughput behaviour 

Figure A.10 Energy resolution with input count rate 

Figure A.12 Peak position of Mn-K 
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B. MACHINE CALIBRATION REFERENCES 

For the calibration of XRF machine used for the analysis of the sample in this research has 

been used some certified references. In this Appendix the type of sample used and their certified 

content has been reported. 

BCR 090 titanium with added impurities 

This sample (Figure B.1) is prepared by the Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements 

(IRMM) and certified by BCR (Community Bureau of Reference, the former reference materials 

program of the European Commission). In Table B.1 elements are reported as mass fraction. 

Table B.1 Titanium sample: list of added impurities. 

Element Mass fraction 

Certified value 

(g/kg) 

Uncertainty 

(g/kg) 

B 0.0282 0.0014 

Co 0.501 0.014 

Cr 0.533 0.011 

Cu 0.513 0.009 

Fe 0.563 0.016 

Mn 0.314 0.010 

Mo 0.488 0.011 

Ni 0.667 0.007 

 

 

NIST 612 Glass with trace elements 

This glass sample is prepared by the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) and 

certified values for 15 elements of SRM 612 are reported in Table 1 as mass fractions. 

Figure B.1 BCR 090 sample. 
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Table B.2 List of elements inside NIST 612 

Constituent  Mass Fraction (mg/kg) 

 
Figure B.2 NIST 612 sample 

Antimony  34.9  2.2 

Arsenic  37.4  2.2 

Barium  38.6  2.6 

Cadmium  29.9  4.2 

Chromium  35.0  3.3 

Iron  51  2 

Lead  38.57  0.2 

Manganese  37.7  3.8 

Nickel  38.8  0.2 

Rubidium  31.4  0.4 

Selenium  16.1  1.6 

Silver  22.0  0.3 

Strontium  78.4  0.2 

Thorium  37.79  0.08 

Uranium  37.38  0.08 

RAuP7 Gold reference material 

This reference material is produced by Rand Refinery in South Africa 

and distributed by Simar Analytical Srl (www.simarsrl.com) under the code 

RAuP7. 

The disk was prepared by melting high purity gold granules and required 

elements, casted in a graphite mould and machined to yield a surface 

suitable for optical emission. In Table B.3 are reported the contents in ppm 

of trace elements. 

Table B.3 Concentration values of trace elements (ppm) 

 Cu Pt Pd Mn Zn Pb Sb Bi Se Fe Ag Cr Ti 

RAuP7 185.1 176.4 178.8 143.4 199 202.9 258.2 197.7 173 177.3 212.7 137 128.6 

sd*2 5 4 2 4 4 9 9 7 3 9 1 2 1 

Mixture Al2O3-TiO2 

Three reference mixture of Al2O3-TiO2 from certified powders have been prepared to simulate 

a composition with different concentration of Al. 

Figure B.3 RAuP7 sample 
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Table B.4 Content of powders in mixture 

Sample no. Al2O3 wt % TiO2 wt % wt tot 

1 0,1264 0,12 0,9422 0,88 1,0686 

2 0,5619 0,52 0,5268 0,48 1,0887 

3 0,9070 0,90 0,0999 0,10 1,0069 

 

Every sample has undergone XRF scanning on the TNX Phoenix combined spectrometer, in 

order to get spectrum and calibrate response on MAUD software. The spectra and relative fitting 

of sample 1, 2 and 3 are reported, respectively, in Figure B.4, Figure B.5. 

 
Figure B.4 Spectrum and calibration fitting for Sample 1 

 
Figure B.5 Spectrum and calibration fitting for Sample 2 
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Figure B.6 Spectrum and calibration fitting for Sample 3 
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